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Dr. Beter was General Counsel for the Export-Import Bank of Washington; a
candidate for the governorship of West Virginia; cofounded SODESMIR, a mineral
exploration company in Zaire; represented American gas utilities building a pipeline
the length of Argentina; represented mining interests in underwater manganese
nodule exploration in the Pacific; was featured at financial seminars in New York
City, Los Angeles, San Francisco, Toronto, Montreal, Geneva, and other international
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Wall Street luminaries including Franz Pick, Edward Durell, Colonel Curtis Dall,
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why the body count changed in the wake of the Jonestown massacre.

These papers are a legacy of great value left by the author, the late
Peter D. Beter. They relate the events as they really took place behind
closed doors in the theater of politico-military operations in the midst
of the Cold War. These are Audio Letters transcribed into texts.
They cover the period from the years 1975 to 1982. Monthly reports
that gave details of the real occurrences as opposed to the falsified
official false versions conveyed by the major media controlled by the
Establishment of the international Satanic cabal.
Their reading will give you a clearer idea of what the Geopolitical
Strategy is and the danger that this world has faced and continues to
encounter in the hands of the different power factions competing for
its control.
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----------------------------------------------------------------This is the Dr. Beter AUDIO LETTER(R), 1629 K St., NW, Washington, DC 20006.
Hello, my friends, this is Dr. Beter. Today is January 20, 1981, and this is my AUDIO
LETTER(R) N° 61.
It's been about a month and a half now since I recorded AUDIO LETTER N° 60 at the
end of November. Beginning with this issue N° 61, I plan to record my AUDIO
LETTER on a slightly more flexible schedule. I still plan to record a message roughly
once a month, but from now on I want to tie my schedule more to events and less to
the calendar. After all, the AUDIO LETTER is recording history in the making.
Sometimes the end of the month arrives just as a major story is breaking, either in
public or behind closed doors. From now on when that happens, I may well delay for a
few days to give you a more complete story. On other occasions it may work the other
way, speeding up my AUDIO LETTER schedule. All of this will have no effect on your
subscription. You will receive all the issues you paid for no matter when they are
released; so I hope that with a more flexible schedule I will be able to serve you better
than ever before because, my friends, events are building toward a climax.
Since I spoke with you last, the world was shocked, saddened, and angered by a
seemingly senseless murder in New York City. The victim was the former Beatle and
rock star John Lennon. Lennon was fond of saying that a rock star can say things
without being killed for it; and after five years out of the public eye, Lennon was going
back to work -- not because he needed the money but because he had things to say.
But the things he had to say this time, my friends, would have caused trouble for those
who are maneuvering us into nuclear war; and so a former fan of his was turned into a
psychologically-programmed assassin. This was done using the techniques I made
public over five years ago in AUDIO LETTER N° 5. And on the eve of his return to
public life, John Lennon was silenced.
My friends, lawless forces are destroying our way of life. They have spawned a soaring
crime rate about which many of you have written to me asking questions. If you want
to understand how these lawless forces affect you personally, there's a new book I
would like to recommend to you. The author is a highly respected business

consultant, Mr. Fred Muller. His book is titled: "America's Coming Nightmare
Inflation, Economic Collapse, and Crime Revolution". The price is $10.00 postpaid,
and you can order it directly from:
Fred Muller
P.O. Box 11909, Columbia, SC 29211.

If we sit idly by and let it happen, these forces of lawlessness will sweep away
everything that is dear to us. They are destroying our money and our economy,
robbing us of our hard-won assets. They are making many fear for their own lives
when they walk the streets; they are perverting our laws, and corrupting our
lawmakers; and they are working night and day to betray us into the insanity of
nuclear war.
But there is something we can do. Last July 1980 I began answering your questions
about what you can do; and because so many of you have responded with action, I will
continue to tell you more. We are making progress; and if we do not lose heart, I am
convinced that we are going to win.
My three special topics for this AUDIO LETTER are:
Topic #1 -- The Legal Sabotage of The Reagan Transition
Topic #2 -- The Forfeited Opportunity of Senator William Proxmire
Topic #3 – The Golden Swindle of The Federal Reserve Banks

Topic #1--Two months ago America was buzzing over the great surprise landslide in
the name of Ronald Reagan. There were all kinds of upbeat promises to "hit the
ground running". But the transition to a new Administration has actually done just the
opposite. First, the early choices for several Cabinet positions fell apart. People who
had appeared interested suddenly just backed out. Meanwhile the job of filling lower
echelon positions became even worse. Instead of "hitting the ground running", the
Transition Team was wading through a swamp. Weeks ago the Transition Team
exhausted its Government money and had to start asking their corporate friends for
donations to stay in business. Puzzled reporters and columnists have been scratching
their heads over it all. Veteran Washington watchers can tell something is wrong.
They can sniff it in the air. And for public consumption, the so-called "Reagan Team"
has tried to blame it all on the "Ethics in Government Act" of 1978. But, my friends,
that is not the real problem. Something much more far-reaching is involved. The fact

is that the new Administration has been virtually locked out by the Bolsheviks in
bureaucratic power here.
The symptoms of this unprecedented situation are growing on all sides. For example,
a few days ago on January 12, the New York Times carried an article with the headline:
"CAMPAIGN AIDES FOR REAGAN FEAR THEY ARE LEFT OUT." The article said,
quote: "The Reagan transition aides now expect to have only about 50 upper-level
officials chosen by the time Mr. Reagan is sworn in on January 20" and this is in
connection with, quote "filling of the 400 jobs considered essential for the control of
the bureaucracy". In other words, my friends, Reagan aides were saying that the
bureaucracy would still be beyond their control as of today. And one more very
significant quote: "To the Reagan transition staff the current process of filling the
hundreds of jobs below the level of Cabinet officer is perhaps more important than the
filling of the Cabinet positions. The lower level aides, they said, will be the ones
actually carrying out Mr. Reagan's policies".
My friends, the power struggle for control of the United States Government is
continuing. I outlined that struggle in AUDIO LETTER No. 59 last October, and in
AUDIO LETTER No. 60 I explained how the Election surprise came about. But as I
mentioned then, that was only a mild setback for the Bolsheviks entrenched in
powerful positions here in Washington.
The real problem which is confronting the alleged Reagan forces is not in the news. It
is a Supreme Court decision which was quietly engineered by the Bolsheviks here on
March 31, 1980. For the lawyers among my audience, the case is that of Branti vs.
Finkel. The citation is: 445 U.S. 507 (1980).
The case itself was unspectacular at first glance. A newly appointed Public Defender
in the New York County tried to dismiss two assistants who were leftovers or
holdovers from the other political party; but the assistants filed suit to keep their jobs.
The Supreme Court upheld them in the Branti decision last March; and in the process,
the Court made new law by declaring that the same principle applies at all
government levels, including federal. That general principle is that governmental
employees cannot be dismissed simply because of their political affiliation.
The ramifications of this decision are stunning, my friends. They were spelled out very
well in the dissenting opinions under the names of Justices Powell, Rehnquist, and
Stewart. The dissenting opinions are of many pages long and naturally are filled with
numerous detailed citations and arguments. But let me read a few quotations to you
which speak for themselves, quote:
"The Court today continues the evisceration of patronage practices".
And, quote:

"With scarcely a glance at almost 200 years of American political tradition, the Court
further limits the relevance of political affiliation to the selection and retention of
public employees. Many public positions previously filled on the basis of membership
in national parties now must be staffed in accordance with a Constitutionalized Civil
Service Standard that will affect the employment practices of federal, state, and local
governments".
And, quote: "Today's decision is an exercise of judicial law-making".
My friends, almost since the founding of our Republic, America's political system has
depended upon patronage. Without patronage, your vote means nothing at all. This
fact is brought out in the dissenting opinion of the Supreme Court itself in the words,
quote:
"Elected officials depend upon appointees who hold similar views to carry out their
policies and administer their programs. Patronage, the right to select key personnel
and to reward a party faithful, serves the public interest by facilitating the
implementation of policies endorsed by the electorate".
Thanks to the Supreme Court Branti decision, the new Administration is having to
take office with a bureaucracy that is beyond its control. The Bolsheviks entrenched in
key positions nation-wide at all levels of government are immune to wholesale firing.
Instead, they have to be pried loose one by one based on non-political arguments.
Likewise, new appointees cannot be brought in just because they are Republicans.
The result is a quagmire, a government out of control. The Corporate Socialists have
for the moment succeeded in seizing the White House under the banner of Ronald
Reagan, but it is still the Bolsheviks who control the Government.
One result will be the opposite of the plans we are hearing for a "hiring freeze". There
will actually be duplicate hiring under various disguises in order to get around the
entrenched Bolsheviks. That will lead to a mushrooming, inefficient government, and
more government spending, more bureaucracy -- not less. And so, thanks to the littleknown Branti decision of the Supreme Court, the Bolsheviks here still have a
stranglehold on the United States government. The new Administration will try
everything to whittle away at their power; but the Bolsheviks have no intention of
letting themselves be whittled very far. Before that can happen, they plan to cut short
the new Administration under the name of Ronald Reagan.

Topic #2 -- The Forfeited Opportunity of Senator William Proxmire
For nearly six months now many of you have been joining me in a preventive war of
Truth. Ours is a war to turn aside the plans for economic collapse, dictatorship, and

thermonuclear war. To do that, we are seizing the chief weapon of our enemies and
turning it against them. That weapon is the GOLD weapon. Those who have cornered
our gold and our money are using it to destroy our way of life; but their giant GOLD
weapon is also their Achilles' heel, because they have broken laws and they have made
mistakes. They have left a trail. You and I are following that trail to track them down;
and if we will keep at it and not lose heart, I firmly believe that we are going to win.
As you know, we began our action campaign last summer with Senator William
Proxmire. At that time he was Chairman of the powerful Senate Banking Committee.
He will no longer be Chairman in the new Congress because of the change from
Democrat to Republican control of the Senate; but Proxmire will remain on the
Committee and he will continue to exercise a great deal of power, so I want to bring
you up to date on our efforts with him.
If you will recall, there were basically two things which we were asking of Senator
Proxmire. Our main request was that he launch a public, honest investigation into the
true status of America's alleged gold supplies. We specifically asked him not to just
accept the self-serving words of the Treasury Department. The time is long overdue
for proof, not words, so we wanted Senator Proxmire to press for an impartial,
independent, complete physical inventory. Either America's gold is there, or it is not
there; so I urged you to challenge Senator Proxmire to prove Dr. Beter wrong. But we
did not expect Senator Proxmire to do all that out of a clear blue sky. Any
investigation as large as that must have a starting point; and so as a preliminary step,
we gave him that starting point. We asked him to look into one very specific matter
first. That was the matter of the missing gold shipment from Fort Knox of January 20,
1965, the very day Lyndon Johnson was inaugurated! Any truthful, independent
inquiry about that one shipment alone would raise questions that are far broader in
scope, and those questions would have led into the complete investigation we are
asking for.
But what has the champion of the "Golden Fleece Award" done up to now? First,
consider the matter of the missing gold shipment which I discussed in AUDIO
LETTER N° 56. Proxmire has yet to launch an independent investigation of any kind.
Instead he started off by doing what we asked him not to do. He asked for a report by
the Treasury's own Inspector General. Then he wasted months of precious time in
sending computerized brush-off letters in reply to your letters. Following standard
procedure in Washington today, he gave you nothing but lip service. He kept
promising you that as soon as he received the Treasury report, he would decide what
to do next.
My friends, even when Proxmire did receive the worthless Treasury report, he just sat
on it. He was hoping that he could stall you until you lost interest and went away.
Proxmire never made the promised report available until you insisted that he do so

around early December. The report of the Treasury's Inspector General carries a handstamped date of September 30, 1980. It adds nothing new about the missing shipment;
instead it just expands on a 5-year-old letter of Mrs. Mary Brooks, then Director of the
United States Mint. I first made that letter public in AUDIO LETTER N° 2 for July
1975.
The Brooks letter of 1975 served only to multiply the questions about the missing Fort
Knox gold shipment. And the 1980 report by the Treasury's Inspector General only
muddied the waters still further. No wonder Senator Proxmire tried to sit on the
report for two months, because it is an unsatisfactory report. As such it calls for
Proxmire to do his duty to dig deeper -- and digging deeper is the one thing Proxmire
seems determined not to do.
The missing gold shipment of January 20, 1965 is only one thread in the giant web of
scandal surrounding our missing gold, and Proxmire has stubbornly refused even to
take a glance at the giant scandal as a whole. To show you what I mean, let me remind
you of a letter to Proxmire which I quoted in AUDIO LETTER No. 59 last October. It
was written by an acquaintance of Proxmire in Proxmire's home state of Wisconsin.
As an astute business man, he asked Proxmire some very penetrating questions. This
man has kept my good friend, Mr. Edward Durell, informed about his correspondence
with Proxmire. As a result, I can give you the sequel to what I reported to you in
October. It is very revealing.
To begin with, Proxmire never answered the letter from his friend which I read to you.
After a few weeks, Proxmire's friend wrote again. He made it abundantly clear that he
expected an answer. And answer Proxmire did.
Proxmire's letter dated December 3, 1980 begins with the words, quote:
"I have no record of having received your earlier letter concerning a physical inventory
of the nation's gold reserves. I have received a great deal of mail regarding this issue, so
I do apologize for the oversight".
By the way, some of you have asked me how many people are joining in our campaign,
so now you have Proxmire's own words, not just mine, that you have a lot of company.
You are making yourself heard.
But Proxmire spends the rest of the letter giving nothing but excuses for refusing to
do his duty. It is little more than a rehash of things you have already heard, including
factual errors. The letter was so bad that his friend wrote again and picked it apart
almost line by line. But for you and me, there's no point in wasting any more time on
Proxmire right now.

My friends, we gave Senator Proxmire the benefit of the doubt. He has responded by
forfeiting the opportunity to take the lead which could have been his. Under British
common law he would be considered a traitor, so for now we will just go away and
leave him alone. But Proxmire will remain a powerful member of the Senate Banking
Committee. We may have occasion to deal with him again; but if we do, my friends, it
will be on very different terms.

Topic #3 -- Just after Christmas last month a big article about Fort Knox began
appearing in newspapers nation-wide. Alert listeners all over the United States have
sent me copies. The publicity counterattack against our "preventive war of TRUTH"
has now begun.
The article had three basic points to get across. Two of these were familiar from
countless gold propaganda in the past. One of these old familiar points was a rehash of
the old myth about the impregnability of Fort Knox. The officer in charge of the
Bullion Depository, George B. Wright, was photographed at attention outside the
locked gates, and there were quotes from him like: "This is the most secure facility you
will find anywhere. We are continually improving our security system" and "We have
tanks and personnel carriers standing by".
A second familiar point of the long article was the standard personal attack on me.
My 1974 charges about our missing gold are mentioned, but those are dismissed with a
yawn, as quote: "Beter's farfetched claim".
But the third propaganda trick in the article was new. In AUDIO LETTER N° 60 four
weeks earlier I had reported, quote:
"Watch for the non-existent gold reserves to be revalued at current market prices. In
terms of dollars, our fictitious gold reserves will suddenly look 15 or 20 times bigger".
The Fort Knox newspaper article started the ball rolling. It never mentioned the old
official gold price of $ 42.22 per ounce which is reflected in Treasury balance sheets.
Instead, it hammers away at the great increase in market prices of gold, and so our
psychological conditioning has now begun. We are being mentally set up for the gold
revaluation publicity stunt to come.
In AUDIO LETTER N° 59 I discussed the way in which America's gold reserves are
listed on Treasury and Federal Reserve balance sheets. I did that in order to call your
attention to a little known but crucial fact. Our gold is often referred to loosely in the
press as the "Treasury's gold" or the "government's gold", but that is not correct. The
gold actually belongs to the Federal Reserve System. The Treasury only serves as a
physical custodian for the Federal Reserve gold, and the Treasury and the Federal

Reserve balance sheets confirm that this is the situation. If this sounds like a strange
arrangement, you're right. It is. But it was set up that way for a reason.
Treasury custody of Federal Reserve gold created a situation of mixed responsibility,
and it enabled those lines of responsibility to be blurred wherever convenient. This
made it easier for those who stole our gold to hide what they had done. Even so they
have broken laws and they have left a trail. The legal evidence is mounting that points
to the Treasury Department and the Federal Reserve Board of Governors here in
Washington as co-conspirators. The legal principle involved is that of a pledge,
misapplied in a wrongful and fraudulent manner. And, my friends, you and I are not
the only victims! By and large the Presidents and Directors of the Regional Federal
Reserve Banks have also been victimized. They have been placed in positions of
enormous liability by the actions of the Board here in Washington, and the evidence
so far indicates that they do not realize what has been done to them.
What I want to do now is to outline the legal case that is taking shape. Laws have
been broken, and some very powerful men are destined for prison! I know that I have
many lawyers among my listeners, and it is as a lawyer that I speak to you now; but I
will also try to make my comments as clear as possible for everyone. We are being
forced to try our case first in the "court of public opinion", and I will conclude this
topic with a new suggestion for action for you and for the Regional Federal Reserve
Banks.
On December 3, 1974, then Secretary of the Treasury William Simon testified before a
Subcommittee of the House Banking Committee. The Congressmen were asking
about various details of the Treasury's announced plans to start holding "gold
auctions". The auctions were to begin a few weeks later in January 1975. In the course
of the questioning, then Congressman John Conlan in Arizona asked:
"Is the government gold owned by the Federal Reserve or is it owned by the Treasury
but the Federal Reserve has a mortgage-like interest on that gold?"
Simon's answer included the words, and I quote:
"It is sort of a pledge".
When Simon said those two words "sort of" he almost let the cat out of the bag.
Fortunately for him, Simon's slip of the tongue went unnoticed at the time; and
Government witnesses before Congress always have a special privilege. It goes under
the euphemism "correcting for the record" -- that is, a Government witness can revise
his oral testimony before it is printed by the Government Printing Office. So the
officially-published version of Simon's testimony was sanitized in several places.
Among other things, it omits those two incriminating words "sort of" which Simon

said. According to the officially published version, Simon said to Congressman
Conlan, quote:
"Legally, I want to check with my attorney. Yes, it is the same. I thought it was. It is a
pledge".
Later in the same testimony Conlan asked Simon how the decision is taken to sell
gold. In his replies Simon said he took the decision to the President; but he also
claimed, quote:
"I have the authority to do that".
Now, my friends, please notice something very important. The then Secretary of the
Treasury, William Simon, was questioned about sales of Federal Reserve gold, and yet
he never once made any mention of obtaining Federal Reserve permission to do so!
Instead he asserted that the Treasury itself can sell the gold without asking anyone
else, not even the President. The only legal basis held out for this is the claim that the
gold is "a pledge".
My friends, please bear with me now. There is an essential legal point here which has
to be made. Those who need to know about it most urgently are the Officers and
Directors of the Regional Federal Reserve Banks, but I will need your help to bring
this about. As I am about to explain, the wool has been pulled over their eyes as well
as ours.
When I use the word "conspiracy", I'm doing so in the strict legal sense.
A CONSPIRACY is the term which refers to any situation in which two or more
individuals join together to plan and execute a crime; and that is exactly what the
Federal Reserve Board, not the Banks, and the Treasury have done.
The key to it all is the legal concept of a pledge. For nearly 20 years now, the United
States Treasury has been using a pretended authority to sell Federal Reserve gold at
will. That pretended authority is based upon a claim which has been made to sound
plausible but is totally false. That claim is the Treasury's assertion that the Federal
Reserve gold is a pledge; or, as Simon really said, "sort of a pledge". That is why
Simon's testimony of 1974, which I just quoted, was sanitized so carefully.
To show you what has been done, first I should define what a pledge is in law. First I
will describe it in legal terminology because this is a legal battleground. The Officers
and Directors of the Regional Federal Reserve Banks will have to take legal steps if
they are to save themselves. But I also want to make sure everyone understands what
is involved, so I will try my best to give you examples of what I am talking about.

Legally, a PLEDGE is defined as a bailment or transfer of personal property as a
security for some debt or obligation. It is redeemable on certain terms; but if the
Debtor defaults on the contract, the Creditor can sell the property which the Debtor
has turned over to him. In this situation, the debtor is called a pledgor because he is
pledging to pay or repay something. The creditor is called the pledgee. He holds on to
physical possession of the pledgor's property until the pledge is satisfied.
For a contract of pledge of property to exist, three elements must be present:
(1) The pledgor must turn over possession of the property to the pledgee;
(2) Title to the property -- that is, actual ownership -- is retained by the pledgor;
(3) and this is essential: There must be a lien of some sort against the property
involved for payment of a debt or performance of an obligation, and that debt or
obligation must be due the pledgee by the pledgor or some other person.
For my fellow attorneys, just a reminder that a contract of pledge is one form of
hypothecation. Hypothecation, of course, is the contractual power of a creditor over
the property of a debtor to cause the property to be sold to satisfy the debt. "Pledge"
applies specifically when the property of the debtor is physically handed over to the
creditor.
Now let me come down to earth and give you an everyday example. Suppose you
needed some money and decided to pawn your gold watch. You go to the pawnshop
and physically turn over your gold watch to the pawnbroker. In return, the
pawnbroker gives you two things: He hands you some money as a loan, and he also
hands you a receipt for your watch. Your pawn receipt gives you the legal right for
some period of time to go back in and redeem your watch. That is, if you want your
watch back, you give the pawnbroker the receipt plus the money you borrowed plus
some interest.
My friends, a pawn transaction like this is a contract of pledge. You are the debtor
because he has loaned you money. He keeps your watch in his possession as security
for your loan. During the redemption period you have the right to get your watch back
if you pay the loan; but if you do not repay the loan by a certain deadline, you default
on your loan. The pawnbroker may then sell your watch.
Now then, my friends, the United States Treasury claims that a similar arrangement
applies to the Federal Reserve gold. The property at issue is America's entire monetary
gold hoard instead of a gold watch; but they claim that the same principle applies,
that the gold is "a pledge". In effect, the Treasury thereby claims to be in the position
of a giant pawnbroker. By referring to the gold as "a pledge", the Treasury has claimed
in effect that the Federal Reserve System pawned the gold. Can you imagine? Beyond

that, the Treasury is behaving as if the Federal Reserve System had defaulted in some
way. The Treasury has disposed of most all of the Federal Reserve gold, just like a
pawnbroker; and this has been done without even notifying 11 of the 12 Regional
Federal Reserve Banks! The Federal Reserve Board of Governors right here in
Washington knew about it, so did certain people at the New York bank, but they have
left the other 11 Regional Banks in the dark.
My friends, the United States Treasury pretends to have the authority to sell off the
Federal Reserve gold at will. That is what William Simon, who parades today as the
darling of the Conservatives, said as Treasury Secretary in 1974. This pretended
authority to get rid of our gold is based on the Treasury's contention that it is "a
pledge". But is it? Or was it ever really a pledge? The Treasury's claim does not make it
so all by itself. That famous quotation of Abraham Lincoln applies just as well now as
it did in AUDIO LETTER N° 59: "A flower does not become a rose just because I call it
a rose".
I will now point out some facts which prove that the Treasury's possession of the
Federal Reserve gold was never on the basis of a pledge.
The Treasury's pretended authority to sell the gold is completely fraudulent, and there
has been collusion between the Treasury and the Federal Reserve Board here in
Washington. As a result, 11 of the 12 Regional Federal Reserve Banks have been
swindled. They are claiming assets -- gold assets -- in the mistaken belief that those
assets still exist.
To trace the true status of the Federal Reserve gold, we need to go back to the
beginning -- in 1933 and 1934. On March 4, 1933, Franklin D. Roosevelt was
inaugurated President for his first term. The very next evening just before midnight he
declared a "National Emergency". He proclaimed a week-long Bank Holiday, closing all
banks and placing an embargo on gold payments. Then the Treasury Secretary,
William H. Woodin, made a public statement to quiet the fears of the people. He said,
quote:
"It is ridiculous and misleading to say that we have gone off the Gold Standard any
more than we have gone off the Currency Standard. We are definitely on the Gold
Standard. Gold merely cannot be obtained for several days".
But they always lie, my friends. The Treasury Secretary said it would be just a few
days, but IT WAS 42 YEARS before Americans would regain the right to own gold,
because only four (4) days after he spoke, on March 9, 1933, the "National Banking
Emergency Act" was rushed into law. Under that Act, American citizens were forced
to turn in all of their gold. It was collected by the Federal Reserve System at the old
bargain price of $20.67 per ounce.

Despite those soothing words of the Treasury Secretary only days before, America was
off the Gold Standard. The Act also authorized the Treasury Secretary to instruct the
Federal Reserve to deliver its gold into possession of the Treasury. The Treasury
Secretary did issue those instructions on January 17, 1934, but the 1933 Law did not
take title of the gold away from the Federal Reserve. It only required that it be
physically held by the Treasury for safekeeping. Finally, the "Gold Reserve Act" of 1934
was passed on January 30 of that year. Section 2-A of the Act says, quote:
"Upon the approval of this Act, all right, title, and interest in every claim of the Federal
Reserve Board of every Federal Reserve Bank and of every Federal Reserve Agent in
and to any and all gold coin and gold bullion shall pass to and are hereby vested in the
United States".
My friends, that sounds ironclad, doesn't it? It sounds as if the Treasury took over
ownership of the gold from the Federal Reserve, but the fact is that it was only a
pretended transfer.
On January 24, 1934, six (6) days before the Act was passed, one brave Congressman
tried to expose the entire ruse. He was a bitter enemy of the Federal Reserve System,
and on the floor of Congress he gave a speech that revealed exactly what was afoot.
Describing the provisions of the Act for the gold transfer, then Congressman Louis T.
McFadden said, quote:
"It provides that the United States Government shall give the Federal Reserve Board
and the Federal Reserve Banks new Gold Certificates to the full value of the loot. The
Gold Certificates will give the Federal Reserve Board and the Federal Reserve Banks
legal title to the gold, and the United States Treasury will be nothing more than its
physical custodian. The Secretary of the Treasury will give the Federal Reserve Banks
gold for their new Gold Certificates whenever they ask for it. It is a fraudulent
transfer".
The situation McFadden described is exactly what happened. The Federal Reserve
System owns the gold through its Gold Certificates, the Treasury only acts as physical
custodian; and this arrangement has, in legal terms, been confirmed, ratified, and
condoned by the Federal Reserve and Treasury balance sheets for 46 years. It is the
fact, no matter what the words of the 1934 Act may seem to say; and law, my friends,
deals with the questions of fact, not just assertions.
Now let me return to the present-day claim of the Treasury that it holds the Federal
Reserve gold as "a pledge". That claim is in direct contradiction to the Treasury's own
balance sheets.
As I detailed in AUDIO LETTER N° 59, the Treasury is a debtor with regard to the
gold, while the Federal Reserve is the creditor; but if it were a pledge, as claimed by

the Treasury, the reverse would be true. The Treasury is trying to turn day into night,
and night into day, simply by calling it "a pledge."
That raises two questions, my friends.
(1) What pretended authority was the basis of Simon's 1974 claim that the gold is
"sort of a pledge"?
(2) How could the Treasury get away with this fraud?
The answer to the first question is a June 30, 1961 Act of Congress, the "Old Series
Currency Adjustment Act". The citation is: 31 USC 912. The Treasury misled Congress
in 1961 with the excuse that it was to enable the retirement of a variety of old obsolete
currencies including certain Gold Certificates used as currencies, but nowhere did the
Act define the term "Gold Certificates". The real but unstated purpose of the Act was
to provide a pretended authority to dispose of Federal Reserve gold. In fact, gold
began leaving the country under the "London Gold Pool Agreement" only three (3)
months later. By virtue of that Act, the Treasury pretends that the gold became what
Simon called "sort of a pledge". The Treasury claims a right that it does not legally have
to convert the gold to its own use and give the Federal Reserve System nothing but
paper money or bookkeeping credits in exchange. In this way, the Federal Reserve
Banks have been swindled out of their gold bullion.
That brings me to the second question. That is: How could the Treasury get away
with it? The answer involves collusion by the Federal Reserve Board of Governors here
in Washington.
In AUDIO LETTER N° 59 I suggested that you write to the President and Directors of
the Federal Reserve Bank in your Region. I suggested that you urge them to press for
an independent, reliable, physical inventory of the Federal Reserve gold in Treasury
vaults. Based on the replies of which you have sent me copies, a very significant
pattern has emerged. I do not include the New York bank in what I am about to say,
but the responding Chairmen and Presidents of the other 11 Regional Banks have said
basically two things:
N° 1 -- Not one single Chairman or President of a Regional Federal Reserve Bank says
he has ever seen the gold or had it inventoried. Instead to a man, they are all relying
totally on the assurances of the Treasury and their own Federal Reserve Board here in
Washington.
N° 2 -- Not one single reply reflects a correct understanding of his own enormous legal
liability involving the gold. Every indication is that they were never properly informed
that they were taking on this responsibility.

My friends, I know this sounds astonishing, but the correspondence demonstrating
these two points is just too overwhelming to ignore. Let me just read you a few
quotes to show you what I mean.
From the Federal Reserve Bank of Atlanta, President William F. Ford wrote, quote:
"As you may know, I have no jurisdiction over the stock of gold at Fort Knox.
However I have discussed the issues that you raise with my colleagues at the Federal
Reserve Board in Washington".
From the Federal Reserve Bank of Boston, President Frank E. Morris wrote, quote:
"I have never had reason to doubt that the gold stock and shipments have been
properly accounted for".
From the Federal Reserve Bank of Kansas City, President Roger Guffey wrote, quote:
"I did not perform a physical count of all assets of the Bank at the time I became
president, nor have I conducted a physical inventory of the nation's gold stock held by
the United States Treasury Department.
As I am sure you are aware, the nation's gold reserves are no longer held by the Federal
Reserve System but rather the title and custody is held by the United States Treasury
as a result of the 'Gold Reserve Act of 1934'."
From the Federal Reserve Bank of Philadelphia, Chairman John W. Eckman wrote,
quote:
"While the 12 Reserve Banks and their Directors have a degree of local autonomy, the
questions you and Mr. Durell ask and the actions you request are more logically in the
province of the Board of Governors".
From the Federal Reserve Bank of Dallas, President Ernest T. Baughman wrote to my
good friend, Mr. Edward Durell, quote:
"With respect to the gold which underlies the Gold Certificates held by the Federal
Reserve Banks, I have made no effort to eyeball that gold. I am prepared with no
reservations whatever to accept the representations of those government officials
responsible for the gold that they do in fact have it".
And from the Federal Reserve Bank of Richmond, President Robert P. Black wrote,
quote:
"I would like to emphasize as strongly as I know how that neither the Federal Reserve
System nor the Federal Reserve Bank of Richmond has custody or control of the gold
stock of the United States".

Then he quotes the gold legislation of 1933 and 1934 which I discussed for you earlier,
and he concludes on that basis that, quote:
"It seems clear to me that this legislation removes from the Federal Reserve System
any responsibility for the custody and control of the gold stock of the United States."
My friends, it is little wonder that the Chairmen and Presidents of the Regional
Federal Reserve Banks are so dangerously misinformed. Their own legal responsibility
for the gold is based not on custody but on ownership. And as I have already
established in detail for you, that ownership is not open to dispute. It is reflected in
the Gold Certificates owned by the Federal Reserve Banks, but here is the shocker:
The 12 Regional Banks do not have those Certificates, even though they are shown on
their respective balance sheets as "Gold Certificate Accounts".
Where did all those certificates go? Here is the answer. I quote now from a letter
dated January 9, 1981 to my good friend Mr. Durell. It was written by Robert P. Black,
President of the Federal Reserve Bank of Richmond, quote:
"I am unable to send you a copy of the certificate you requested. The 'Gold Certificate
Account' shown on the balance sheets of the Federal Reserve Banks is managed by the
Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System in Washington, D.C. Amounts in
this account are allocated to the 12 Federal Reserve Banks by the Board of Governors."
My friends, I speak again now as a lawyer. In any conspiracy to commit a crime, the
circle of conspirators is always kept as small as possible. The fewer the people
involved, the less the risk of exposure, and that is exactly the pattern that is emerging
now.
By every evidence up to now, the officers and directors of 11 of the 12 Regional Federal
Reserve Banks are not party to the gold conspiracy. They are dangerously
misinformed, but they appear to be acting in good faith. It is they who will be faced
with enormous fines, prison terms, and ruined lives when the Scandal breaks; and yet
they appear to be blissfully unaware of their great danger. And that, my friends, is the
second telltale sign in all great conspiracies -- the conspirators always make sure that
there will be someone else handy to take the blame!
For example, when the CIA, on orders, assassinated President John F. Kennedy, they
made sure a "patsy" named Lee Harvey Oswald was on hand; and they also made sure
he was silenced before he could raise too many doubts. Likewise, the conspirators
within the Treasury and the Federal Reserve Board of Governors have made sure that
they, too, will have their scapegoats. Those scapegoats are to be the officers and
directors of the Regional Federal Reserve Banks. Ignorance of the law is no excuse; so
when the Gold Scandal breaks, as it will, they will be bundled off to prison to satisfy

the rage of the American public -- that is, my friends, unless they take action now to
save themselves.
During the past six weeks or so they have been put on legal notice for the first time
ever about the missing Federal Reserve gold -- so they can break free of the web of
intrigue if they will. They can do this by taking the initiative to bring about an
independent, conclusive, physical inventory of the gold. By doing that, they can free
themselves of any taint of suspicion; but if they choose not to act, my friends, they will
only be sealing their own fate because they are now on legal notice. And if they choose
inaction, they will make themselves accessories after the fact in the biggest scandal in
American history -- the GOLD SCANDAL. The choice is up to them!
My friends, it's up to us -- you and me -- to alert the Federal Reserve Bank officials to
these things, and so I will be sending a copy of this tape to the President of each
Federal Reserve Bank by Registered Mail. I need for you to back me up with your
letters.
I am about to read you a sample letter to get you started. Please, write a letter like this
to the President of the Federal Reserve Bank in your Region. I told you how to get the
address in AUDIO LETTER No. 59.
Send the original to the President of the Federal ReserveBank, and send a copy to each
one of the other Directors. A photo copy will do; and as always, be sure to keep a copy
for your own file.
Now here's the sample letter I suggest. Feel free to use your own words, but please do
not cut corners. WE MUST HAVE ACTION--AND SOON, because time is fast
running out:

"Dear Mr. (so and so):
I am writing to you again because of my continuing deep concern over the loss of our
gold reserves. Thank you for your earlier reply; but I am concerned that you do not
appear to be aware of certain extremely large legal responsibilities on your part. In a
recent cassette tape, Dr. Beter has given a legal discussion of these responsibilities on
your part. Dr. Beter speaks as a lawyer and a former Counsel to the United States
Export-Import Bank, the largest governmental bank in the Western world. Therefore
I do not believe that you can safely afford to ignore his legal briefing of your
responsibilities regarding the gold.
Dr. Beter has notified his listeners that he is sending a copy of this cassette tape-AUDIO LETTER No. 61 -- to you by Registered Mail. It will take you and the other

Directors of your bank just one hour to hear what he has to say. I cannot urge you
strongly enough to do just that.
After you hear Dr. Beter's tape, I believe you will agree with me that you should take
steps to protect your own personal interests. To that end, I urge you to demand
immediate action by the Federal Reserve Board of Governors to arrange an
independent, conclusive, physical inventory of the gold in Treasury vaults. As you will
hear Dr. Beter explain, you do have the authority to bring this about.
Please insist that the committee which oversees the inventory include the President or
another Director from each one of the Regional Reserve Banks. You dare not delegate
this duty to anyone else, including even the Federal Reserve Board of Governors. Your
own personal vital interests are at stake!
If you will do this, it can only have one of two possible outcomes, both good. One
possibility is that the inventory will prove that all the gold is there, and Dr. Beter is
wrong. That would lay to rest seven years of unanswered questions which have
undermined confidence in America's banking system.
The only other possibility would be to prove that much, if not all, of the gold is
missing. In that case, you will be taking the first step toward correcting the real
causes of our crumbling economy, and you will have removed yourself from any taint
of suspicion.
Either the gold is there -- OR -- it is not there. Dr. Beter is not afraid to learn the truth.
Are you?"
--Followed by your signature.

My friends, once again I'm asking you to go to work. Please get your letter and copies
off to the Federal Reserve Bank in your Region right away. As I said before, I hold out
no hope for the New York bank, but the other 11 Regional Banks appear to be a real
ray of hope; and if they will do their duty and use their latent powers, they can save
themselves while doing a great service to America.

LAST MINUTE SUMMARY
Now it is time for just a few final words as my "Last Minute Summary".
Today, January 20, 1981, is Inauguration Day. To all outward appearances, a new
Administration has begun; but thanks to the obscure, recent Branti decision of the

Supreme Court, the change is only on the surface. The real battle to control the United
States Government continues unabated.
My friends, these things cannot be allowed to continue. It is up to you and me to do
our Constitutional duty to save our land.
Until next month, God willing, this is Dr. Beter. Thank you, and may God bless each
and every one of you.

Dr Peter D. Beter, Audio Letter N° 62
"AUDIO LETTER(R)" is a registered trademark of Audio Books, Inc., a Texas
corporation, which originally produced this tape recording. Reproduced under open
license granted by Audio Books, Inc.
----------------------------------------------------------------This is the Dr. Beter AUDIO LETTER(R), 1629 K St. NW, Washington, DC 20006.
Hello, my friends, this is Dr. Beter. Today is February 28, 1981, and this is my AUDIO
LETTER(R) N° 62.
Last month I mentioned that I plan to record my AUDIO LETTER on a slightly more
flexible schedule. In preparing the first topic of my report to you this month, I have
taken advantage of this increased flexibility.
For several months now I've been compiling information about a major new story, and
just within the past few days I've been able to confirm some key final details about it.
So thanks to waiting a few extra days, I'm now able to give you a much more complete
report about it. The story, my friends, is that of the space shuttle COLUMBIA now
being prepared for launch at Cape Canaveral. This month I am also able to report
some encouraging progress with certain Directors of the Regional Federal Reserve
Banks. It is only a beginning but, my friends, I am convinced we are going to win.
My three special topics for this AUDIO LETTER are:
Topic #1 -- The Secret Military Mission OF The Space Shuttle Columbia
Topic #2 -- The New Ferment of Growing War Tensions
Topic #3 -- Gold Swindles By The Modern Day Moneychangers

Topic #1 -- The Secret Military Mission OF The Space Shuttle Columbia
One day just over three months ago America's Manned Space Program suddenly
started showing signs of life. The day was November 24, 1980, and that was the day
when the space shuttle Columbia was rolled out into public at the Kennedy Space
Center in Florida. It was the first public appearance by the shuttle in almost two
years. The shuttle arrived at Cape Canaveral two years ago next month, March 1979.
From then until last November 1980 the shuttle Columbia remained in hiding in a

metal cocoon called the "Orbiter Processing Facility", but on November 24 suddenly
the cocoon opened up and out rolled the space shuttle.
The space shuttle Columbia made only a short trip that day. It was towed about 300
yards to the nearby Vehicle Assembly Building, where it disappeared once again, but
we were told that this was only the beginning of a much longer journey. For the first
time in nearly six years the United States was committing itself in public to a manned
mission into space. The roll-out of the Columbia on November 24 took many people
by surprise.
America's Space Shuttle Program is a full three years behind schedule. Ever since late
1977 we've heard about nothing but problems, delays, and more problems with the
space shuttle. Last November 19, 1980, a former director of the Apollo Moon Program
seemed to summarize it all in disgust. Dr. George Low said in a speech in Chicago,
quote:
"Today I wonder whether we could start another Apollo, much less accomplish it".
But only five days after Dr. Low said those words, the surprise roll-out of the shuttle
Columbia took place. For three years the Space Shuttle Program was seemingly placed
on hold, yet now the countdown is under way, and there is an air of urgency about it.
Corners are being cut, safety precautions are being shortchanged, unheard of risks are
being taken; and when reporters ask why these things are being done, they receive
only double talk instead of answers.
The space shuttle is the most complex American spacecraft ever built. There are more
things to go wrong than ever before, and the entire future of America's Manned Space
Program depends on the shuttle. In fact, within a few years we are told that the
shuttle will be launching practically all American satellites.
As far as space is concerned, America has put all of its eggs in one basket -- the Space
Shuttle. With so much at stake, my friends, the old NASA would have proceeded step
by step with great care. In the old days each problem had to be solved before moving
on to the next phase of a space program; and as a final test, every new American
manned spacecraft made its first trip or two into space without astronauts aboard.
That was simply to make sure that there would be no unexpected problems before
having astronauts risk their lives. But, my friends, that was the old NASA. Those who
are calling the shots in America's Space Program today are a different breed. Our
Space Program has become just one more tool of the Bolsheviks here, and they are
interested in only one thing -- getting ready for thermonuclear war -- and so a wartime
rush mentality is dominating the shuttle launch preparations right now at Cape
Canaveral. This is to be the shuttle's very first trip into space -- and yet it will be a
manned mission! We're told that the shuttle is designed to make at least 100 trips into

space and back, and yet NASA says it cannot spare one or two preliminary shuttle
launches in order to check it out. NASA refuses even to consider beginning with a
manned suborbital launch like the early manned Mercury shots in 1961. Instead, the
very first launch of the shuttle Columbia is to take it all the way into orbit.
My friends, this plan is filled with glaring examples of haste. There seems to be no
regard for the safety of the astronauts who will fly it. For example, consider the
radically new rocket engines of the space shuttle. There are three main engines called
SSMEs by NASA. These engines have never flown into space before; in fact, they had
never even been fired altogether until just eight days ago. On that day, February 20,
the three engines were fired for only 20 seconds on the pad at Cape Canaveral. NASA
did not run the risk of running them longer even though these engines are supposed to
be reusable launch after launch. Instead, based on a mere twenty-second test, NASA
will have two astronauts risk their lives on the engines; and in the actual launch into
space, the engines will not run for just 20 seconds -- they must operate for nine
minutes! NASA is now gambling that the three fresh engines on Columbia will last
long enough to get into orbit. But the shuttle engines are only one example of NASA's
unexplained haste because if Columbia does reach orbit, the next question is: Can it
return? My friends, the answer is: NASA does not know.
By now you have probably heard or read about the radically new Thermal Protection
System of the space shuttle. All of our previous spacecraft had heat shields which
carried away heat by burning away during re-entry; therefore they could only be used
once. But the shuttle is supposed to be re-usable over and over, so it requires a
different kind of heat shield. It is a lightweight ceramic, broken up into more than
30,000 small pieces called "tiles".
For at least two years now we have been hearing stories about problems with the tiles.
It began when the shuttle Columbia arrived at Cape Canaveral in March 1979 on the
back of a jumbo jet. Many tiles had been lost or damaged during the flight and the
Columbia looked like it had smallpox. Soon after that we started hearing about tiles
being tested, removed, replaced, re-tested, and so on. Part of the controversy over the
tiles is real. There are legitimate arguments among many space engineers whether the
tiles will succeed or fail. Those questions will finally be answered one way or another
only when and if the shuttle Columbia drops out of orbit to return to earth. But for the
Bolsheviks who now control America's Space Program, the arguments over the tiles
are only a tool.
The tile controversy made a perfect cover story to explain away the 3-year grounding
of the space shuttle. The real reason is that America has been virtually locked out of
military space missions since late 1977. As recently as August 1977 it had looked as if
the United States would soon be eclipsing Russia with new space exploits. That
month the first free-flight tests of the space shuttle took place. A shuttle was carried

aloft aboard a jumbo jet, then cut loose and guided to earth by astronauts. The test
went perfectly. The era of the space shuttle was about to dawn, or so it seemed.
Meanwhile Russia's space program seemed completely silent, but everything turned
upside-down the following month, September 1977. Russia began deploying her
secretly-developed Charged Particle Beam weapon in space, and on September 27,
1977, history's first true space battle took place, the BATTLE OF THE HARVEST
MOON. I reported it that month in AUDIO LETTER N° 26. In a stunning upset,
Russia smashed America's secret military control of space.
Two days later, Russia's Manned Space Program suddenly came to life. Russia
launched the Salyut-6 Space Station on September 29, 1977; and from that day to this,
there has been a steady stream of Russian cosmonauts into space and back. Even
cosmonauts from seven (7) other countries have been whisked into space by Russian
rockets. There have even been cosmonauts in orbit from Cuba and Vietnam.
Meanwhile, American astronauts have been able to do nothing but grind their teeth
and watch.
The Bolsheviks here, my friends, have been waiting and watching for a moment of
weakness among their enemies -- the secret new rulers of Russia. The Bolsheviks want
to regain their former positions of power in Russia; but for years now, Russia's new
rulers have been expelling the Bolsheviks, who have flocked mostly here to the United
States. When I recorded AUDIO LETTER N° 55 last June 1980, I reported that a
moment of weakness was developing in the Kremlin. Bolshevik forces had succeeded
in penetrating the Kremlin. They were wreaking havoc among Russia's top leadership.
At the same time, Russia's expulsion of Bolsheviks slowed to a trickle. Immigration
from Russia was at its lowest level in years during the second half of 1980. So the
decision was made last July to go ahead with a space shuttle mission.
For the first time in three years there appeared to be a chance of slipping through
Russia's space blockade. Even so any American attempt to launch a manned military
mission into space will be very risky. It dare not be attempted until a mission is ready
that is worth the risk. The Bolsheviks are now ready with that mission. It is the secret
pay load now in the cargo bay of the space shuttle Columbia. It was developed in
association with the supersecret "National Reconnaissance Office" whose very
existence is regarded as secret in Government circles.
When Russia began her surprise space offensive in September 1977, she did so by
destroying an American Spy Satellite on September 20. A week later, America's secret
Moon Base was put out of action, which freed Russia's hands to pour into space. In
the months that followed, Russia gradually knocked out all of our Spy and Early
Warning satellites, one by one. When I recorded AUDIO LETTER N° 33 seven
months later, I reported that Russia had finished the job. Since that time, April 1978,

America has had no Spy satellites on continuous duty over Russia. Several spy
satellites have been launched since then but each one has been knocked out quickly.
Not one has lasted for as long as one week! But these brief spy satellite missions have
alerted the Bolsheviks here to one thing -- that is, there are major changes taking place
among the potential wartime targets in Russia. Some known targets from the past are
becoming less important, while other new targets have been detected.
Last June in AUDIO LETTER N° 55 I outlined the secret plan for an American nuclear
first strike against Russia. That plan relies on missiles, including America's secret
mobile missile, the Minuteman TX, and it cannot succeed without up-to-date
information on the targets in Russia.
As I will outline in Topic #2, the Bolsheviks here are once again doing all they can to
get set for nuclear war, so they are desperate for new, up-to-date reconnaissance data
from Russia.
In other words, they must have an operational spy satellite which can survive in orbit
for a while, and the Bolsheviks here now believe they have developed that kind of
satellite. Eventually they know that Russia's orbital fleet of manned Cosmos
Interceptors will succeed in destroying it; but before they can do so, military planners
here believe the satellite will be able to radio back enough information to work with.
And so, my friends, the first flight of America's space shuttle, the Columbia, is to be a
secret military mission. It's purpose is to prepare for war. That is why there is such a
frantic effort to rush to launch with unproven hardware, and that is why the very first
mission will be manned, instead of an unmanned test shot. It has to be manned
because of the secret cargo it is carrying in its huge cargo bay.
When the shuttle reaches orbit, if it reaches orbit, astronauts will be required to
deploy the military satellite inside. The satellite is basically a spy satellite, but it is also
much more. In order to do its job, it is designed to fend off Russian space weapons for
as long as possible. As a result, it will be nothing less than a robot battle station in
space. In space terminology, it is a "hardened satellite" able to withstand an attack
without being easily destroyed. It is also equipped with active defenses, meaning it
can shoot back.
Right now the components of the satellite are crammed into the cargo bay of the
shuttle Columbia. They were already there when the Columbia was rolled out last
November. Once in orbit, the job of the astronauts, John Young and Robert Crippen,
will be to assemble it and get it operating, and fast.
Once it is assembled and floating in space, the satellite will look like a giant rotating
tin can perhaps 30 feet long and 20 feet in diameter; but on closer inspection it would
seem to be made more like a wooden barrel except that the barrel staves are all made

of a whitish metal, tungsten. Several of these metal sections can be retracted on
automatic command, making the satellite look like a shiny barrel with a few staves
missing. Inside the outermost tungsten barrel is another smaller barrel; and inside that
is a still smaller barrel. Finally, at the very center is the heart of the satellite itself. The
tungsten barrels are separated from one another by a foot or more of space. There is
also considerable space between the innermost barrel and the core satellite. The
tungsten barrels constitute the passive defense of the satellite. If a Charged Particle
Beam blast strikes the outermost barrel, it will vaporize a spot on the barrel; but in the
process it will absorb energy and diffuse the beam. In theory, that will greatly reduce
the damage done to the second barrel and do no damage at all to the innermost barrel.
Tungsten has the highest melting point of any metal, so this system of particle beam
shields is expected to last through a number of battles.
The three-layer tungsten shield system is also instrumented. When a blast strikes it,
the blast pattern will be sensed as an initial indication of where the attack is coming
from. A computer in the core satellite will then activate a secret new target
acquisition system called LADAR, meaning laser direction and ranging. The movable
barrel stave sections of the rotating tungsten shields will be opened up. LADAR will
peek out through the openings as they rotate past in ultra-fast scanning.
In the black void of space, LADAR is expected to be much more efficient than radar,
picking up the Russian attacker quickly; and the moment it does, the American robot
battle station will open fire. When it does so, it will pose a major threat even to a
Russian Cosmos Interceptor because, my friends, the American satellite will be armed
with a giant carbon dioxide gas dynamic laser. It is a more compact version of the laser
which has been successfully tested aboard a modified KC-135 jet tanker. It produces
intense infrared radiation with a power of over one megawatt -- that is 1,000,000
watts. What can a one megawatt laser do? Let me give you an idea. An industrial
10,000-watt laser can slice through a one-inch thick steel plate in a matter of seconds.
The satellite laser is 100 times that powerful. It is not as powerful as a Russian
Charged Particle Beam, but it is powerful enough to cripple or destroy a Russian
attacker -- that is, my friends, if the space shuttle Columbia makes it into orbit and if
Young and Crippen succeed in deploying the satellite. But will they?
In the past I have given many details about the clever deceptions which have
surrounded our Space Program. But, my friends, the deceptions of the past were
child's play compared to what we are about to witness, because the Bolsheviks here
must get their robot battle station into orbit without letting you know about it; and
whether they succeed or fail, they must try to maintain the appearance of success. As I
mentioned earlier, everything is riding on the space shuttle, so I will now describe the
plan for the coming flight of the Columbia. I will describe what you will see if the plan
works, and I will also describe what will really be taking place, which is far different.

According to the latest schedule, the Columbia is intended to lift off on a sunny
morning in mid-April 1981. Millions will watch on television as Young and Crippen
roar upward into the sky and into orbit. Then the scene will shift to the standard
coverage of Young and Crippen in their cockpit, and for a little over two days the
coverage will continue off and on. There will be cockpit scenes, scenes in Mission
Control, and so on; and there will be some seemingly unexpected problems, nothing
serious but just enough to add a touch of spice to it all. It will look for all the world
like the real thing. Television viewers will have no suspicion that they are only
watching excerpts from numerous simulations of the flight. In its cover-up of the
SKYLAB fiasco, NASA learned well the techniques of deception.
Meanwhile there will be no television coverage at all of the real flight except for the
initial lift-off. Instead, when Young and Crippen reach orbit, they will go to work fast.
They will depressurize the cabin, open the cargo hatch, and move the robot spy
satellite components away from the Columbia. They will also remove a Gemini-type
two-man space capsule from the Columbia cargo bay. After moving these things
several hundred yards away from the Columbia, the two astronauts will close the
cargo bay by remote control. They will maneuver down underneath the Columbia for
a quick visual inspection of the condition of the thermal tiles; but the urgency of
setting up the robot satellite will leave no time for any attempt to repair any tiles. If
the astronauts were to do that, they would lose precious time both in setting up the
satellite and in making good their own escape in the Gemini capsule. This, my friends,
is why NASA has refused to include a tile repair kit on the first shuttle mission. As
NASA administrator Robert Frosch said in a recent news conference, quote:
"I felt in the end that it would be likely to increase risk, perhaps not risk with regard
to the tile system but risk with regard to the safety of the whole flight".
After the briefest of inspections, the astronauts will turn over control of the Columbia
to NASA Houston with the words: "Okay for retrofire". Then they will float away from
the Columbia and set to work quickly on assembling the robot spy satellite. It is
expected that they will complete the job within three to four orbits. As soon as the
robot satellite is assembled and operating, Young and Crippen will board their
Gemini-type space capsule. If all goes according to plan, they will drop out of orbit
and splash down in the Pacific Ocean. It will only be the evening of the same day they
took off, but on television the falsified NASA coverage will still be showing tapes of
Young and Crippen in the simulated cockpit of the Columbia. Young and Crippen are
planned to be picked up at sea after their secret splashdown. From there they are to be
transported to Edwards Air Force Base in California to await further events.
Meanwhile about 12 hours after the launch from Cape Canaveral, Houston will send a
retrofire signal to the unmanned Columbia. The shuttle's engines will fire. Somewhere
over the Indian Ocean the space shuttle will enter the atmosphere. It will be the first

complete test of the shuttle's thermal tiles. If they work, Columbia will survive reentry. Then at lower altitude, piloting of the Columbia will be taken over by remote
control. If all goes well, the Columbia will touch down in the great sandy desert of
western Australia.
If all goes according to plan, all these things will take place during the first day of the
supposed 54-hour mission of Young and Crippen. Then for the final act of the charade,
we will be told on television that the Columbia is re-entering over the Pacific Ocean;
and finally, lo and behold the space shuttle will glide into view. Everyone will watch
in fascination as the shuttle dips lower and lower over Edwards Air Force Base,
California. Finally it will touch down on the dry lake bed and gradually brake to a
stop, and out will climb Young and Crippen. Everyone will assume that they are
climbing out of the Columbia; but, my friends, they will actually be climbing out of a
different shuttle named the ENTERPRISE. It was the Enterprise which we saw in
those landing tests in August 1977, and it will again be the Enterprise which we will
see making another landing soon. It will be retouched to look like it came from space,
but it will be a fraud.
My friends, that is the plan as it now stands, but there may well be some big surprises.
The Bolsheviks here have devised a robot battle station to spy on Russia and defend
itself against Russian space weapons, but it is designed primarily with Cosmos
Interceptors in mind. And while American designers have been devising ways to
counter the Cosmos Interceptors, Russian technology has also been advancing.
The secret military mission of the space shuttle Columbia is a desperate gamble. If it
succeeds, it will bring the world much closer to thermonuclear war. If it fails, we may
well be witnessing America's final manned mission into Space.

Topic #2 -- The New Ferment of Growing War Tensions
In AUDIO LETTER(R) N° 59 last October I reported that the Bolsheviks here were
trying to set up a new strategy to bring on NUCLEAR WAR ONE. They had been
foiled repeatedly in their attempts to trigger a war by means of our hostages in Iran, so
they were devising a new plan which was to be set in motion after releasing the
hostages. When voting machines registered a surprise landslide in the name of Ronald
Reagan last November, it set a deadline for arranging a hostage release. That deadline
was Inauguration Day, January 20, last month. Otherwise the Bolsheviks were in
danger of losing control of the Iran crisis which they themselves had created, and so at
the very last minute our hostages were released last month.
Contrary to the original plans of the Bolsheviks here and in Iran, our hostages came
home alive; but now new maneuvers are under way to bring on war. Bolshevik agents

are stirring up Poland in never ending strikes and turmoil. Having failed in their
Pope's Revolution plan of two years ago, they're trying to make Poland explode in a
different way.
Meanwhile, to keep Russia's new rulers off balance, another crisis has been created in
our own hemisphere -- El Salvador. CIA operatives are stirring up both sides in the
civil war there in order to have something to blame on Cuba. As always, the Russians
are reacting strongly to the implied new American threats against Cuba, so El
Salvador is serving its purpose as a tool to stoke up tensions between Russia and the
United States.
The El Salvador crisis contains echoes of "Operation Guyana" two years ago. Now, as
then, Russia is being encouraged to worry about Cuba as a diversionary tactic; and
just as happened in Guyana, human lives are being sacrificed purely to attract
attention.
Public attention was first riveted on Guyana by the Port Kaituma Airport massacre,
and not long ago public attention was focused on El Salvador by the murder of four
religious workers. All this is to help catch Russia off guard later on when the arena of
conflict shifts once again to the Persian Gulf area.
Once again secret plans are being laid to create conflict between Israel and Saudi
Arabia. For that purpose the United States has just announced that it will sell
offensive armaments for Saudi Arabia's F-15 Fighter Bombers, and at the same time
there are planted reports that the Saudis favor a jihad (a Moslem holy war) to retake
Jerusalem. Right now all of this is going on quietly. It is not highlighted in our
controlled major media. But the preparations are under way now for a Persian Gulf
explosion later this year of 1981.
When that takes place, the plan is to focus all eyes once again on Iran. At a critical
moment the shaky Iranian government will be brought down. Suddenly that will leave
Russian forces on the north and American forces on the south, with a vacuum in
between; and almost overnight the stage will be set for a nuclear confrontation.
As a preliminary step, the plan is also to declare a "National Economic Emergency"
here in the United States. That will trigger the emergency powers of the President;
and while we will be told that it is all to fight inflation, it will actually be to prepare
for nuclear war!
My friends, if all this is to be stopped, we must go to the source of the Satanic power.
That power is MONEY POWER, wrongly used. It is the power of the modern day
moneychangers in our land, so it is to them that I now direct your attention.

Topic #3 -- Gold Swindles By The Modern Day Moneychangers
When our Lord Jesus Christ walked the earth nearly 2000 years ago, He did many
miraculous things. He healed the sick, He fed the hungry, He loved the unloved. In
short, He went about doing good. Most of the time our Lord astonished everyone with
His patience. When He taught He found that people did not pay attention, and so He
had to teach them the same lesson over and over again, and yet He never once grew
angry with anyone who was seeking to learn. Even so, He also told His disciples, "Do
you think that I have come to bring peace? No, not peace, but a sword". He explained
that there must be a division between those who are for God and those who are
against God. And as gentle as He was with the weak, He displayed a fiery anger with
those who were swollen up with arrogant power; and one time the anger of our Lord
Jesus Christ exploded into violence. That one occasion, my friends, was when He
confronted the moneychangers in the temple.
The temple moneychangers possessed a money monopoly. Everyone who came to
worship presented offerings to the priests; and to buy something to offer, they had to
use a special temple money, so called. The temple money was not really money at all.
It was only a kind of scrip with no intrinsic value. But everyone who came to worship,
from the richest to the poorest, had to turn in good coins of gold, silver, and copper to
buy the scrip. That was the only way that they could buy a sheep, or a ram, or a dove
to offer to the priest. The moneychangers really performed no useful function at all;
but thanks to their money monopoly, they extracted tremendous profits from
everyone else. When Jesus saw all this, He became enraged. The moneychangers were
so corrupt that they were standing in the way of worship itself in order to make
money, so Jesus wasted no time trying to reason with them. Instead, He seized a whip
and went after them. He drove away the moneychangers, He knocked over their
counting tables; and seizing their bags of money obtained by a form of theft, He ripped
them open and spilled them out.
My friends, today it is you and I who are at the mercy of the moneychangers. We, too,
have been forced to give up real money made of silver and gold. Instead, we are forced
by the Federal Reserve money monopoly to deal in Federal Reserve IOUs -- nothing
but paper scrip! And in return, the arrogant moneychangers of today, the Bolsheviks,
are trying to take everything from us. They are eating up our savings by creating
inflation through interest rates, which create no new wealth. They are using their
money power to betray us into nuclear war, and they are even trying to destroy the
Christian faith itself by constantly working to pervert our religious practices. Like the
moneychangers of old, haters of our Lord Jesus Christ are once again sitting in the
temple.

Almost from the moment our Republic was founded, the moneychangers started
trying to seize control of America's money. First the idea was called the "Bank of the
United States". Such a bank did exist for a while with a charter granted by Congress,
but on July 10, 1832, President Andrew Jackson put a stop to the central bank idea for
a while. Congress had passed the bill to give a new 20-year charter to a "Bank of the
United States". Jackson vetoed the bill with the words:
"Every monopoly and all exclusive privileges are granted at the expense of the public,
which ought to receive a fair equivalent".
In other words, Jackson was insisting that the public be treated fairly.
But, my friends, the moneychangers never give up. In 1913 they finally got what they
wanted. It is called the FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM. Nowadays few people know
the story of how the Federal Reserve System came into existence. Suffice it to say that
it took only a few of the international bankers to do it, without great fanfare. One man
more than any other was the father of the Federal Reserve in its present form. As the
proceedings of the Academy of Political Science of Columbia University put it, quote:
"The Federal Reserve Act will be associated in history with the name of Paul M.
Warburg".
In order for Warburg and his associates to quietly get this legislation past Congress,
he had to overcome one objection. That major objection was to the creation of only
one central bank, which would obviously be a monopoly. Warburg got around that by
conceiving the 12-bank Federal Reserve System; but when a Senator asked him how
he would maintain control of 12 banks instead of the single bank he favored, Warburg
answered, quote:
"It is a little bit complicated, which objection, however, can be overcome in an
administrative way".
In other words, my friends, he could short-circuit the 12-bank system and do what he
wanted a central bank to do by administrative techniques. And that is what has been
done in the situation over our missing gold.
The real central bank is the Federal Reserve Bank of New York, and the administrative
arm of that central bank is actually the "Board of Governors" here in Washington. The
New York Bank, the Board of Governors, and agents within the United States
Treasury Department all work hand in glove. It is they who constitute the modern day
moneychangers in our land.
In all of this, the other 11 Regional Federal Reserve Banks just go along for the ride.
They do possess latent powers of their own, but thanks to Warburg's "administrative
techniques" they're always indoctrinated not to exercise those powers. Instead, the 11

Regional Banks outside New York are treated like children by the moneychangers in
New York and Washington. They are given big buildings, fancy offices, impressive
stationery, fat salaries, numerous advisors, and impressive titles; but they are always
told in effect, "Leave all the thinking to us big boys". Year in and year out the Regional
Federal Reserve Banks, all except New York, are kept in the dark, so last month in
AUDIO LETTER N° 61 I tried to light a candle in that darkness.
All of the Federal Reserve Banks share in the responsibility for safeguarding our gold.
The Presidents and Directors of all the Banks are now on legal notice concerning those
responsibilities, so from now on they will have no excuse. Either they are for us OR
they are against us -- they must make a choice. They do hold power, and those who
hold power must be held accountable with the consequences of its exercise.
The question we have posed is very simple and very basic:
EITHER AMERICA'S GOLD IS THERE or IT IS NOT THERE. We want an
indisputable physical inventory to find out once and for all, so we have appealed to the
Regional Federal Reserve Banks to wake up, to flex their muscles for once, and to
bring about an inventory.
My friends, I want to thank all of you who followed through on what I asked you to
do last month, and I want to let you know the results so far.
Up to now the Federal Reserve System is continuing to maintain its false outer
appearance of unruffled unity; but behind that facade, little cracks are beginning to
open up. It's true, many of the Regional Bank Directors have so far been unable to
open their minds to the truth, but there are some important exceptions. One high
official of one Regional Federal Reserve Bank is being very cooperative up to now.
Very quietly he is providing us with important information. He has not yet gone so far
as to demand an inventory, but he is responding with an open mind. At one other
Regional Bank a high official has signaled to us that he is seriously concerned, but up
to now he is still sitting on the fence. Beyond that, I have also received reliable reports
that scattered around the country a number of Regional Federal Reserve Directors are
troubled. Until last month they had never been given one hint of their own legal
responsibilities regarding the gold.
My friends, all this is at least an encouraging start, but it is clear that they are going to
take more convincing. We should not be surprised at that nor discouraged by it.
Many of these men have been associated with the Federal Reserve System for many
years. Human nature being what it is, they naturally find it hard to accept the fact
that the wool has been pulled over their eyes. Typically, these are highly educated
men, they are not stupid. They will have to swallow their pride in many cases if they
are to see how thoroughly they have been fooled and used.

Over the past six or seven years I've made public many facts which these men should
consider for their own good, but rather than go back over any of those again, I want to
report three new ones. The discrepancies surrounding our gold supplies just go on and
on, my friends.
First, let me refer to the Treasury Inspector General's report to Senator William
Proxmire dated last September 30, 1980. This so-called report came about because of
your letters to Senator Proxmire. The subject was the missing gold shipment from
Fort Knox of January 20, 1965, which I have discussed in past AUDIO LETTERS. The
shipment amounted to over one and three-quarter MILLION ounces of gold worth
around a billion dollars at today's prices, yet it was omitted from official Treasury
shipment listings.
Recently this feeble excuse for a report has been cited by the Federal Reserve Board of
Governors. For example on February 2, 1981, Theodore E. Allison, secretary of the
Board of Governors, wrote to the president of the Philadelphia Bank, Mr. Edward G.
Boehne. Boehne had written to the Board of Governors in response to your inquiries;
and with their letter of reply, the Board enclosed the Treasury Inspector General's
report! My friends, I have mentioned before that this report is totally unsatisfactory. It
is a fraud and a farce, yet now the moneychangers of the Board of Governors are falling
back on that report as one way to calm down the Regional Banks. So I think it is
appropriate to give you just one example of the glaring errors sprinkled throughout
the report. I also want to do this because some of you have asked me to say more about
it.
If you have a copy of the Treasury Inspector General's report, please look on page 2.
The third paragraph refers to the missing shipment of January 20, 1965. It says very
impressively, quote:
"This shipment was receipted for on Treasury Department Form TUS-12b -- Receipt
for Forwarding Depository, Voucher N° 65-1 -- on January 22, 1965, by John P. Bath, an
employee of the New York Assay Office".
Sounds cut and dried, doesn't it? Sorry, my friends, it so happens that the New York
Assay Office had no permanent employee named John P. Bath on January 22, 1965; so if
the Receipt quoted by the Treasury Inspector General exists at all, it means absolutely
nothing. It is fraudulent! That is the kind of report which Senator William Proxmire
was so eager and happy to settle for, and that is the kind of report which the Federal
Reserve Board of Governors now uses to soothe the Regional Banks. If the Regional
Federal Reserve Banks want to swallow that, then shame on them.
Now let me give you a second example--another major discrepancy in the records of
the Treasury Department and the Federal Reserve Board of Governors. I have spoken

before about the so-called "London Gold Pool" which operated between 1961 and 1968.
This is the official cloak of authority which was used during that period to explain the
hemorrhage of gold out of Fort Knox. According to official Treasury records, some
219.5 MILLION ounces of gold left Fort Knox. Of that amount, supposedly a little over
9-million ounces went to the New York Federal Reserve Bank. The other 210-million
ounces were supposedly destined for the London Gold Pool. But now let me give you
the conflicting statements of former Treasury Secretary William Simon. On May 4,
1976, he wrote to then Congressman John Conlan of Arizona. Conlan had requested
some better answers from Simon than he had given previously to questions about our
missing gold. Simon spent over two months constructing a reply to Conlan's February
26, 1976 letter. Simon sent Conlan a two-page letter plus an eight-page memorandum
trying to refute the charges. At one point in the memorandum Simon says, quote:
"The statement which alleges that the shipments of gold to London for the London
Gold Pool arrangement were used as a cover for secret losses of United States gold
simply isn't true".
And yet, just four sentences later, Simon says, quote:
"When the arrangement was terminated by the Washington agreement of March 1968,
the United States had made net sales to the Pool during its period of operation
totaling 45.2-million ounces".
Now let's compare two numbers side by side, my friends. First is Simon's number. As
Secretary of the Treasury he said that the United States sent only about 45-million
ounces of gold net to the London Gold Pool, but Treasury records give a different
number. At least 210-million ounces disappeared from Fort Knox alone during that
period. If only 45-million ounces went to the Gold Pool, as Simon said in writing,
what happened to all the rest? Two hundred ten million (210-million) minus 45million leaves 165-million ounces of gold from Fort Knox unaccounted for!
Yet, I repeat, the only excuse ever given for the Fort Knox gold hemorrhage was the
London Gold Pool. My friends, that unaccounted-for gold is Federal Reserve gold
belonging to the American people. As I detailed last month, the Federal Reserve title
to the gold is beyond legal dispute. Every Officer and every Director of every Regional
Federal Reserve Bank shares a legal responsibility if that gold is missing, and if they do
not investigate. The incredible discrepancy I have just revealed is in black and white
in Treasury statements. Do the Regional Banks dare to close their eyes to it? If so, God
help us all.
Now let me report just one more mystery to you about our gold. This one did not take
place years ago, but just this month -- February 1981. Last month our hostages were
finally released from Iran. Most of the last-minute settlements involved banking

matters. Most of all, Iran demanded that 1.6-million ounces of gold be returned.
According to all the news reports, the return of Iran's gold was arranged by cable
transactions between the Federal Reserve System and the Bank of England.
Supposedly, Iran's 1.6-million ounces of gold was safe and sound at the New York
Federal Reserve Bank. By a system of banking credits, this amount of gold was
reportedly credited to Britain's gold stock here in America, then the Bank of England
turned over an equivalent amount of gold into Iran's custody in London. We were told
that no gold actually left America in this transaction.
But, my friends, that is a lie. Simply put, Britain's bankers do not trust us. The Bank of
England secretly demanded that Iran's 1.6-million ounces of good delivery gold be
physically sent to London; and so on February 7, just three weeks ago, there was a
secret gold shipment to London by air. It came to about 1.6-million ounces, but it did
not come from the New York Federal Reserve Bank! It was not Iran's gold. Instead, the
shipment was made from the New York Assay Office. Dregs of junk gold from Fort
Knox were scraped together, then it was rushed to London in secret.
My friends, this raises a very serious question. If Iran's gold still existed at the New
York Bank, why was that not sent to London? Why was the New York Assay Office
given a panic refining job to scrape together the gold? In any case, the gold that went
to London was not Iranian gold -- it was Federal Reserve gold, part of the small
amount still left in this country. It was taken from the dregs of junk gold removed
from Fort Knox for auctions in the recent past. As I reported more than five years ago
in AUDIO LETTER N° 5, any gold left in Fort Knox is radioactive. It has been
contaminated by plutonium super poison stored in the Gold Vault by the CIA in the
late 60's. Recently a leading Swiss bank refused to take delivery of Fort Knox gold
purchased at a gold auction. Their tests proved that the gold was indeed radioactive;
so the Bank of England should test the gold which they just received very carefully.
The secret gold shipment of February 7 further depleted what little is left of the
Federal Reserve gold. It took place with the knowledge and collusion of the Federal
Reserve Board of Governors and the New York Bank; but once again, the other 11
Regional Banks have been taken for a ride. It may well be that they do not even know
about this latest disappearance of their gold. If not, they have once again been used by
the moneychangers who control them.
My friends, there are mountains of evidence that our gold reserves are not as claimed,
but will the Regional Federal Reserve Bankers wake up in time? Will they take action
to save both themselves and our country? If they do not act, what lies ahead may well
be foreshadowed in these words written to a commercial banker by one of my
listeners: "More and more of my friends and people I know are withdrawing all their
funds held in banks, then dealing in cash, silver, gold, and barter systems for their

transactions. Banks and bankers, through not serving the true interests of the people,
are losing any useful place in society".
LAST MINUTE SUMMARY
Now it is time for my "Last Minute Summary".
As I say these words, the space shuttle COLUMBIA is being readied for a desperate
secret military mission. Once again powerful forces here in the United States are bent
on war, NUCLEAR WAR. Our own money has been taken away from us in order to
finance preparations for warfare that will destroy us.
The evil which is being planned for us all has one root. That root is a Satanic and
perverted MONEY POWER. If we are serious about saving our land, we must pull up
that root. We must do as our Lord Jesus Christ Himself did long ago. We must drive
out the moneychangers, and restore honor and honesty to our land.
Until next month, God willing, this is Dr. Beter. Thank you, and may God bless each
and every one of you.
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20006.
Hello, my friends, this is Dr. Beter. Today is April 1, 1981, and this is my AUDIO
LETTER(R) N° 63.
For two days now, news here in the United States has been dominated by the
presidential assassination attempt Monday afternoon. The entity Ronald Reagan
emerged from the Hilton Hotel waving and smiling at the press and bystanders. Then
half a dozen or more shots rang out in rapid fire. The President, reportedly hit once,
was thrown into his limousine, which sped off. Also hit were a Secret Service agent, a
Washington policeman, and White House Press Secretary James Brady with a bullet
through the brain. It all happened at 2:25 P.M. EST, March 30, 1981.
By the time people were coming home from work and tuning in to the continuing
news coverage, it was already beginning to look cut and dried. A lone assassin, we
were quickly assured, an oddball of some kind. Certainly no hint of a conspiracy; but,
my friends, it is always the early reports that contain the truth.
In the early moments after an episode like this, the unseen censorship of our
controlled news media does not function so effectively. It is only after the story is told
and retold that the untidy gems of truth are weeded out. In those early moments there
were a number of puzzles which went unexplained and unmentioned later on. The
most significant of these was a report on NBC television by NBC reporter Judy
Woodruff. She was a close eyewitness, and said, quote:
"I was probably one-car length and a half away from the President's limousine when
the shots were fired. People immediately hit the ground, and I noticed there were
some shots fired from an overhanging, from a sidewalk that was above where the
President's car was".
Then she continued with other comments.
My friends, those words of NBC's Judy Woodruff can only mean that there were at
least two gunmen.

By now every American must have seen the televised assassination attempt for himself
over and over again, and the arrested suspect was not the one described by Judy
Woodruff. He was not the one firing from an overhanging structure or sidewalk above
the President's car. Instead, he was on a street level close to the TV cameras and
reporters. Just eight seconds after she spoke the words I just quoted, Judy Woodruff
was cut off in the middle of her report, and since that moment there has been no more
talk about the assassin firing from above the President -- that is, not by the reporters.
There have been related comments by several different medical spokesmen
interviewed on television. They spoke of a downward shot which just grazed the
President's chest but was deflected into his body when it struck a rib; and last night
NBC Nightly News even showed a diagram to this effect; but no one is daring to ask
the logical question: "How could a bullet fired by the suspect we saw have struck the
President from above?"
You saw it all for yourself, my friends. The President was not bending over when he
was hit, but standing straight. The only thing that does explain the bullet from above
is what Judy Woodruff reported just once on NBC television.
I'm sorry to say that the warnings which I made public in AUDIO LETTERS N° 60
and 61 are starting to be fulfilled already. The Bolsheviks here apparently failed this
time to cut short the new Administration. But this is only a reprieve, my friends. They
are obsessed with the determination to retake total control of the United States
Government.
Meanwhile, the Bolsheviks here are continuing to flex their muscles in other ways. In
particular, they are hard at work to condition our minds to become more belligerent
toward Russia, even though we will be committing mass suicide.
The next major step in this plan is a four-part mini-series to begin Sunday April 5 on
ABC television. The series titled "MASADA" was filmed in Israel at a cost of
$20,000,000. It's a story of more than 900 Jews who rebelled against ancient Rome
and held out for years against impossible odds. Then, faced with the inevitable Roman
victory, the Jews of Masada supposedly committed mass suicide rather than be
captured.
Ancient Masada, my friends, was the model for the Guyana kibbutz of Jim Jones. At
Jonestown just as at Masada, more than 900 men, women, and children were
supposed to have committed mass suicide rather than surrender to the imagined
enemies of Jim Jones -- but it was actually mass murder, not mass suicide. As I
explained in AUDIO LETTER N° 40, Guyana is intended by the Bolsheviks to be the
model for the United States. They want us to develop a Masada complex, because they

want us to commit mass suicide in a war we know we cannot win -- all to benefit the
Bolsheviks alone.
My three special topics for this AUDIO LETTER are:
Topic #1 -- First-Strike Planning By America And Russia
Topic #2 -- The Economic Road To Dictatorship In America
Topic #3 -- Your Decision To Flee Or To Fight.

Topic #1 -- First-Strike Planning By America And Russia
As I say these words, a great tragedy is unfolding slowly in Poland. Less than a year
ago a new workers' union called "Solidarity" started gaining power in Poland. It
appeared to hold out the promise of a better life for Poles. Instead, the Solidarity union
has consistently moved Poland to the brink of crisis after crisis. Each crisis has been
more dangerous than the one before it. Now, Poland is moving closer to confrontation
with Russia which it cannot possibly win.
What Solidarity is doing in Poland is to taunt the Russian Bear. The moment one
crisis is averted, another is set in motion in a relentless campaign of labor turmoil. By
its actions, Solidarity is telling Russia, "If you do not intervene militarily, we will take
Poland away from you. After Poland, we will break off Hungary, Czechoslovakia, and
even East Germany, and then turn them all into enemies on your doorstep.
In AUDIO LETTER N° 59 last October I gave a warning that this was the true
purpose of the Solidarity union in Poland. Solidarity did not spring up spontaneously
from the working masses of Poland itself. Instead, it is financed and controlled by the
Bolsheviks here in the United States and abroad. The secret purpose of Solidarity is
not to serve Poland's workers but to use them. Poland is being forged into another
Guyana to be sacrificed on the altar of Satanic Bolshevik power. Already Poland's
economy is faltering due to the recurring strikes and turmoil. Food shortages, a
favorite Bolshevik weapon, are growing steadily worse; and now the prospect of
military intervention is looming ever closer.
Twenty-five years ago Hungary erupted in revolution, and Polish workers rioted.
Russia wasted no time in putting down those outbursts by force, yet the United
States Government did nothing at all except to wring its hands for public
consumption because in those days the secret Rockefeller-Soviet alliance was in full
swing.

The contrast between then and now could hardly be more dramatic, my friends. It is
hard to say which nation's behavior has changed more -- that of Russia or of America.
By comparison to a quarter century ago, Russia has moved towards patience and
tolerance. First, in full compliance with the Helsinki Accord, Polish workers were
allowed to form their own union independent of government control -- in the old
Bolshevik days that would have been unheard of in itself. Then, nearly a year of
turmoil and crisis has been allowed to pass without military action by Russia. Instead
there have been government concessions and even a change of government in Poland,
all to defuse labor crises. From any objective viewpoint, all of this adds up to far more
tolerant behavior by Russia than 25 years ago.
And yet, what is America's response compared to 1956? The answer is that the United
States is now reacting to a lesser provocation with greater belligerence!
In recent days the United States has issued public warnings to Russia which are so
blunt as to make Russia lose face if she does not act. Like the Polish Solidarity union
itself, the United States is goading and taunting the Russian Bear. So Russia has
moved toward moderation, while America has moved toward belligerence.
The public itself is now beginning to see for itself the collapse of the RockefellerSoviet alliance, which began coming apart in 1976 -- five years ago. The split began
with the still secret underwater missile crisis in the summer of that year. The four
Rockefeller Brothers tried desperately to patch things up, but Russia finished severing
the alliance in September 1977. Russia began the massive deployment of a whole new
generation of manned space weapons -- her unique Space Triad; and, in the process,
America's secret military control of space was broken.
All of this was tied directly to drastic changes taking place within the ruling circles of
Russia. I have detailed all of this in the course of many past AUDIO LETTER reports.
Today it is no longer Russia, but the United States which is dying from the cancer of
Bolshevism. The old Bolsheviks, who used to control Russia, have been overthrown
and expelled from Russia by the hundreds of thousands, and now they are replacing
the Rockefeller cartel as the most powerful faction in America.
Meanwhile, having overthrown the Satanic Bolsheviks, Russia's secret new Christian
rulers are struggling to revive the spiritual roots of Russia. Step by step they are
reopening churches, welcoming legal shipments of Bibles into Russia, and allowing
religious broadcasts into Russia without jamming so long as they are non-political.
But eradicating the deep scars of 60 years of Bolshevism is a long and complex task. It
requires a complete overhaul of the economic and cultural life of a vast nation.
The overthrown Bolsheviks have no intention of letting the secret new Kremlin rulers
finish the job. Instead, they are obsessed with a frenzy to bring Russia to her knees

once again. In order to do that the Bolsheviks are using their new active power base
here in the United States. Step by step they are maneuvering America toward an allout war against Russia. In the summer of 1978 I reported that America was secretly
shifting to a first-strike nuclear strategy. That is the only way by which the lopsided
military superiority of Russia can be offset to some degree. At that time, Russia too
was making preparations to be able to mount a first strike if need be; but for about
two years now the Russian first-strike planning has been on a back burner. Instead
the Russian Kremlin shifted its emphasis to intervention directly within the United
States government. Russia's decision to do this followed the assassination of Nelson
Rockefeller in late January 1979. The Bolsheviks here were launching an all-out coup
d'etat at the highest levels of power in America. They were moving fast with plans for
a Middle East war to erupt that same spring. That, in turn, was to lead to NUCLEAR
WAR ONE. To prevent that, the Kremlin engaged the Bolsheviks in a no-holds-barred
Intelligence war, a war of "doubles" here in Washington.
In AUDIO LETTER N° 46 I revealed Russia's secret weapon in the war of doubles, her
"robotoids". These entities look and act human, but they are not human -- they are
simply man-made products of highly advanced genetic engineering. When I made
public what I did about the robotoids, I was met by widespread disbelief. Genetic
engineering was not in the news then and did not start making headlines until at least
a year later; and so many of my listeners simply closed their minds, declared that such
a thing was impossible, and turned away. But lately I'm being asked more and more
about this very subject, these genetic replicas of human beings. With all the publicity
in recent months about genetic engineering, it is hardly any wonder.
What sounded impossible and taboo less than two years ago is now being hinted at in
the daily news. For example, the New York Times carried a big article just one week
ago, on March 24, about so-called "gene machines". In the light of what I first reported
in May 1979, some words from the article are worth quoting because all this has a
direct bearing on a historical turning point which has just taken place. The Times'
article begins with the words, quote:
"Some day there will probably be a library containing all the genetic information
needed to create a complete human being. This idea, alarming to some, enticing to
others, is no longer entirely a flight of science fantasy. New techniques and automated
machines are enormously increasing scientists' ability to spell out the message of
heredity in living cells, to put together their own artificial messages in the universal
genetic code, and to analyze in complete detail the proteins on which all life depends.
New instruments promise to compress into days or hours painstaking research that
used to occupy weeks, months, or years".
My friends, there was nothing at all like this in the news two years ago. These words
were published only last week in the New York Times; but if you will compare those

words with what I reported in AUDIO LETTER N° 46, I believe it will speak for itself.
And always keep in mind what you already know yourself: Whatever is made public is
always many years behind the latest secret developments.
In AUDIO LETTER N° 51 I revealed that the Bolsheviks also had begun deploying
genetic replicas called "synthetics". A new kind of guerilla war began at that point,
unsuspected by the public, pitting Russian robotoids against Bolshevik synthetics. To
the many who are asking about the latest in this unseen tug of war, my comments are
unchanged from AUDIO LETTER N° 55. The situation continues to change daily, both
here and in Russia, so I can only urge you to keep this in mind as you see events
unfold. You will continue to see instances of strange behavior by high public officials
along with flip-flops and U-turns in policy, both domestic and foreign. These are the
inevitable byproducts of the continuing secret war of genetic doubles.
Another result of this secret war is even more serious. It has to do with the historical
turning point which we have just passed. A few minutes ago I mentioned that the
Kremlin's contingency planning for a nuclear first strike was put on the shelf about
two years ago, but now I must report to you that those plans are no longer on the
shelf. They are being revived and updated for use in the highest priority.
In AUDIO LETTER N° 55 last June I reported that the Bolsheviks were making an allout attack to retake control of the Kremlin. They were using every weapon at their
disposal, including synthetics. For a while the Bolsheviks were on the verge of success.
Russia's new ruling group were wounded badly, and many were killed. It all took
place without any notice to the public. But without explanation, Russia's expulsion of
Bolsheviks slowed to a trickle in mid-1980, and that is how it remained throughout
the second half of 1980.
As of now, Russia's new rulers appear to have beaten back the Bolshevik onslaught on
the Kremlin. Two months ago, in mid-January, Russia abruptly resumed the wholesale
expulsion of Bolsheviks. But the battle still is not over, there is still turmoil in the
Kremlin, and earlier this month the Bolshevik tide out of Russia was cut back once
again. Russia's new rulers have just had a very close call.
In the meantime, new war preparations have been rushing ahead here in the United
States. A whole new grand strategy to bring on nuclear war is now being set in
motion. Many details of this vast new plan still remain to be worked out, and also the
Bolsheviks are having to work around the limited power now exercised by the
crumbling Rockefeller cartel. Even so, the broad outlines of the new war strategy are
already clearly defined. The new Bolshevik road to NUCLEAR WAR ONE consists of
five parallel tracks. They are moving down all five tracks at once, advancing on five
fronts.

These five tracks are:
Track 1--Keep the Russians off balance by means of internal turmoil,
Track 2--Get the American people ready for war,
Track 3--A limited but crucial American military return to space,
Track 4--Continued expansion of offensive weaponry for a nuclear war, and
Track 5--The creation of unprecedented multiple crises in the world.
I have already told you a little about Track 1 of the plan--that is, fomenting internal
problems in Russia.
As for Track 2, I mentioned a little about the psychological programming of America
for war in my introduction. Our preparation for war, economically and politically,
deserves further comment, and I will do just that in my second topic.
Track 3 of the Bolshevik war path revolves around the Space Shuttle Program. In
AUDIO LETTER N° 62 I revealed the secret military mission of the shuttle Columbia,
scheduled for launch early this month. Its purpose is to place a laser-armed, hardened
spy satellite in orbit. If it succeeds, it will be the first time in three years that the
United States has had a spy satellite on duty for any length of time. Russia has
destroyed all the others. I also revealed in my last report that the space shuttle
spectacular scheduled to begin shortly will actually involve two shuttles, not just one.
I can now report that the plan is to carry out four (4) military missions like this. This
can be done even if a shuttle is lost on every mission because, my friends, there are five
(5) space shuttles already in existence. Only two of these have ever been seen in
public -- the Enterprise in 1977, and the Columbia now at Cape Canaveral. The other
three are being kept out of sight.
Under Track 4 of the war plan, offensive weapons of all kinds are being readied--some
secret, some not. At one extreme are the secret weapons. One of these is the secretly
deployed American mobile ICBM, the Minuteman TX which I first made public in
AUDIO LETTER N° 55. Another is the fleet of 52 remaining Titan-2 Missiles armed
with giant cobalt doomsday warheads, as I reported last September. At the opposite
extreme are the publicly-known strategic weapons. They, too, are being readied, no
matter how obsolete they have become. For example, last month on February 8 the
Strategic Air Command carried out its largest air operation since World War II. SAC
threw everything it had into the exercise. Hundreds of weary old B-52s groaned into
the air along with assorted FB-111s and tankers. When war comes, the Bolsheviks
know that very few will get through to their targets, and none will return. But they
will be thrown into the conflict anyway, just for nuisance value. The Bolshevik
attitude is: Every little bit helps.

All these things are important, my friends; but Track 5 of the plan may be the most
important of all. That is the part of the plan calling for multiple crises. It is through
these crises that the Bolsheviks expect to achieve what they have been denied up to
now -- a foolproof trigger for a Nuclear War One. They plan to confront the Russians
with so many potential avenues to war that the Russians cannot cover them all.
Because of this plan, the whole world will soon be seething with strife and turmoil.
We will no longer see merely one crisis after another--instead, it will be two, three,
four, five major crises in the world all at the same time.
Even now it is beginning to happen. Right now there are simultaneous crises in El
Salvador and in Poland -- one threatens Russia's client state Cuba, while the other
threatens Russia itself. And in the months to come there will be more, involving the
Middle East, the Persian Gulf, Red China, and Australia.
All five tracks in the emerging Bolshevik war path converge about mid-1982. By then
they expect to have America on a war footing, as I will explain further in my second
topic. All four space shuttle missions are planned to be completed by then. The
offensive weapons now in the works will be ready, and by then the world will be in a
caldron of crises made to order for setting off nuclear war suddenly and without
warning. Just as crises in the Balkans triggered World War I, a world in crisis will
trigger NUCLEAR WAR ONE.
Russian Intelligence has already informed the Kremlin about the new grand plan of
the Bolsheviks here. Russia's rulers have considered that information in the light of
their own deadly struggle to retain control of Russia's government during the past
year, and they have come to a decision: The time has come for Russia to resume
preparations for their own first strike against the United States!
In January 1980 I revealed that the hardliners were once again in control in the
Kremlin. They believe nuclear war is inevitable, that the Bolsheviks will keep trying
until they bring it about. In their view, the only realistic approach is to prepare to win
the inevitable conflict with minimum casualties to Russia. In addition, their planning
is aimed at minimizing casualties and irreversible environmental damage to planet
Earth.
In AUDIO LETTER N° 38 I described what the Russian rulers call their "cosmic
perspective". They are looking ahead to the day when planet Earth itself will be the
headquarters of the Interplanetary Russian Empire.
If the Bolsheviks here succeed in striking first, the earth will be poisoned with deadly
radiation and radioactive fallout world-wide; yet the Bolsheviks themselves will
largely escape the fate which they will bring down upon the rest of us, because by

picking the moment for war they will be able to hide safe and sound in expensive
Government war bunkers!
But Russia's rulers have no intention of letting that happen. They now intend to strike
first. They plan to destroy American missiles in their silos and thereby prevent their
old-style nuclear warheads from contaminating the earth. Instead, the Russians
intend to fight the entire war with their new-age weapons which produce no fallout.
There will be geophysical warfare, shattered reservoirs and dams, neutron bombs, and
particle beam blasts from Cosmospheres overhead and from the moon! In short order
the United States as we know it will be no more.
But our agony will be for us alone -- there will be no fallout to plague the rest of the
world. Within the United States, rural areas and small towns without military or
other federal installations will be spared. If the Russians follow through on this plan,
rural areas will be relatively safe in the initial attack. Even so, the fate that now awaits
our nation beggars description. We have allowed the Satanic Bolsheviks to live among
us, to warp our ideals, and to corrupt our nation. We have not resisted their intrigues
to get us into war; so, now, plans are being made by Russia to exterminate the
Bolsheviks here -- and when that happens, my friends, tens of millions of us will also
die with them.

Topic #2 -- The Economic Road To Dictatorship In America
Last week on March 26 a new presidential council was created by a presidential
Executive Order. It's called the PRESIDENT'S COUNCIL ON INTEGRITY AND
EFFICIENCY. The Council will have 23 members. This will include officials from the
Office of Management and Budget (OMB), the FBI, the Justice Department, the
General Accounting Office of Congress, and representatives of certain Cabinet
Secretaries. It will also include 16 Inspectors General assigned to various government
departments.
The post of Inspector General is itself a new one. It was created by Congress in 1978.
It was the Treasury Inspector General who sent a useless report concerning Fort
Knox to Senator William Proxmire last September 30, 1980. I have discussed that
report for you in previous AUDIO LETTERS recently. It gave the superficial
impression of an investigation to protect the public interest, but its only real function
was to help keep the lid on the covered-up GOLD SCANDAL.
Likewise we are told that the new Council on Integrity and Efficiency is being created
to root out waste, fraud, and inefficiency in government. We're supposed to believe
that it will be the Government's way of keeping watch on itself; but, my friends, this is
nothing more than sugar-coating for dictatorship. It is taken straight from the pages

of the secret new Constitution for America which I first made public in 1975. We are
witnessing the creation of what the secret new Constitution calls "the Watchkeeping
Service". The so-called Watchkeeping Service would be headed by an official
designated the "Watchkeeper". The Watchkeeper, my friends, corresponds to the
Chairman of the new Council on Integrity and Efficiency, Edwin Harper.
The secret new Constitution specifies, quote:
"With the assistance of an appropriate staff, the Watchkeeper shall gather and
organize information concerning the adequacy, competence, and integrity of
governmental agencies and their personnel".
Further on, the new Constitution adds that to carry out the purposes of the
Watchkeeping Service, quote:
"Personnel may be appointed, investigations made, witnesses examined, post audits
made, and information required".
If you are one of those who demanded a copy of the Treasury Inspector General's
report to Senator Proxmire, the words I just read from the secret new Constitution
should sound very relevant. These things are exactly what the so-called Inspector
Generals pretend to do; and in describing the new Council on Integrity and Efficiency,
White House spokesmen said that the Council will have the job of developing, quote:
"A corps of well-trained and highly skilled auditors and investigators".
My friends, I first made public the secret new Constitution for America in my AUDIO
BOOK talking tape N° 4 in July 1975. Shortly after that I also released a pamphlet
containing the entire text of the secret new Constitution. That is what I was reading
from a few moments ago. As I detailed in my special AUDIO BOOK tape, it is an
elaborate prescription for Corporate Socialist Dictatorship here in America.
When I first made the secret new Constitution public in 1975, the late Nelson
Rockefeller, then as Vice-President, was hoping to bring it into being all at once. At
the same time, he expected to make himself President of the new disguised
dictatorship for nine years. And, if Sara Jane Moore had not missed when she shot at
then President Gerald Ford, Rockefeller might have succeeded; but by the grace of
God it did not turn out that way.
So instead, Nelson's late brother John D. Rockefeller III spearheaded an alternate plan.
In full-page ads all across America, a "Manifesto of Change" was published. It
proclaimed a so-called "Bicentennial Era" from 1976 to 1989. It was said that it took 13
years from the beginning of the American Revolution to the final emergence of
America's new government 200 years ago; and so they said they would give themselves
that long again, if need be, to once again revolutionize America's Government.

Most people have long since forgotten all about the Bicentennial and its obscure
declarations of change to come; but step by step, gradually, the Secret Constitution is
already being implemented all around us. It was set in motion by the Corporate
Socialist Rockefeller cartel, and ever since the November 1980 election, the crumbling
Rockefeller machine has been trying to push it ahead. Even the loud cries of
governmental deregulation are not what they appear to be. They are actually intended
to pave the way for the so-called "corporate authorities" spelled out in the secret new
Constitution. These would enable "big business" to function free of government
restraint and yet exercise life-and-death power over all small businessmen.
It was all set in motion by the four Rockefeller Brothers in their heyday, but two years
ago the Brothers were secretly removed by the Bolsheviks, and now the Bolsheviks
themselves are turning part of these corporate socialist plans against the Rockefeller
cartel. An example was the Supreme Court Branti decision which I revealed in AUDIO
LETTER N° 61. Because of that decision, the new Administration here in Washington
has already started reappointing some of the Inspectors General who were Carter
holdovers, so it is a very mixed bag right now.
The regrouped Rockefeller forces under John J. McCloy are slowly gaining power; but
as I reported in AUDIO LETTERS N° 60 and 61 for November and January, the
Bolsheviks intend to cut short the so-called Reagan Administration. Two days ago
outside the Washington Hilton Hotel here, it almost happened already. As it turned
out, the Reagan Administration was not halted that time, but there will be some
slowdown in the plans of the Rockefeller cartel. Meanwhile the Bolsheviks here will
redouble their efforts to retake total control of the United States Government.
Meanwhile, the United States is being shut down to get ready for war. Money is being
diverted from all kinds of programs with the excuse that they are wasteful and
inflationary. But the funds are being dumped instead into the most wasteful and
inflationary use of all -- massive funding for unproductive weapons to fight a needless
and hopeless war! In spite of all the political rhetoric about fighting inflation, it will
grow steadily worse. One cosmetic measure after another will be announced but they
will not work, my friends, because they are not supposed to work.
Finally the time will be ripe for dramatic action. The President will announce to the
nation that the situation is desperate. He will say that the time has come for tough
action, and millions of Americans will agree; and with that, he will declare a
NATIONAL ECONOMIC EMERGENCY. It will be like August 1971 all over again.
President Nixon declared an "Economic Emergency" supposedly to fight inflation.
There were dramatic actions for cosmetic effect, including Wage and Price Controls;
but the most important action was hardly noticed. Nixon closed the GOLD window
for international settlements. It was actually a secret declaration of war against the

dollar, disguised to look like the opposite. It set off the stagflation era with inflation
far worse than what had gone before.
Once again we will be told that a National Economic Emergency is being declared in
order to fight inflation; and, just as before, there will be dramatic measures for
psychological impact; but in the end, the result will again be just to make matters
worse.
As of now, the plans are being laid to declare the National Economic Emergency
toward the end of this year 1981. The most dramatic part of the plan has to do with the
$100.00 bill. In that connection, our psychological programming for things to come is
already beginning by way of the so-called "news". Right now we are hearing more and
more about the old theory that the money supply is the key to inflation. Those who
subscribe to this money supply theory are called "monetarists".
Monetarist theory no longer holds water, as I explained eight years ago in my book
"THE CONSPIRACY AGAINST THE DOLLAR". In this age of multinational
corporations, other forces are far more important than the money supply, but the new
Administration is packed with monetarists. They are hinting that if only we could
restrain the money supply, inflation would dampen down.
In a seemingly unrelated vein, lately we are hearing a great deal about the tons of cash
being used by organized crime. A recent story on the CBS television program "60
Minutes" was an example of this. The story dealt with the oceans of $100.00 bills
flowing through Miami banks these days. There are so many that they are not
counted, they are weighed. The program showed $100.00 bills being bundled and
stacked for storage and shipment to other banks by the Federal Reserve branch bank
in Miami. The point of the program was that much of this money was drug money.
Banks are taking in enormous amounts of cash, mostly in $100.00 bills, in areas where
organized crime is heavy. Yet in other areas, cash is scarce. If you don't believe that,
just go to your bank and try to withdraw $1000 or $2000 in cash, if you have that
much in an account. In many areas you will be refused; the bank will tell you that you
will have to wait until the cash will become available.
In this and other ways, my friends, the $100.00 bill will gradually be turned into a
straw man to be knocked down in the coming Economic Emergency. When the
Economic Emergency is declared, the presidential Executive Order will declare the
$100.00 bill illegal tender. Everyone holding $100.00 bills will be given a short time to
redeem them. The redemption period currently planned will be three (3) days. After
that, the $100.00 bill will be repudiated by the United States. If you are still holding
any after that, you will simply be out of luck.

To redeem your $100.00 bills, you will be required to go to your own bank, one where
you have an account. No bank will be required to redeem bills for non-depositors
unless you will sign an affidavit that you have no accounts in any other bank. When
you turn in your $100.00 bills at the bank, you'll be required by presidential Executive
Order to give your name, address, and Social Security number. If you turn in more
than a certain small amount, perhaps $500.00, you will also be required to sign an
affidavit stating where you got them. Up to that same small amount, the bank will
redeem your $100.00 bills in cash of smaller denominations. Any amount beyond that
will be redeemed only as a deposit to your account at any one time.
All of this will come as a complete shock to the American people. The only advance
notice of the $100.00 bill repudiation will go to foreign central banks. A mere 24 hours
before the Emergency declaration, they will be informed about it. The vast quantities
of $100.00 bills abroad will be subject to the same brief redemption period as here in
the United States.
America's repudiation of the $100 bill will be portrayed as a tough attack on inflation
and on crime as well. The disclosure provisions will be said to be designed to reveal
holders of concealed wealth, including criminals. More importantly, the elimination of
the $100.00 bill will supposedly help bring the money supply under control -- and
with it, inflation!
Hundred-dollar bills now constitute about one-third of the total dollar value of all
United States currency in circulation here and abroad. Under the plan, many will be
redeemed as bank deposits -- that is, bookkeeping entries. Those can be watched and
controlled far more easily than cash. We will even be told that the supposed anticrime angle will have an anti-inflation bonus. Criminals holding large hoards of
$100.00 bills may decide never to turn them in and thereby reveal themselves, and that
will result in an actual drop in the money supply. The monetarists will assure us that
this will be like poking a pin into the swollen balloon of inflation. The presidential
Executive Order declaring the emergency will also proclaim a "Bank Holiday" of
several days. This will be for the purpose of preparing the banks for the redemption
rush to follow. When the banks reopen, the actual redemption period to turn in your
$100.00 bills will begin.
The emergency proclamation will also close the nation's Stock Markets for a similar
period. Two excuses will be given for this. One is that the Administration will want
Wall Street to absorb the news in an orderly manner without any chance of panic. The
other excuse will be that large amounts of crime-related $100 bills are being laundered
through the Stock Exchange. The cutoff of those cash transactions will come as a
shock to Wall Street.

As a psychological ploy, it will be a master stroke. It will seem to say that America has
finally gotten serious about its inflation. The dollar will temporarily become stronger
abroad, and the price of gold will plummet. Speculators with inside information will
sell gold short ahead of time; then, after the price drops, they will buy up the gold
again. The psychological shock of the $100.00 bill ploy will soon wear off, and then
gold prices will head upward again on the crest of new crises.
For all its dramatic impact, the repudiation of the $100 bill will have no lasting effect
on inflation. It will be defended by the monetarists as justified by their money supply
theories, but it will actually attack nothing but the symptoms of inflation.
If inflation is really to be cured, it must be by going to its CAUSES, and that cannot be
done without tackling the scandal of America's missing gold reserves.
Even so, the elimination of the $100.00 bill will have a lasting effect in another way. It
will begin to condition Americans to the idea that there is nothing sacred about the
currency we are accustomed to using. Only a little further down the road, the process
will be completed by replacing our shriveling dollars with a new currency. But even
that will be only a way station on the way to the final destination of a cashless society.
The final dream of the money monopoly masters is to reduce everything to credit
entries processed by computers. If they can achieve that, then they will achieve total
control over the money supply; and they believe they will also achieve total control
over you and me. At long last we will all be their slaves.
The declaration of Economic Emergency will also have another purpose. It will
secretly activate the Emergency powers of the President for wartime measures.
America will start moving more quickly onto a war footing. The bureaucracy of
wartime controls will start cranking up, all in the name of "fighting inflation"; and
having been terrorized by the Government into turning in our $100.00 bills, as we did
our gold in 1933, we Americans will start developing a wartime mentality. It will take
place at a subconscious level. Most of us will be unable to define why we somehow
feel uneasy; but without being told a word, Americans will feel the ghostly pre-war
echoes of the 1930's. The $100.00 bill episode will also leave many of us feeling helpless
to resist the seemingly almighty Government. The message will be burned into our
minds: Obey or else. We will be on the road to War, and we will also be on the road to
Dictatorship here in America!

Topic #3 -- Your Decision To Flee Or To Fight
My friends, these are the things which are now being planned for us. It is real, it is
happening. If you still don't believe it, just think again about those moments outside

the Washington Hilton Hotel two days ago. Assassination politics and suicidal war
preparations have got to stop. We have arrived at this point along an economic road;
so to stop it we, too, must fight back with economic weapons.
The one economic weapon which is big enough to do the job is the FORT KNOX
GOLD SCANDAL. That is what I explained in AUDIO LETTER N° 56 last summer
when I first began giving you my answers to the question: "What can I do?" Lately a
few of my listeners seem to be losing sight of this, so I think I should say it again: If we
want to do something about our headlong rush into disaster, the FORT KNOX GOLD
SCANDAL is the way to do it. If we just get bored and walk away from it, my friends,
it's all over! We will have forfeited America's last chance.
Perhaps there are some among you who are growing weary of our "Preventive War of
Truth". That is why I was so reluctant ever to begin the process of giving you my
answers to the question: "What can I do?" When I began doing this in AUDIO
LETTER N° 56 last summer, I emphasized as strongly as I could that we will have to
stick with it if we want to win; but in our speeded up world today, scandals are like
water poured over sand -- they make a big splash for a moment, but they hardly sink
in before they are gone.
Many people get bored, they are forgetful, they lose interest quickly; and because all
this is so true, our enemies always know they can get away with anything. All they
have to do is wait a little while and we will oblige them by forgetting about it,
whatever it was. If there are some who feel this way, it would be best for them to turn
back now and go no further. Better to flee the coming catastrophe now, before it
happens, than to end up later as a pathetic refugee from a devastated America. To
those who feel they must make that choice, I can only say: Go, and may God be with
you.
But large numbers of you are still saying in your letters:
"What is the next step? What is the next action we can take?"
To all of you I say: "May we now redouble our 'Preventive War of Truth'".
It's time for us to draw our second wind, because the longer we persist without giving
up, the more dismayed our enemies will become.
In Topic #2 I discussed the creation of the President's new Council on Integrity and
Efficiency. I also revealed its unadmitted source -- the secret new Constitution for
Dictatorship in America. But like other recent Presidents, the current occupant of the
Oval Office is an actor, doing as he is programmed to do. In the past, other Presidents
have later expressed deep regrets for taking actions which they did not understand at
the time:

Woodrow Wilson publicly regretted signing the bill creating the Federal Reserve
System.
Harry Truman regretted his creation of the CIA, as he said in public shortly after the
assassination of President Kennedy in Dallas.
And at the end of his presidency, Dwight Eisenhower gave a warning against the
military industrial complex which had dominated his public life.
So there could be a ray of hope in connection with the new Council on Integrity and
Efficiency. Just after signing the Executive Order to create it, the entity President
Reagan said, quote:
"We are going to follow every lead, root out every incompetent, and prosecute every
crook we find who is cheating the people of this nation."
My friends, if the President really meant those words, then we should take him up on
it. If he did not mean them, then we should call his bluff, because the only thing more
dangerous than a declared enemy is a false friend. Either way, you have a right to
petition the President for redress of grievances.
So, my friends, here's what I suggest.
The President promised to, quote: "...prosecute every crook we find who is cheating
the people of this nation". And we, the people, have been cheated out of practically our
entire monetary GOLD supply. A hundred years ago thousands of hard-working
prospectors scraped together that gold, one or two hard ounces at a time; but a few
manicured international bankers and their bureaucrats were able to "mine" all that
gold out of Treasury depositories without even soiling their hands!
The President also promised, quote: "We are going to follow every lead..." If he means
those words, then he should be eager to do what neither Senator Proxmire nor the
Federal Reserve Banks have been willing to do up to now. He should be anxious to
follow the many leads which have already come to light over our stolen GOLD.
My friends, we should bombard the White House with MAILGRAMS--not letters,
not post cards, but Mailgrams -- the more the better from you, your friends, your
neighbors, your relatives. It will cost you some money to send Mailgrams, but the
stakes are enormous. This is one of those moments when half-measures or pennypinching will cost us dearly, very dearly! WE MUST HAVE IMPACT.
To send your Mailgram, simply call Western Union and say that you want to send a
MAILGRAM to President Reagan, then dictate your message. Here is a sample to get
you started:

"Dear President Reagan:
When you created your new Council on Integrity and Efficiency recently, you made
some comments which I heartily applaud. You promised to follow every lead in
rooting out those who are cheating the people of this nation. I would like to believe
that you truly meant those words, and so would all my friends and neighbors.
Therefore I want to call your urgent attention to some very glaring leads which need
to be followed. They point toward disastrous cheating of the American public by
certain individuals in government. I am referring to the mounting evidence that large
amounts of America's alleged gold stockpiles have been illegally disposed of.
In a cassette tape commentary last month, Dr. Beter made public two Treasury
documents which contradict each other. Both documents pertain to the London Gold
Pool shipments of the 1960's but there is a discrepancy of 165-million ounces between
them. At current prices that is over eighty-billion dollars, far more than the budget
cuts you are now proposing. If any lead deserves to be followed, surely this one does.
You can do that easily, Mr. President, since Dr. Beter's Washington office is located
close to the White House. Dr. Beter has promised to keep his listeners informed of
your response, and I will inform everyone else I know in turn".
End of Mailgram, followed by your name and address.
My friends, time is growing shorter and shorter. We must know who is FOR us, the
people of America; and who is AGAINST us. Senator Proxmire has shown that he is
not for us; the Presidents and Directors of the Regional Federal Reserve Banks are
gradually doing the same thing by not acting; so now it is the President's turn. Let us
pray that his response will be different, but either way we will know.
Now it's time to give you my "Last Minute Summary." Two days ago an attempt was
made to cut short the new Administration under the name of Ronald Reagan but the
attempt failed, giving us a reprieve from an immediate return to total Bolshevik
control of the Government. Even so, America is being shut down for war. A
"Declaration of Economic Emergency" is being planned for late this year that will
include repudiation of the $100.00 bill. At the same time the machinery of
Dictatorship is slowly taking shape all around us. And now, plans are once again being
laid--not only here but also in Russia -- for a first strike in all-out nuclear war!
My friends, there is only one way to stop all this -- that is to expose those responsible
before America is put to the sword. The Sword of our Lord Jesus Christ is the
TRUTH; and if we will only use this weapon of the Truth, we will find that it is more
powerful than all the other weapons conceived by man.
Until next month, God willing, this is Dr. Beter. Thank you, and may God bless each
and every one of you.
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----------------------------------------------------------------This is the Dr. Beter AUDIO LETTER(R), 1629 K Street N.W., Washington, DC
20006.
Hello, my friends, this is Dr. Beter. Today is April 27, 1981, and this is my AUDIO
LETTER N° 64.
"T minus 10, 9, 8, 7, 6, 5, 4...We've gone for main engine start. We have main engine
start". (Engine noise takes over for some two seconds) "...liftoff of America's first Space
Shuttle, and the Shuttle has cleared the tower". (Then again the roaring noise on the
AUDIO LETTER tape).
And that's how it all began, my friends, just two weeks ago--Sunday, April 12, 1981.
After years of delay, America's first attempt to launch a space shuttle into orbit had
finally begun.
In days gone by, the voice of "Mission Control" has always been a familiar hallmark of
American manned flights into space. In the early days, beginning with "PROJECT
MERCURY", the voice was that of Col. John (Shorty) Powers. Later, during the
"APOLLO" program there were other voices; but regardless of who it was, that familiar
voice of "Mission Control" would always stay with us throughout each space flight -that is, until this time. This time the voice of Mission Control, up until the moment of
launch, was that of NASA spokesman Hugh Harris. The last words Harris spoke as
the voice of Mission Control were the words you just heard: "The Shuttle has cleared
the tower".
Television cameras followed the Shuttle as it climbed higher and higher on a column
of steam and smoke. For another 30 seconds or so, we were allowed to hear the slowly
fading roar of the Shuttle's rocket engines. Then the sounds from Mission Control
abruptly changed. Exactly 45 seconds after lift-off, "live" audio from Mission Control
was terminated. In its place NASA began feeding the radio and television networks an
elaborate tape recording, which had been prepared far ahead of time by NASA. The
change-over from "live" audio to the NASA tape recording sounded like this: (First,
loud roaring for 10 seconds, abruptly fading, then into a steadily increasing-inloudness humming-roaring for some 10 seconds) "4-34...?" "Roger".

(More of the roaring sound.)
Just 45 seconds after lift-off, the falsified NASA coverage of the flight of the
"Columbia" began. We were still able to see the Columbia by way of long-distance
television cameras for another minute and a half, but the sounds we were hearing
were no longer "live". They were the sounds of the special NASA tape recording. For
the first minute or so of the tape recording, we heard nothing but the sound effects
simulating conversation between the Shuttle and NASA-Houston. Then, for the first
time, we heard the anonymous new voice of Mission Control. It was no longer the
familiar live voice of Hugh Harris, but the recorded voice of someone else. For added
realism, the new voice was interrupted in turn by the recorded voice of the alleged
capsule communicator Daniel Brandenstein. It sounded like this: (first a high-pitched
screech followed by) "One minute 45 seconds, coming up on go-go-go". "Columbia,
you're negative seats". "That call-up says that, Columbia, the altitude is too high for
ejection seat use".
By that point the shuttle Columbia was more than 20 miles high, and climbing fast.
Everything was going according to plan so far, so the things we were hearing on the
tape recording corresponded to what we were seeing. We could still see the Shuttle
on our TV sets, but it had dwindled to nothing more than three bright spots dancing
in the distant sky.
The last thing that you and I were able to see and verify for ourselves about the
Shuttle was the separation of those two giant solid-rocket boosters. A little over two
minutes after liftoff, we were able to watch the boosters, two burning bright spots,
break off to each side. That left only the single tiny flame of the Shuttle itself,
gradually fading into invisibility. Several seconds later the NASA tape recording
caught up with what we had already seen, and said the boosters had separated.
Moments later the tiny bright dot of the Shuttle faded from our screens. It was too far
away for the television cameras to follow any longer. We had had our last look at the
real space shuttle Columbia!
In AUDIO LETTER N° 62 two months ago, I gave an advance alert about the secret
military mission of the space shuttle Columbia. At that time I made public what the
mission was really all about. I was also able to reveal what to expect in the falsified
NASA coverage of the mission.
The falsified coverage was designed to accomplish two purposes. First, to completely
hide the military nature of the mission; and second, to make sure the mission looked
like a total success, no matter what might happen in secret. As I detailed in AUDIO
LETTER N° 62, the Bolsheviks here in the federal government are depending heavily
on the Space Shuttle Program to get ready for a nuclear war against Russia.

The falsified NASA coverage of the mission of the space shuttle Columbia was carried
out exactly according to plan. I revealed this plan two months ago. There were the
standard brief cockpit scenes made by techniques which I will describe later. Just to
make it look good, it was spiced up by telling us that a few non-critical tiles had fallen
off. Otherwise we were told over and over how perfectly the Columbia was
performing.
Four days ago on April 23, a news conference about the flight was held in Houston,
Texas, by the alleged two astronauts, John Young and Robert Crippen. The entity
called John Young summed up the flight in words that were more meaningful than
most people suspected. Referring to the falsified flight which we followed on
television, he called it, quote: "...even better than normal". And so it was, my friends.
The Bolsheviks who now control NASA bent over backwards to paint the image of an
abnormally perfect shuttle flight. Meanwhile the actual Shuttle mission, which was
carried out in secret, did not go according to plan. After the Shuttle disappeared from
our television screens, the flight continued for barely four more minutes before
disaster struck. The Columbia never even reached earth orbit!
My friends, I believe you have both the right and the need to know what happened to
the space shuttle Columbia two weeks ago. I believe you deserve to know, in detail,
how and why the truth was hidden from you. The stakes involve nothing less than the
very survival of our land and our way of life.
My three special topics for this AUDIO LETTER are:
Topic #1 – The Advance Preparations For The Space Shuttle Mission
Topic #2 -- The Aborted Flight of The Space Shuttle "Columbia"
Topic #3 -- The NASA Cover-up of The "Columbia" Disaster.

Topic #1 -- The Advance Preparations For The Space Shuttle Mission
There is an old saying that "Seeing is believing". For that reason, television has become
the N° 1 tool of deception in America today. Through television we are made to see
things we do not understand so that we will believe things that are not true. If
television were used honestly and constructively, television could be a great force for
good. Instead, it's used continually to hoax, deceive, and mislead us. Video-taping
makes events which took place weeks or months ago look as if they were taking place
"live" right before our eyes. Computer editing enables scenes to be spliced together to
create completely artificial images that look real. Special effects of all kinds enable
these television hoaxes to be very convincing indeed.

Two years ago I described one major television hoax in detail in AUDIO LETTER N°
44. That hoax involved no less than the NBC television news program "Meet the
Press". Now we have been treated to another great television hoax, and this one was
the granddaddy of them all. In terms of sheer deception, this was the "Meet the Press"
hoax, "Guyana", and SKYLAB all rolled into one. This was the hoax coverage of the
first flight of the space shuttle Columbia.
To begin with, we were led to believe that until two weeks ago no space shuttle had
ever left the earth's atmosphere and gone into space. We were also led to believe that
the very first space flight by a shuttle had to be an orbital flight, instead of something
less extreme. To make matters still worse, NASA swore up and down that this very
first flight, pushing the Shuttle to its limits, just had to have men aboard. At one point
even John Young himself was quoted to this effect very widely in the controlled major
media. For example, two months ago on February 15, the New York Times carried a
big article about the Shuttle. Quoting from the article: "Mr. Young said, to have
conducted an unmanned orbital flight of the Shuttle first would have added perhaps
$500,000,000 to project costs, and meant another year's delay." Statements like that
were cooked up purely to explain away the many things that did not add up about the
announced plans for the Columbia's flight. Many people believe these explanations,
but they were just a litany of lies.
For example, time after time during the television coverage of the alleged flight this
month, John Young's earlier statement was totally contradicted. Authoritative
spokesmen pointed out over and over that the astronauts control the Shuttle by
telling computers aboard the Shuttle what they want. The computers then do all the
actual activation and control of the Shuttle -- and, in an emergency, the Shuttle can fly
itself into orbit, re-enter, and even land itself without help from the pilots. So much
for all those lies NASA told us about an unmanned first flight being impossible.
The real reason astronauts were aboard the first orbital flight was the one I revealed in
AUDIO LETTER N° 62. It was a military mission, and the astronauts had to be aboard
to carry it out. NASA told us that the flight this month was only a test flight with the
cargo bay practically empty. But the cargo bay of the Columbia was not empty. It
carried a laser-armed Spy Satellite equipped with special shields to protect it against
Russian space weapons. "But wait a minute", you say. "They showed us live pictures
from space and you could see that the bay was empty". No, my friends, not "live"
pictures but video tapes. The pictures with the doors closed were taken inside a
training mock-up of the shuttle that is carried inside a specially modified Boeing 747.
The pictures with the doors open were taken on the ground inside a darkened hangar.
Then these scenes were combined by video tape editing techniques with video tapes
of the earth taken from orbit years ago. The final product was what you saw on
television. It was not what it appeared to be, but "seeing is believing".

My friends, the next time you see a replay of those scenes with the Shuttle doors open,
supposedly in space, there is a telltale clue to look for. Look at the shadows visible
inside the open cargo bay. Shadows in space tend to be sharp and harsh because there
is no air to soften and diffuse them. The shadows we saw in the video tapes on
television were softer because they were not made in space. Also, look at the angle of
the shadows. The earth is shown floating straight overhead, and it is all in daylight.
Look at the slant of the shadows inside the open cargo bay, then ask yourself: "Where
is the light coming from to make shadows like that?"
The impossible shadows which we saw in the Shuttle bay video tapes are just one
small example of the many discrepancies in the NASA hoax. More to the point, NASA
has pretended that the Columbia flight this month was the very first shuttle flight
into space. We are supposed to believe that the only previous shuttle operations were
a few gliding tests launched from mid-air by another modified 747. Nothing could be
more ridiculous or more untrue.
There is one very obvious question about the Space Shuttle Program which NASA has
always managed to side step. Somehow no one ever quite dares to ask it. The question
is: Why wasn't the space shuttle "Enterprise" the first to be sent into orbit? After all,
the Enterprise made its public debut nearly four years ago in the summer of 1977.
To all outward appearances, the Enterprise looks almost identical to its sister ship,
the Columbia. The differences between the two are so subtle that you would never
notice them unless you knew exactly what to look for. The engines of the Enterprise
look just like the engines of the Columbia. The Enterprise is also covered with the
same system of thermal tiles as the Columbia, so again, the question is: Why wasn't
the Enterprise sent into orbit long ago? Why did NASA wait three years and more to
launch the Columbia instead? The answer, my friends, is that the Enterprise was
designed to be a training ship for shuttle astronauts. It is not meant for orbital flight.
Instead, it is specially equipped to make shorter, suborbital flights into space. In
effect, it can do everything short of going into earth orbit. It can climb to orbital
altitudes as high as 125 miles before dropping back to earth. This enables astronauts
to practice working in weightlessness for up to five and one-half minutes at a time. It
also allows astronauts to practice landing the shuttle, slowing down from speeds of
around 5,000 miles per hour.
The Enterprise is exactly like its sister ships in the crew compartment and cockpit.
What makes the Enterprise radically different is the cargo bay area. The Enterprise
cannot carry cargo because the bay area is taken up by rocket fuel tanks. The tanks of
the Enterprise can hold well over 100,000 pounds of rocket fuel when fully loaded. To
make a suborbital hop into space, the Enterprise is perched on top of a modified
Boeing 747 known as the "Launch Aircraft". Inside the 747 there are technicians with
instruments and support equipment for the shuttle. The shuttle Enterprise is loaded

with rocket fuel, and then the 747 takes off. At an altitude of around 40,000 feet, the
shuttle is launched. The launch techniques are derived from the old days of the X-15
Research Airplane and others before it. The Enterprise is released from its mounts,
rises up, and then falls back behind the 747. As soon as it is clear of the 747, the
Enterprise starts its rocket engines and zooms upward at a steep angle. After a minute
or so the rockets shut off, and the Enterprise is left to coast upward to its peak
altitude and then drop back toward earth. From the moment the engines shut off until
the shuttle begins re-entering the atmosphere five or six minutes later, the astronauts
inside are weightless.
Astronauts Young and Crippen made more than half a dozen training flights like this
aboard the Enterprise before they lifted off aboard the Columbia at Cape Canaveral.
That is why they were so ready to go all the way into orbit. They had already done
everything else that was necessary to work their way up to it. Of course, other
training was necessary to work their way up to those suborbital flights aboard the
Enterprise. For one thing, they spent many hours in the detailed replica of the shuttle
which is housed inside a modified Boeing 747. The "Flying Mock-Up", as it is called, is
a simulator designed to acquaint astronauts with shuttle operation as realistically as
possible. One of its advantages is that it can even provide periods of weightlessness of
up to about 45 seconds. The 747 pilot does this by flying a precise arc through the air
called a "parabolic trajectory". It's an old technique developed a quarter century ago to
help astronauts get accustomed to weightlessness.
All of these things and more were originally conceived and developed for purely
technical reasons, but they are being kept secret from you because the Bolsheviks who
now control NASA have turned them into tools of deception against you and me.
Lately, publicity about the Space Shuttle Program has been focused on three
geographic locations. One is the launch site for orbital missions, Cape Canaveral,
Florida. Another is Edwards Air Force Base, California. The third is that old stand-by,
the NASA Manned Space Flight Center in Houston, Texas.
As always, we are being distracted from paying serious attention to the one area that
is most important of all. It is the missing link, the true nerve center of the entire Space
Shuttle Program. My friends, I'm talking about the White Sands Missile Range in
southern New Mexico.
Most people today rarely give a second thought to White Sands. Few people
remember that White Sands is where America's Space Program got its start after
World War II. Captured German V-2 rockets were taken to White Sands to be
studied and test fired. After the V-2s, there were American rockets, the Navy's Viking
series, and others. They were launched, rocketed upward into the fringes of space,
and came back to earth -- all within the boundaries of the vast White Sands Missile
Range. One time a missile got out of control, veered south, and almost destroyed a

small Mexican town when it crashed to earth; but that incident was a dramatic
exception to the normal situation. Most of the time, no one outside White Sands even
knew when rockets were launched. Recently the public has been made aware of the
vast wide-open spaces that constitute Edwards Air Force Base in California. For
comparison, White Sands is so huge that it would hold nearly 100 Edwards Air Force
Bases!
White Sands, my friends, is the training base for space shuttle pilots; and since late
1977 it has also become much more. It is the geographic key to the secret military
missions which are now the central focus of the Space Shuttle Program. The Shuttle
Program today is being managed in a way that is far different from the original plans.
In August 1977 we were shown early gliding tests of the training shuttle Enterprise.
The plan of NASA was to drum up public support for the Shuttle Program, just as they
had done a decade earlier in the Moon Program.
In AUDIO LETTER N° 26 I detailed how the Apollo Program, the biggest military
program in American history, was disguised as a peaceful scientific venture. In the
same way, the original plan was to bathe the military Shuttle Program in the glare of
deceptive publicity. In the process we would have learned about the suborbital space
capability of the Enterprise. Even the crucial White Sands would have received more
publicity.
What changed it all was the secret "Battle of the Harvest Moon" in space September
27, 1977. This secret space battle, which I made public that month in AUDIO LETTER
No. 26, took place barely one month after the first gliding tests of the space shuttle
Enterprise. Russia's military take-over of space was under way!
Only the next month, October 1977, a newly operational Russian Cosmos Interceptor
shot down SKYLAB. SKYLAB, along with its crew of five American astronauts
secretly aboard, died in a giant fireball over the United States. I reported on SKYLAB's
fate that month in AUDIO LETTER N° 27, and also revealed that NASA was initiating
a prolonged cover-up of what had happened. NASA wanted everyone to forget about
that mysterious headline-making fireball, so they pretended that SKYLAB was still in
orbit but sinking unexpectedly. NASA used stories about the space shuttle as part of
their SKYLAB cover-up. They pretended that perhaps the shuttle would come along in
time to save SKYLAB. As I reported then, that was a double lie by NASA. First,
SKYLAB could never be saved because it had already been destroyed. Second, the
United States was in no position at that time to launch the shuttle or anything else of
a military nature into space. Russia was deploying her secret new Space Triad of
advanced manned space weapons.
America's previous military control of space had been totally shattered by Russia. Our
military base on the moon had been put out of action in the "Battle of the Harvest

Moon". Russian Cosmos Interceptors had started sweeping the skies clear of
American Spy Satellites, and Russian hovering electrogravitic weapons platforms, the
Cosmospheres, were making headlines by creating enormous air booms along the East
Coast and elsewhere. All of these things took place just as America's Space Shuttle
Program was getting off the ground.
The result was a complete reorganization of the Shuttle Program. The old plans to
bathe it in continuous publicity were thrown out. The Bolsheviks here, who have
replaced the Rockefeller cartel in many areas of power, cast a net of secrecy over all
these new military plans. We were never told about many of the capabilities of the
training shuttle Enterprise, and we were never told about the many things which are
going on at White Sands in the military Shuttle Program. By keeping these things
secret from us, the Bolsheviks here have placed themselves in a powerful position to
deceive us.
We have never been told about the modified NASA 747 which carries a complete
replica of the crew quarters and cargo bay of a shuttle. Therefore we are unaware that
this airplane, originally intended for training, has become a Bolshevik tool of
deception against us. When we saw video tapes of astronauts in the simulated Shuttle
cockpit, we naturally thought it was the real thing. Seeing a notebook float in mid air
for a few seconds next to the astronauts, we were supposed to think: "They are
weightless because they are in orbit". We were given no clue that these moments of
weightlessness had taken place months earlier in a 747 flying a controlled arc through
the air. Likewise, we were shown one or two episodes of the astronauts moving
around the cabin, obviously weightless for up to three or four minutes. What we were
not told is that these scenes had been video-taped months earlier during suborbital
space hops by the training shuttle Enterprise.
Many of my listeners have called or written with the same observation about the first
of these episodes shown the day of the launch. We heard the alleged "live"
conversation of Young and Crippen, and yet, in the television picture, they were not
moving their lips. They had merely posed for the camera during a suborbital flight
months earlier, and they recorded the sound track we heard only days before the
launch.
While NASA may have fooled you and me about the Space Shuttle, they did not fool
the new rulers of Russia. They learned last fall what the flight of the Columbia was
really all about; and, my friends, when the Columbia was launched two weeks ago, the
Russians were ready and waiting!

Topic #2 -- The Aborted Flight of The Space Shuttle "Columbia"
A month before the shuttle "Columbia" blasted off from Cape Canaveral, the two
astronauts who were to ride in it held a news conference in Houston. The day was
March 9, 1981. Astronaut Robert Crippen caught the attention of the reporters when
he said:
"I think the odds, with the way we've designed the mission right now, are that we will
probably come home early".
Then he added, quote:
"As far as John and I are concerned, if we get up and get down, it's a success".
Those words of astronaut Crippen about a short mission were more accurate than
most people realized.
The real mission plan, which I had already made public in AUDIO LETTER N° 62, was
for a short mission. The astronauts were supposed to get into orbit and deploy the
military satellite from the Columbia's cargo bay very quickly, then they were to return
to Earth -- not aboard the Shuttle but in a special re-entry capsule. Two days later
they were supposed to land the disguised shuttle "Enterprise" at Edwards Air Force
Base as the final act in the falsified drama staged for our benefit.
In AUDIO LETTER N° 62 I described the military purpose of the mission in detail.
For the first time in three years the Pentagon was hoping to get a Spy Satellite into
orbit that could not be shot down immediately by Russia. I also outlined important
features of the flight plan which had been conceived for the Columbia. Now I want to
give you more details about that and tell you how it turned out because, my friends,
the Bolsheviks here in the Government are now planning to try it again with a second
shuttle flight presently scheduled for the fall of this year 1981.
Knowing what happened this time, I believe you will be far better prepared to see
through it all next time. If you can think back to American space launches of the past,
you may have noticed something very unusual about the launch of the Columbia. In
the past, manned space launches from Cape Canaveral have always been made toward
the southeast, toward the equator, but not this time. The Columbia was launched to
the northeast, away from the equator. The reason for this, my friends, was the secret
space reconnaissance mission of the Columbia.
In its public news releases, NASA told everyone that Columbia was launched into a
44-degree orbit -- that is, it would never go further north or south than 44 degrees
above and below the equator. But the actual orbit chosen for the Columbia was a 69degree orbit. A 69-degree orbit was chosen because it would take the Columbia, and

the Spy Satellite inside it, all the way north to the Arctic Circle and beyond. That is
the kind of orbit that is necessary if a spy satellite is to fly reconnaissance over Russia.
The northeast launch of the Columbia was done in order to enable the Spy Satellite to
start gathering data over Russia only minutes after the Columbia reached orbit. These
days time is of the essence in any attempt to spy on Russia. Every American spy
satellite launched at Russia during the past three years has been blinded or shot down
before gathering much data.
The secret flight plan for the Columbia was completely different from what NASA
claimed in public. The plan called for Columbia to be launched on an initial northeast
course in the general direction of Bermuda, then roughly 2-1/2 minutes after launch,
Columbia was to begin an unorthodox course change -- a wide sweeping turn into the
north. This unprecedented curving launch was intended as an evasive maneuver.
Planners of the Columbia mission believed this would enable Columbia to sneak past
any Russian Cosmospheres that might be waiting overhead. Still accelerating on its
curving course, the Columbia was supposed to pass about 100 miles east of Cape
Hatteras, North Carolina. Roughly 200 miles east of Washington, D.C., the Shuttle's
main engines were to cut off. After coasting in silence for a few seconds, the fuel tank
was scheduled to cut loose as the Columbia passed 100 miles east of New Jersey. For
the next two minutes the Shuttle and its fuel tank were to be coasting onward past
the east tip of Long Island, over Boston, and onward toward Maine. During that time
the Shuttle was supposed to maneuver away from the fuel tank, using small
maneuvering jets. Finally, just as the Columbia passed over New Brunswick, Canada,
the flight plan called for the orbital maneuvering engines to be fired. Somewhere over
the Labrador Sea, flying upside-down, the Columbia was scheduled to reach earth
orbit. As soon as it did so, the flight plan called for astronauts Young and Crippen to
go to work fast. In less than 10 minutes time they were supposed to open up the cargo
bay doors and turn on the sensors of the Spy Satellite resting inside. As they did these
things, the Columbia was to be racing over the south tip of Greenland, out over the
middle of the Denmark Strait between Greenland and Iceland, above the Arctic Circle,
and then dipping back southward toward northern Norway, Finland, and Russia.
According to the flight plan, the Columbia was scheduled to cross the Russian border
just south of the strategic Kola Peninsula. The time: a mere 22 minutes, 42 seconds,
after lift-off from Cape Canaveral. At that moment initial reconnaissance over Russia
was to be under way. The Spy Satellite inside the cargo bay, even though not yet
deployed, would have had a perfect view downward through the open doors of the
upside-down Shuttle.
The Columbia was intended to fly over a course across Russia that began just west of
the strategic White Sea in extreme northwestern Russia. From there the planned
course of the Columbia was to take it southeastward over some 2500 miles of

strategic Russian territory. During the first minute alone, the Satellite was expected to
see parts of the highly sensitive Kola Peninsula, the White Sea, including the super
secret submarine yards at Archangel and the Plesetsk Cosmodrome. The Shuttle was
also to pass near Kazan, one of the bases of Russia's flying ABM system. This system,
as I revealed a year ago in AUDIO LETTER N° 54, uses charged particle beams carried
by supersonic TU-144 transports.
Toward the end of the first pass over Russia the Spy Satellite was expected to gather
data on two more of Russia's four Cosmodromes -- those of Baikonur and Tyura-Tam.
In between, numerous other war targets were also to come under scrutiny. The Spy
Satellite in the Columbia's cargo bay was expected to see all that during its very first
pass over Russian territory. It would all take only 8-1/2 minutes! Then the Columbia
would have crossed the border with Afghanistan, heading toward India. Barely 10
minutes later, the Spy Satellite was to be radioing its data down to the American
receivers at Diego Garcia in the Indian Ocean.
That was the plan, my friends. The Bolshevik military planners here were confident
that their Spy Satellite would get at least this planned first look at Russia. They were
sure that Columbia's curving launch and the short time involved would prevent
Russia from thwarting the mission. Columbia took off from Cape Canaveral at 7:00
A.M. Eastern Time, that Sunday morning. By 7:23 Columbia was expected to be over
Russia already. By 7:31 Columbia was expected to be leaving Russian skies, and by
7:45 that Sunday morning the military planners expected to have their first
reconnaissance data from Russia.
The plan sounded plausible, my friends, but the Bolsheviks here are falling victim to
the very Intelligence gap which they themselves created in America years ago.
Russian Intelligence agents were able to learn the general outlines of the Columbia
mission plan some six months ago. Fully one month before the public roll-out of the
Columbia at Cape Canaveral last November, the Russian Space Command was
studying the problem. There was no question about one thing: The Columbia's
mission could not be allowed to succeed. Given even a shred of up-to-date
reconnaissance data, the Bolsheviks in America are determined to set off nuclear war.
Even so, there was a question about the best way to spoil the Shuttle mission. Several
possibilities were considered, including sabotage or simply blasting the Columbia out
of the sky. All were rejected because they shared one weakness. Each alternative
would halt one shuttle mission, but it would not stop the Shuttle Program as a whole,
and Russia's goal is to completely shut down the Space Shuttle Program.
At last they hit upon the solution. What was needed was a Space Age version of the
famous U-2 incident of two decades ago. In the waning days of the Eisenhower
Administration, Russia had publicly accused the United States of invading its air
space with spy flights. That was before the era of Spy Satellites, and invading other

countries' air space was a serious charge in the eyes of the world. American
spokesmen tried to defuse the growing furor while carefully avoiding a definitive
denial of the charges; but the Russians kept it up. Finally President Eisenhower
became so exasperated that he flatly denied, in public, that America was flying spy
planes over Russia. That was exactly what the Russians were waiting for. The
Russians promptly did what American Intelligence specialists thought they could not
do -- they shot down a high-flying U-2 on a flight over Russia. The name of the CIA
pilot, the late Francis Gary Powers, filled the headlines world-wide overnight. The
Russians had made a liar of the President of the United States! A summit had been
scheduled between President Eisenhower and Nikita Khrushchev, but the Russians
icily called it off.
The Russian Space Command proposed to the Kremlin that the shuttle Columbia be
made the focus of a similar incident. All that was necessary was that the Columbia be
made to crash land in Russia reasonably intact. Having protested continuously about
the military nature of the Shuttle Program, Russia would be able to stun the world by
proving it. They would put the crashed Shuttle on public display together with its
nuclear-powered, laser-firing Spy Satellite. The Kremlin liked the plan, and agreed to
it. To further emphasize the parallels with the 1960 U-2 incident, Russia has recently
proposed a summit with the United States. The plan was to withdraw the summit
proposal in protest after shooting down the Columbia.
The Russian Space Command went to work several months ago to get ready. They
were faced with a tall order to bring down the Columbia on Russian territory without
totally destroying it. As recently as a year ago it would have been an impossible task,
but now Russia has a new space tool to do the job. It is a third version of the Russian
levitating weapons platform, the Cosmosphere. They are called "Super Heavies" by the
Russian Space Command.
The Russian Super Heavy Cosmospheres are still considered experimental. Even so,
the Russians have already built seven of them. They are mammoth machines, the
largest flying machines ever built. In terms of volume, they are even bigger than the
biggest zeppelins of the 1930's. They can carry a pay load of more than 50 tons, far
more than our own space shuttle; and they are equipped with powerful
electromagnetic propulsion which can take the Cosmosphere all the way to orbital
speed. In short, my friends, the jumbo Cosmosphere is Russia's space shuttle. It is still
experimental, but it is operating already.
In order to carry out their attack on the space shuttle Columbia, Russia's entire fleet
of seven jumbo Cosmospheres were made ready. Five were outfitted with special
grappling equipment to enable them to seize a very large object in space. The other
two were outfitted with neutron particle beam weapons. These weapons are the same
type as were used in the "Battle of the Harvest Moon" in September 1977.

At 7:00 A.M. Sunday morning, April 12, the rocket engines of the space shuttle
Columbia roared to life. Moments later the giant solid boosters were fired, and the
Columbia took off fast. As it climbed, it rolled around and started leaning into its
flight path toward space. As we watched on our television sets, it rapidly dwindled off
into the northeast. We watched as the solid boosters separated and peeled away to
each side. Moments later the Columbia vanished from the screen.
The television scene shifted to the alleged Mission Control in Houston. It was the old
familiar scene with rows of Mission Controllers intent on their consoles. Up in front
the NASA computer-controlled map started tracing the alleged course of the
Columbia. According to the map, Columbia was heading out over the Atlantic toward
Bermuda; but at that moment, free of the solid boosters, Columbia was already
starting its long sweeping curve to the north. One-hundred-fifty miles east of
Charleston, South Carolina, Russia's fleet of 7 jumbo Cosmospheres were hovering
high over the ocean. As the space shuttle approached on its elaborate curving path, the
Cosmospheres started speeding up to intercept it. The Shuttle was already flying
upside-down with the huge fuel tank on top. The two Cosmospheres armed with
neutron beams closed in on the Columbia from below and slightly behind, where they
could not be seen by Young and Crippen. The other five jumbo Cosmospheres with
their grappling equipment flew in formation above and well behind the fuel tank to be
out of the line of fire. The Cosmospheres paced the Shuttle until it reached a
predetermined altitude and speed.
Then the armed Cosmospheres opened up with their neutron beams. Firing at pointblank range, each Cosmosphere fired just two bursts from its beam weapon. The first
salvo flooded the cockpit area and an area near the engines in the rear. Young and
Crippen died instantly, the neutron radiation having totally disrupted all activity of
their nervous systems, brains, eyes, and hearts. At the same time the Shuttle's engines
shut down. A fraction of a second later, the second salvo flooded neutron radiation
into the nose and an area beneath the cargo bay. These shots were calculated to
derange and shut down the Columbia's flight computers -- that is, all the computers
except one. The Russians wanted the backup computer to take over and do its job -that is, make an emergency automatic re-entry and crash landing in Russia. They
anticipated that it would do so because the backup computer is heavily shielded
against radiation. The shielding is a material more efficient than lead. It is gold!
The Russians expected that the "Gold Computer", as it is known in certain circles,
would take over after the engines shut down. Sure enough, within 10 seconds after the
engines shut down, the fuel tank, still a third full, was automatically cast loose. The
Gold Computer was now flying the Shuttle. The five jumbo Cosmospheres with
grappling equipment fastened onto the fuel tank. Then, using their powerful
electromagnetic propulsion, they veered away with the tank. From its northeasterly

course, the tank was swerved around over the North Atlantic in a great arc until it
was heading southeast instead. The Cosmospheres then accelerated to orbital speed
and cast the fuel tank loose.
Three years ago the first Cosmospheres had sent a message by way of enormous air
booms along America's East Coast. Now Russia's newest Cosmospheres were using
the Shuttle fuel tank to send a chilling new message to America's Bolshevik war
planners.
Meanwhile the armed Cosmospheres followed the Columbia itself. Having had its
engines shut down prematurely, the Columbia was well below orbital speed. Instead
it was following a ballistic path, just like an ICBM, into the heart of Russia. It looked
as though the Russian plan was going to work, but then the unexpected happened!
One of Columbia's deranged computers apparently started working again. The brief
shut-down had thrown it out of synchronization with the Gold Computer, so the two
computers apparently did not communicate with one another. As the Columbia
passed over the border of Russia, it was flying right-side-up instead of upside-down
under control of the Gold Computer. But the other computer opened up the cargo bay
doors right on schedule. As the Shuttle began to re-enter over Russia, hot air flooded
the cargo bay. Heat sensors in the Spy Satellite detected the heat build-up, which was
programmed into the Satellite's computer as a sign of "attack damage". Finally, the
temperature built up to a critical point, activating a self-destruct circuit in the
Satellite. The Spy Satellite exploded, blowing the Columbia apart.
The Russians had hoped for a crash landing in recognizable form. Instead, the
Columbia ended up in wreckage strewn along a line some 85 miles long in central
Russia southeast of the City of Kazan. As it turned out, neither the Bolsheviks here
nor the Russians got what they wanted. The Bolsheviks did not get their
reconnaissance data, and the Russians did not get a recognizable space shuttle to
show the world. That leaves the stage set for another "try" by both sides later this year.

Topic #3 -- The NASA Cover-up of The "Columbia" Disaster
Sunday, April 12, 1981, was the 20th anniversary of the first manned flight into space. It
was the anniversary of the first orbital flight by a Russian cosmonaut, Yuri Gagarin. It
was also a day of total disarray among the Bolshevik masters of America's Space
Shuttle Program.
Less than eight minutes after launch that Sunday morning they knew something had
happened to the Columbia. You and I were still hearing the sound effects of a
seemingly successful flight, courtesy of the NASA tape recording from Houston. But

the military controllers at White Sands, who were following the real flight, were
hearing nothing at all. Columbia had suddenly gone totally silent.
At 7:45 A.M. the news got worse. Columbia had failed to arrive over the Indian Ocean
on schedule.
Before the morning was out, there was still more bad news. NORAD was tracking the
fuel tank of the Shuttle. It was not supposed to be in orbit at all--but there it was, in
an orbit that looked impossible.
That evening, Sunday April 12, the Shuttle's fuel tank re-entered over the Gulf of
Mexico just south of Louisiana. The tank had ruptured but there was still a sizeable
amount of liquid hydrogen and oxygen inside. When the tank re-entered it heated up
and set off an enormous explosion, creating a giant cloud at the fringes of space. Gold
plating, which is used extensively in the shuttle fuel tank because of its heat transfer
properties, was vaporized and scattered through the cloud. The result was the same as
when gold is added in tiny quantities to stained window glass -- a brilliant pinkishred color. The giant pink cloud, with chunks of the ruined fuel tank flashing in the
sun, created headlines as it passed to the northeast over Louisiana and Mississippi.
Meanwhile, Government spokesmen tried to pooh-pooh it all as, quote "a natural
phenomenon".
The Bolsheviks here still are not quite sure what happened to the Columbia, but they
do know that as far as Space is concerned, the Shuttle Program is their only hope.
They have three more orbital shuttles hidden away at White Sands, and they intend to
launch them all no matter what the odds may be, so the NASA cover-up of the
Columbia disaster went right on according to plan.
Two years ago I first revealed the existence of man-made genetic replicas of human
beings. I was widely disbelieved and condemned at the time, just as I knew I would
be. But they do exist, and once again they have been pressed into service before our
eyes.
Tuesday morning, April 14, genetic replicas called "Synthetics" of the late astronauts
John Young and Robert Crippen were readied at White Sands. They were
programmed to take a computerized ride on the training shuttle "Enterprise". The
Young and Crippen entities boarded the Enterprise, which was mounted on top of the
launch 747. After rocket fuel was loaded for the shuttle, the 747 took off and headed
west, avoiding commercial air traffic. The launch 747 headed out over the Pacific until
it was several hundred miles west of Los Angeles. Then it turned back toward the east
toward the California coast. On television we were told that the non-existent
Columbia was re-entering from orbit. Meanwhile the "Enterprise", re-labeled
"Columbia", cut loose from the 747 and fired its rockets. It sped up to a speed of nearly

6,000 miles per hour, then we watched it as it made that dramatic race in from the sea
to a precise computer landing at Edwards Air Force Base. It was all timed to agree as
closely as possible with the official NASA timetable.
Even so, a technical mistake was made that morning and as a result we were told that
the Shuttle would land six minutes early. My friends, in space flight, six minutes
might as well be a year. Six minutes in orbit corresponds to nearly a 2,000 mile error
in the location of the Shuttle, but on TV nobody bothered to question it. They all just
smiled and said, "Isn't it a lovely day to watch the Shuttle".
After the dramatic Shuttle landing, former astronaut Gene Cernan expressed surprise
on ABC television. He said the Shuttle simply did not look scorched enough for a ship
that had re-entered from orbit. Likewise, when the synthetics called Young and
Crippen emerged, they did not act like men who had been weightless for two days.
Instead they bounded down the access steps and pranced around with restless energy,
but no one questioned it. After all, we had seen the Shuttle landing for ourselves; and
as that old saying goes, "Seeing is believing".
Now it's time for my Last Minute Summary.
My friends, the score in America's Space Shuttle Program is now "One down and three
to go". Three more shuttles like the Columbia are waiting their turn in the desert at
White Sands. Each will have the name "Columbia" painted on its side. The real
Columbia is now dead, along with its crew; but thanks to these mechanical clones, the
Columbia will live again in the public eye.
I have given you as many details as time will allow about the Columbia disaster and its
cover-up by NASA. The point of it all is not whether Russia is ahead or America is
ahead in the Space race. The point is that we are being deceived. We are being given a
false sense of security and a false sense of confidence. We are being led like sheep to
slaughter into nuclear war and Bolshevik dictatorship.
If we choose to believe their lies, then they will succeed, they will destroy our way of
life, and enslave the few of us who survive their war. OR, we can learn to do as our
Lord Jesus Christ taught us to do long ago. We can learn to look for the truth, cherish
the truth, and believe the Truth. If we do that, my friends, then we will always be free.
Until next month, God willing, this is Dr. Beter. Thank you, and may God bless each
and every one of you.
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Hello, my friends, this is Dr. Beter. Today is June 6, 1981, and this is my AUDIO
LETTER(R) N° 65.
Wednesday afternoon May 13 was a beautiful sunny afternoon in Rome. At the
Vatican thousands of people were gathered in St. Peter's Square. They were waiting
for the regular Wednesday afternoon audience by the man known to the world as
Pope John Paul II. Right on time he made his appearance. As usual, he was standing in
a special jeep-like vehicle, waving to the crowd as the vehicle drove slowly around the
Square. Inside the walls of the Vatican that afternoon it was a scene of peace and
cheer. It was as if the insane rush of a troubled world had been locked outside for a
few precious moments. Filled with a sea of smiling faces, St. Peter's Square seemed
immune from the presence of evil. Suddenly the illusion was shattered. There was the
sound of gun fire, and the man known as the Pope crumpled and fell. As the crowd
looked on in disbelief, the papal vehicle sped up and rushed out of St. Peter's Square.
In a matter of moments the scene of tranquility had been transformed into one of
tragedy. Gone were all the smiles; and in their place, tears. For days afterward people
the world over were asking just one question: "Why would anyone shoot the Pope?"
My friends, the answer to that question will never be revealed by the controlled major
media. The Vatican has become just one more battleground in the secret war now
raging world-wide. The stakes involve the fate of over 700,000,000 Roman Catholics-one-sixth of the human race.
The man accused of the shooting reportedly said right away that he had acted alone.
As an excuse he said he was protesting against the turmoil in Afghanistan and El
Salvador. Then there were reports, especially here in the United States, that perhaps
he was tied in with the Palestinians in some way. One story followed another in rapid
succession. Meanwhile the Italian police quickly found many clues that the would-be
assassin Mehmet Agca could not have acted alone. All the evidence pointed clearly to
a conspiracy. In Europe conspiracies are known and recognized to be a fact of life and
so they are not pooh-poohed when they are discovered, but here in America it is

different. We're treated like gullible children and taught that the legal word
"conspiracy" is a No-No. We must never think that greedy, powerful men would ever
work together to carry out their plans.
My friends, there's a very good reason why we are never allowed to think seriously
about conspiracies. The reason is that a very small elite number of people are trying to
control all the rest of us. There are an awful lot of us, and only a few of them. The only
way they can corral us and herd us around like sheep is to keep us ignorant of what
they are doing. Keeping you ignorant is the very essence of their power. That, my
friends, is why plots and conspiracies of all kinds are kept secret, and that's why the
biggest conspiracy of all is the conspiracy of SILENCE. It's a conspiracy to keep you
and me in the dark so that the forces of darkness can continue unhampered. The one
thing they fear most is the TRUTH, known and understood by the people, because the
Truth is the Sword of our Lord Jesus Christ.
My friends, I live to know the truth, to understand the truth, and to speak the truth. I
want to do my part so that the truth will continue to have a life of its own throughout
our universe. I believe there is nothing more important than to look for the truth, and
keep an open mind to receive it, because without the Truth people perish.
My three special topics for this AUDIO LETTER are:
Topic #1 -- The Pope, The President, And Assassination Politics
Topic #2 -- The Aftermath of The Shuttle "Columbia" Disaster
Topic #3 -- Mounting World Crises And "Accidental" Nuclear War.

Topic #1 : The Pope, The President, And Assassination Politics
In August 1978 the Cardinals of the Roman Catholic Church were called into conclave
at the Vatican. Pope Paul VI had died earlier that month, and the Cardinals faced the
task of choosing his successor -- a new pope. From all around the world the Cardinals
converged on Rome for the papal conclave. As they did so, the news was filled with
speculation about the presumed leading candidates for the papacy. Many were
convinced that the conclave would be a long one; instead, it turned out to be one of
the shortest papal conclaves in history. Voting by the Cardinals began on August 26,
1978, and that very same day there was white smoke from the Vatican. The Catholic
Church had a new pope.

Vatican watchers were astonished at the speed of the papal election. They were even
more astonished by the identity of the new pope. He was not one of the acknowledged
front runners but a complete outsider to the Vatican power structure. The little
known Cardinal Luciani of Venice had become pope -- Pope John Paul I. The
following day, August 27, 1978, I recorded my AUDIO LETTER No. 37. In that report I
gave a warning about the true significance of the stunning surprise at the Vatican.
The atheistic Bolsheviks, who have lost their former power in Russia, will stop at
nothing in their frenzy to regain that power. To that end, the Bolsheviks were
launching a ruthless campaign to seize control of a tremendous weapon, the Roman
Catholic Church. The Bolshevik goal was, and still is, to turn some 700,000,000
Catholics actively anti-Russian.
For the next few weeks there was no visible hint about the secret conspiracy which I
had reported in AUDIO LETTER No. 37. Instead, Pope John Paul I quickly endeared
himself to millions as the "smiling Pope". Then came the shock of September 28, 1978.
After a mere 33 days we were told that Pope John Paul I had died, suddenly and
unexpectedly, and the man who succeeded him 2-1/2 weeks later was another
surprise. He was the first non-Italian pope in 455 years and the first Slavic pope ever.
He was from bitterly anti-Soviet Poland, and his reputation was that of a man who
stands up to the Soviets. On October 16, 1978, the former Cardinal Wojtyla of Poland
became known as Pope John Paul II.
The Bolshevik intrigues and maneuvering in the Vatican continued right on track. By
late 1978 more and more of the pronouncements issued in the name of Pope John Paul
II were anti-Soviet in tone. The public signs of rapid change in the Vatican were
dramatic. Meanwhile behind closed doors, the forces at work were far more sinister
and revolutionary than most people could ever imagine. I reported on these
developments in AUDIO LETTERS Nos. 39, 41, and 42.
The Vatican, my friends, had become the setting for assassination politics in the
spiritual warfare between East and West. It had begun with the surprise election of
Cardinal Luciani as Pope John Paul I in August 1978. He had been thrust into the
papacy by forces of which he was not even aware -- Bolshevik forces. They intended to
use him for transitional purposes to begin the anti-Soviet transformation of the
Church, but he had turned out to be hard to manipulate into saying and doing what
the Bolsheviks wanted, so the Bolshevik agents in the Vatican cut short the interim
papacy of Pope John Paul I by assassinating him.
When the next pope was selected, the Bolsheviks made certain that his image was
made to order for their purposes. When Cardinal Wojtyla of Poland became Pope
John Paul II, it was only his image that the Bolsheviks wanted. The man himself was
strong-minded and independent. He also had plans for restructuring the Vatican in

ways that the Bolsheviks could not afford. To make sure that Pope John Paul II never
carried out those plans, the Bolsheviks once again resorted to assassination. The
preparations had been made far ahead of time, and they were carried out without a
hitch. In mid-November 1978, Pope John Paul II, the most visible pope in history,
virtually dropped out of sight for a while. As I reported in AUDIO LETTER No. 41, he
was being poisoned, and on November 20, 1978, he succumbed.
Immediately he was replaced by a "Bolshevik look-alike", an actor; and the very next
day the Vatican announced that the Pope had re-appointed all of the top officials in
the Vatican hierarchy known as the Curia. The Vatican restructuring, which had been
planned by the late real Pope John Paul II, was snuffed out. The Bolshevik actor-Pope
then proceeded to make maximum use of the anti-Russian image of the man he had
replaced. Doing exactly as he was told, he was stoking up bitter feelings toward
Russia in heavily Catholic Eastern Europe; and most of all these bitter feelings were
being encouraged in Poland, the most heavily Catholic of all.
In AUDIO LETTER No. 42 I was able to make public where all this was intended to
lead. The Bolsheviks were trying to make Poland explode against Russia in an uprising
to be known as the "Pope's Revolution". It was to be triggered during a papal visit to
Poland in May 1979. The actor-Pope himself was to provide the spark for revolution in
a way which he himself was not being told. At a critical emotional moment during his
coming trip to Poland, the actor-Pope was to be assassinated.
When I made the details of the plan public in AUDIO LETTER No. 42, the
momentum toward a Pope's Revolution was building fast; but if there is one thing the
Russians do not intend to allow, it is a Bolshevik revolution in Poland. Having learned
of the "Pope's Revolution" plan, the Kremlin directed Poland's leaders to take all
possible steps to minimize the risk. Poland even announced that foreign journalists
entering Poland to cover the Pope's visit would have to pay very high fees for the
privilege. Meanwhile Russian Intelligence operatives went to work to undo the plan
altogether.
In AUDIO LETTER No. 46 I reported that Russia had finally succeeded in stopping
the "Pope's Revolution" plot. In early May 1979 the Bolshevik actor-Pope was
eliminated and replaced by a Russian actor, another "double". Immediately the Vatican
announced that it would agree to a one-month delay in the papal visit to Poland, as
requested by the Polish government. In that way, a crucial emotional stimulus for
revolution was eliminated.
As I detailed in AUDIO LETTER No. 42, the original timing of the papal visit for St.
Stanislaus Day had been essential to the plot. With the threat of revolution averted,
Poland then dropped its earlier demands for high fees by visiting journalists. A month

later the Russian actor-Pope known to the world as Pope John Paul II visited Poland
without mishap.
The Bolshevik plan for a "Pope's Revolution" in Poland two years ago was thwarted by
the Russians, but the Bolsheviks never give up in their agitation for revolution and
war. Soon they were at work on Poland through another avenue, the so-called
"Solidarity" labor movement, and at the same time the Bolsheviks have never given up
on their dream of seizing control of the Roman Catholic Church.
For the past two years the Catholic Church has been moving quietly in the opposite
direction to that desired by the Bolsheviks. The man known as Pope John Paul II has
initiated overtures toward eventual reunification of the Roman Catholic and Eastern
Orthodox churches. If that were to happen in the present circumstances, it would be
an unmitigated disaster for the Bolsheviks. Catholics in the West and Russian
Orthodox believers in the East would consider themselves "spiritual brothers" instead
of enemies. Worse yet for the Bolsheviks, a papal visit to Russia has been in the works
very quietly in the Vatican. The Bolsheviks are determined to prevent that from
happening; and, as usual, the Bolsheviks turned to one of their favorite political
techniques -- assassination. Early last month the Russian actor-Pope celebrated a
special mass for new Swiss Guards. As if in a premonition, he warned them that they
might be faced with giving their lives in their role as his protectors. A scant week
later, inside the walls of the Vatican, he was cut down by the bullets of a professional
killer. This time he survived; but as I said before, my friends, the Bolsheviks never give
up.
My friends, we are once again plunging into an era of assassination politics. For
Americans, the shooting in the Vatican on May 13 created a sense of deja vu. We had
seen it all before as recently as six weeks earlier right here in our own land. It all
looked horribly familiar -- and no wonder. The Satanic forces responsible for the
shooting of the actor-Pope are the same ones who were behind the shooting of the
President. These dark forces, as I have said many times, are the Bolsheviks. Having lost
control of Russia, they now have a stranglehold on America's government instead.
When news of the Pope's shooting reached Washington, reporters asked for reactions
from the White House. The resulting national television news reports that evening
were very strange. We were shown only a "still photograph" of the President with the
alleged quote: "I will pray for him". By contrast, we were then shown the VicePresident talking with reporters on the White House lawn about the tragedy in
Rome. We saw and heard seemingly heartfelt words of anguish at such brutal and
senseless violence. It was the Vice-President, not the President, whom we saw
expressing the feelings most Americans wanted to hear.

This is just one example, my friends, of a subtle but important pattern in our news
these days. A sophisticated program of psychological conditioning is now under way
directed at you and me. It is a disarming soft-sell, but it is also using powerful
subliminal techniques to insure success. It's a program to build up the George Bush
image in our minds while letting the Ronald Reagan image slowly recede. We're being
prepared to accept it easily when the so-called Reagan era comes to an abrupt end
soon!
What's happening now is a preliminary phase in the plan which I first reported just
after the election last November 1980. In AUDIO LETTER No. 60 I gave a warning
that we would soon be told that the President had met with, quote: "an unfortunate
accident, or a sudden fatal illness". Then we would see a change in the policies of the
White House built around the image of George Bush.
Just over two months ago on March 30 this plan of the Bolsheviks here almost
succeeded on the first attempt. Outside the Washington Hilton Hotel the entity
President Reagan was led into an ambush, about which I will have more to say in a
few moments. It was intended to cut down the President on the spot, just as several
others were cut down. The assassination attempt did not succeed in that goal, but it
was a partial success even so, because from that day onward the image of George Bush
has been shining brighter and brighter in the public eye.
First, the period of hospital confinement of the President was exploited. It was an
opportunity to show off a restrained, statesmanlike image on the part of the VicePresident. This image-building began immediately during the first hours after the
shooting. First, the entity known as General Alexander Haig rushed into the White
House briefing room and seized the podium. His voice quivering with intensity, he
announced, "I am in charge here". It was a virtuoso performance, an act calculated
perfectly to create headlines, furrowed brows, and a source of jokes for comedians.
Stories of a power tug of war between Haig and Bush automatically focused attention
on the Vice-President in a favorable light. In contrast to the Haig outburst, the Bush
entity acted humble and deferential. News reports said Bush refused even to sit in the
President's seat in Cabinet meetings. The Bush image grew as a model of judgment
and restraint. As the President recovered, public opinion polls were taken to judge
what effect the shooting had on people. They found a dramatic rise in people's
favorable rating of the President; but for the Vice-President the improvement was
astronomical--from 31% to 69% favorable in just a few weeks, according to NBC.
As I say these words, the subtle image-making is continuing. On Memorial Day almost
two weeks ago it was not the President we saw in news reports laying a wreath at the
Tomb of the Unknown, but the Vice-President. And that same evening the entity
Bush popped up again. Millions tuned into a Bob Hope Special that evening, and the
closing act was none other than the Vice-President. It was prime time exposure of the

supposedly non-political kind that is most valuable of all in politics. Those who are
building the image of George Bush before us by way of news guidelines are setting us
up for things to come.
What happened last March 30 outside the Washington Hilton was a warning, and we
should not ignore it. It all began that day when the entity President Reagan emerged
from the special VIP exit of the Hilton. The VIP exit is around the corner from the rest
of the hotel. The hotel itself is many stories high, but the VIP entrance is set into a
stone wall only about 15 feet high. At the top of the wall is a handrail with a walkway
and trees behind it. In other words, the VIP exit from the Hilton comes out under a
small park-like area. The exit itself is unmarked except for a concrete canopy
extending out to the curving driveway. A good photograph of the scene appeared on
page 30 of People magazine for April 13, 1981.
My friends, the whole idea behind the Hilton's VIP entrance is to provide security for
important visitors. The natural and prudent thing from the security standpoint would
have been to park the presidential limousine directly opposite the door at the end of
the short canopy. That way there would have been only a few short steps from the
door to the limousine. And that is how things are done by highly trained security
forces. But, my friends, everything was done differently on March 30. Someone had
arranged for the President to walk into a classic ambush.
The limousine was not parked at the curb next to the VIP exit. Instead, it was parked
at least 20 feet farther away to the left as the presidential party walked outside. The
car was parked opposite a rounded corner in the stone wall, which curves away from
the street. Back around that corner waiting to see the President stood the press and
various onlookers, including allegedly John Hinckley, Jr.; and just behind and above
them there were the numerous windows and balconies of the hotel itself. I have been
informed by certain professionals whose business is the protection of VIPs that the
pattern in all this is unmistakable. The President walked into the perfect setup for
assassination -- a cross fire. As he approached the limousine, the President became an
easy target from two directions at once -- one direction was the sidewalk above the
overhanging canopy of the VIP exit, the other direction was from behind and above
the press and onlookers, which included John Hinckley.
In AUDIO LETTER No. 63 I quoted an early NBC television news report by Judy
Woodruff. She had been with the presidential party inside the hotel and had walked
out the exit. She had not rounded the corner to the area where Hinckley and the
cameras were waiting, so she could not have seen Hinckley. That's clear both from her
own eyewitness account on NBC and from replays of the video tapes; yet she said,
quote: "I noticed there were some shots fired from an overhanging, from a sidewalk
that was above where the President's car was". If you will look at the photograph in

People magazine, which I mentioned earlier, you'll see very clearly the area that Judy
Woodruff was describing. It's not the area where Hinckley was.
As for Hinckley himself, we are supposed to believe he did it all by himself. Always it's
a "lone assassin", always he's portrayed as "a nut", and always there's a note left behind
conveniently by the otherwise nutty assailant to avoid loose ends. We are also
supposed to believe that Hinckley squeezed off six (6) shots in only two (2) seconds
and hit four (4) targets in that time. We're not supposed to think about the fact that
every time a pistol is fired, even a small caliber pistol, it kicks. It deflects upward,
spoiling the aim briefly.
If that were not enough, we're supposed to forget about the bystander who jumped on
Hinckley as soon as he started firing. Alfred Antonucci, a carpenter's union official
from Cleveland, had arrived too late for the President's speech, so he waited outside
for a glimpse of the President. He was standing right next to Hinckley. On April 13
Antonucci was interviewed on ABC's "Good Morning, America" by David Hartman.
Hartman mentioned the alleged six shots by Hinckley, and Antonucci said, quote:
"Well, let me say this. He fired the first shot; and whether it was the second, the split
second of the second, I was on top of him to break the aim" Then on May 1 the New
York Daily News published an interview of Antonucci. Antonucci is quoted as saying,
quote: "I hit him on the back of the neck as hard as I could; and his gun, which he held
with two hands aimed right at Reagan, came down. He kept shooting with one hand. I
was told later by high authorities that four of the six shots hit the sidewalk".
My friends, we saw for ourselves on television the scuffle to subdue Hinckley as soon
as he started shooting. Mr Antonucci's story fits perfectly with what we saw
ourselves, but we're supposed to ignore what we saw and just believe the official story
that Hinckley fired six very accurate shots. Now, suppose we do a little simple
counting. On TV we saw four (4) men wounded -- that's at least four bullets. Four (4)
bullets also hit the sidewalk, thanks to Mr. Antonucci; that brings the total to at least
eight, and from other reports at least two more bullets hit the limousine. That's a total
of at least 10 bullets that we know of. Hinckley's revolver, my friends, was only a sixshooter.
Those who plotted the assassination attempt on March 30 are pulling all kinds of
strings to cover up the truth. A perfect example of this was Time magazine for April
13, 1981. The lies began with the cover itself. It's a painting, not a photograph,
depicting the moment of the President's wounding. It shows the President viewed
across the roof of the limousine -- left arm raised, grimacing in pain. It is accurate
except for one thing. You will see what is wrong with the Time cover if you will
compare it with the photograph I mentioned in People magazine. On the cover of
Time the stone wall is drawn as if it were a tall building. There's no hint of the
overhanging sidewalk from which NBC's Judy Woodruff said shots were fired.

My friends, we're living today in an "Alice in Wonderland" world. We're supposed to
believe three impossible things before breakfast, if that is what the controlled major
media report to us. Only those who are determined to search for the truth will be able
to see it in the days ahead.

Topic #2 : The Aftermath of The Shuttle "Columbia" Disaster
On Tuesday evening April 28 millions of Americans tuned in their TV sets to watch
the entity President Reagan address Congress. The speech was to build support for
the Administration's Budget, but most people were interested for a different reason. It
was the first speech by the President since the assassination attempt nearly a month
earlier. Many people were too absorbed in the dramatic re-appearance of a wounded
president to pay much attention to anything else. No one cared very much that the
space shuttle "Columbia" supposedly arrived back in Florida that day, nor did many
people give a second thought to the fact that it was a full week overdue. After all, as
far as the public was concerned, the Columbia was a great success. We had seen it for
ourselves on television.
Based on one space shuttle flight, we are being told on all sides that we are once again
on top in space. We are told that now we are five, ten years ahead of those poor dumb
Russians. It would be nice if all those things were true, but unfortunately they are not
true. In AUDIO LETTER No. 62 I was able to make public ahead of time the real
mission of the Columbia, which was Military! I described the plan for us to see the
Columbia lift off from Florida, but to see a different shuttle, the "Enterprise", land two
days later in California.
Meanwhile the Columbia was to have carried out a secret military mission unseen by
you. The deception built into the original flight plan was bad enough; but as it turned
out, the flight of the Columbia ended very quickly in DISASTER; and you and I were
supposed to believe otherwise. The secret disaster of the space shuttle Columbia and
the television hoax which we were shown to hide it were events of great importance.
That is why I devoted my entire AUDIO LETTER No. 64 to giving you the details. The
space shuttle "Columbia" is no more!
The shuttle which we saw landing at Edwards Air Force Base in California was the
training shuttle "Enterprise". It had simply been relabeled with the name "Columbia"
on its side. When the shuttle landed in California on April 14 we were initially told
that it would be flown to Florida just a few days later; but as the days went by, the
shuttle just stayed there. NASA cooked up one excuse after another to explain away
the delays to the public.

Meanwhile, frantic meetings were going on involving key joint military and NASA
personnel. Things had not gone according to plan, and they were not sure what to do.
One faction insisted that NASA should go ahead according to the original plan. That
plan called for a switch in shuttles between California and Florida. On Day One a
modified "747" would take off from Edwards Air Force Base, California, with the
shuttle "Enterprise" riding piggyback. News cameras would be on hand to record the
take-off. The Enterprise would then be flown to its home base at White Sands, New
Mexico. Meanwhile the public would be told that the "747" with the shuttle had made
an over-night stopover. Then on Day Two another modified "747" carrying a different
shuttle would take off from White Sands and fly to Florida. Once again reporters
would be on hand to watch the landing at Cape Canaveral. The new shuttle, of course,
would have the name "Columbia" on the side just as the Enterprise does. In that way
the training shuttle Enterprise was to be returned to home base and a fresh orbitalrated shuttle sent to Florida. The switch would be made without the public
suspecting a thing.
In meetings behind closed doors about the situation, others protested that it would be
foolish to go ahead as originally planned without more information. It was obvious
that somehow the Russians had destroyed the Columbia, but the question was:
"How?" The military shuttle planning group agreed that they needed the answer to
that question, otherwise there would be no way to devise countermeasures to give the
next shuttle flight a better chance. Finally it was agreed all around that the first
urgent need was to buy time, so NASA spokesmen were told to give the press a series
of stalling stories about the post-flight shuttle procedures in California. Meanwhile
every available avenue of Intelligence world-wide was pressed to come up with an
answer to that crucial question: "What happened to the space shuttle Columbia?"
Day by day we saw brief news reports about the post-flight checkout of the space
shuttle at Edwards Air Force Base. The shuttle was lifted onto the back of the "747"
but the take-off kept being pushed back one day after another. The military shuttle
planning group was drawing a blank from their Intelligence sweep about the
Columbia. The shuttle stayed on the ground in California a week longer than
originally planned, and still no answer came about the Columbia. NASA ran out of
excuses for further stalling without raising unwelcome questions. The secret shuttle
planning team was still in no position to prepare for a second orbital mission, and yet
appearances have to be maintained.
The United States Government is crowing loudly about the supposed stunning
success of the shuttle because it is the only hope left for America in space. The space
shuttle is the only program other than Defense which has been given increased
funding by the so-called Reagan Adminstration.

Before the shuttle Enterprise left California aboard its "747", the shuttle planning
group had to make a decision: Should they, or should they not, make the planned
switch between shuttles at White Sands. There are three more orbital-rated shuttles
at White Sands, and a specific mission has been planned for each one. One of the
planners summed up the dilemma in the words, and I quote:
"How can we send an orbital bird to the Cape? STS-2, 3, and 4 may require major
modifications in order to get past the Russians. We won't know what those
modifications are until we get the missing feed-back on STS-1. I say send the
Enterprise. We can keep it sub-orbital by faking an abort -- shut down one engine
before press-to-MECO and let Enterprise return to Kennedy. That will keep
Enterprise out of danger from Ivan. It will also keep the ball rolling while giving us
more time to set up a successful orbital shot".
Someone else asked:
"What about the public relations impact? One thing we don't need is to abort a
mission this early in the program."
The reply was:
"Would you rather lose another orbital bird to Ivan? Besides, if we do it right, we
could end up with even more public support. You know what I mean -- the idea that
the shuttle is safe even if something does go wrong, and so on".
There was a long silence, followed by more discussion, but finally the suggestion was
adopted. On Monday April 27 the "747" bearing the shuttle Enterprise took off from
Edwards Air Force Base, California. The following day we saw the same shuttle, the
training shuttle Enterprise, landing in Florida. There was no switch.
The secret shuttle planners are still feeling their way. The plan could be changed, but
as of now it will be the training shuttle Enterprise that rolls out to the launch pad at
Cape Canaveral later this summer. It will look just like the Columbia did before its
April launch, mated to a giant fuel tank and huge solid-rocket boosters.
NASA is presently shooting for the very early launch date of September 30, 1981.
According to the present plan the launch is to proceed smoothly for the first few
minutes. Unlike the Columbia, the Enterprise will not veer north toward the kind of
orbit forbidden by Russia. Then, one engine will shut down prematurely. It will be
earlier in the flight than the point at which contact with Columbia was lost last April.
Then, as we are still watching on television, the Enterprise will return for its alleged
"emergency" landing at Kennedy. By now the Enterprise has made so many
computerized landings that NASA has confidence that the landing will be made
safely.

There will be an uproar about the aborted space flight, but it will not last long. Aided
by the controlled major media, NASA will convince most Americans that the safe
outcome of the supposed "emergency" is what counts. It will be said that this just
proves how reliable the shuttle really is. By staging an aborted shuttle mission this fall
of 1981, the joint military and NASA shuttle team will be buying time. They will not he
expected to launch another mission until early 1982. By then they are hoping to have
learned what they must do to get past the Russians into space.

Topic #3 : Mounting World Crises And "Accidental" Nuclear War
When news of the presidential assassination attempt here in Washington flashed
around the world last March 30, it triggered an old concern in many minds. America
was caught in a vulnerable moment. Would some other country try to take advantage
in some way? Most of all, would Russia decide to invade Poland? At that time
headlines were telling us that an invasion might be imminent. As it turned out then,
our worries were unfounded. Russia had made no move toward Poland; instead, they
were in the process of cooling down the latest "Solidarity" labor crisis. Likewise other
nations around the world generally acted with restraint following news of the
shooting--that is, all the world's nations except one. The lone exception was Israel.
The timing could not have been more precise, my friends, if it had been planned in
advance. As the first shocking bulletins of the shooting flashed across America, Israeli
war planes were starting their engines. As White House spokesmen were gathering to
brief the press, Israeli fighter bombers were gathering over Lebanon.
Through the afternoon and evening we Americans huddled around our television sets
for the latest word from George Washington University Hospital. Meanwhile
Lebanese villagers were huddling in basements and bombed-out shelters as Israeli
missiles and bombs exploded all around them. On the BBC World Service and other
short-wave radio news reports around the world, the sudden new Israeli raids on
Lebanon that day were big news. Not so here in America. News of the presidential
shooting and its aftermath drowned out everything else. It was not until Syrian troops
began making moves in response to the Israeli raids that Lebanon began to enter our
consciousness here. Day by day the Israelis and Syrians lashed out at one another more
and more, directly and through surrogates in Lebanon.
On April 28 Israeli jets shot down two Syrian helicopters over Lebanon. It was big
news overseas. Here in the United States though it was overshadowed by the
presidential speech to Congress that evening. It was not until the following day, April
29, that the Lebanon crisis received top billing in America's controlled major media.
The Syrians had moved Russian SAM-6 anti-aircraft missiles into the Bekaa valley of

Lebanon. This was Syria's answer to Israel's downing of two of her helicopters the day
before over Zahle. Thus the Middle East missile crisis was born.
Another mounting crisis is the growing feud between the United States and Japan.
Lately it seems as if Washington can't do anything right towards the Japanese. On the
morning of April 10, 1981, the first attempt to launch the space shuttle "Columbia"
took place at Cape Canaveral. It ended in failure due to a computer problem, but it
was the top story that day here in America. It all but drowned out the news story that
was No 1 that day in Japan.
The previous day, an American submarine had sunk a small Japanese freighter,
supposedly by ramming it. Then the submarine had left the scene without making any
attempt to rescue survivors. Worse yet, the United States had not even admitted the
incident to Japanese authorities until 36 hours later. In the weeks that have passed
since the incident took place, the episode has raised more and more questions in
Japanese minds. The United States Navy issued a report about it which differs
drastically from the testimony of the 13 Japanese survivors. The Navy report even puts
the location of the collision 3.5 miles away from where it actually happened. The
Japanese want to know WHY.
To this and many other puzzling questions about the incident, the Japanese are
demanding answers, but they are not getting those answers. The supposedly
accidental sinking of the Japanese freighter was only the opening gun in the
Washington-Tokyo feud. Since then Japan has been rocked by one shock after another
at the hands of the United States. American naval vessels have sailed through Japanese
fishing fleets, cutting fishing nets to ribbons. Suddenly there are revelations that
American ships with nuclear weapons aboard have been using Japanese ports
regularly in secret. Secretary of State Haig canceled a visit to Japan. Even the visit of
Prime Minister Suzuki to Washington recently backfired on him. He agreed to
language in a joint communique that led to accusations in Japan that Suzuki was
making a secret military alliance with the United States. The irony of it all is that
Suzuki's troubles are due to the fact that he is resisting any such military alliance.
The Bolsheviks here in America want Japan to re-arm, to become the policeman of the
Western Pacific. Suzuki's predecessor, Prime Minister Ohira, was ready to go along
with America's Bolsheviks despite stern warnings from Russia not to. Then Ohira
died suddenly a year ago, and Suzuki replaced him. Suzuki does not want to re-arm
Japan, and so America's Bolsheviks want him out of office. Japan has endured all kinds
of shocks in recent months, but they all have one common denominator. They all have
involved loss of face for Japan as a whole and especially for Prime Minister Suzuki.
In Asia, loss of face is a very serious matter. By using it as a political weapon,
America's Bolsheviks believe they can bring down the Suzuki government. Whoever

follows Suzuki will have to talk "peace" for domestic consumption, but he will have to
prepare for war if he is to get along with Washington.
Elsewhere in Asia, Red China and Vietnam have supposedly recently engaged in very
heavy border fighting with many casualties. Meanwhile the so-called Reagan
Administration is preparing to declare openly that it will sell America's most
sophisticated weapons to Red China. The United States Government, my friends, has
gone insane from the cancer of Bolshevism, and is leading America from folly to greater
folly.
In Europe, too, there is turmoil at the hands of Bolshevik agents. The government of
Italy has just been brought down in a tremendous scandal involving a massive
conspiracy of many of the country's leading citizens. In West Germany, Chancellor
Helmut Schmidt is under fire from forces who want to undo the balance he has struck
between East and West. And in France the Bolsheviks won a tremendous victory in
the election last month. Until now, France has enjoyed a special relationship with
Russia as well as with the West. The relationship has been one of trust built up
laboriously beginning with the late President Charles de Gaulle; but the new French
president, Mitterrand, is working as fast as possible to change that. Mitterrand will
try to bring France into the anti-Russian camp, headed by the Bolsheviks here in
America.
My friends, crises large and small are multiplying all around us, and by and large they
are not accidental. They are part of the deliberate war build-up strategy of the
Bolsheviks here, which I made public in AUDIO LETTER No. 63. By turning the
world into a caldron of crises, they are setting the stage for NUCLEAR WAR ONE.
The whole world is becoming like the uneasy Balkans just before World War I.
World War I was set off seemingly by accident by the assassination of Archduke
Ferdinand of Austria by a terrorist. Today, we are once again in the era of terrorism,
assassination, and turmoil. Like World War I, NUCLEAR WAR ONE will erupt
suddenly from an unexpected spark, seemingly by accident. But World War I was
brought about deliberately, my friends, and the same will be true of NUCLEAR WAR
ONE.
All of this is not lost on the new rulers of Russia. Russia's rulers are convinced that it
is only a matter of time until all-out war breaks out between the United States and
Russia, so the Russians are continuing to whittle away at America's ability to damage
Russia.
When the space shuttle "Columbia" took off on its ill-fated flight last April 12, a fleet
of special airplanes were aloft to help track it. The United States was depending
heavily on its fleet of advanced range instrumentation aircraft. These are flying radar

and communication stations known as "Droop Snoots" for their huge bulbous nose.
This special airplane is a modified military Boeing 707 designated EC-135N. When
they are not involved in space shots, the EC-135N's also have many other uses,
including the tracking of Russian satellites. There are only a few EC-135N's, so they
are all important. When the space shuttle "Columbia" took off last April, there were
only eight of them.
The Space Shuttle Program is an indispensable key to the current war plans of the
Bolsheviks here, and the EC-135N's are crucial to the Shuttle Program. On May 6, 1981,
an EC-135N nicknamed the "Boss Hog" took off from its base at Wright-Patterson Air
Force Base, Ohio. It headed east on what was to be a routine training flight. As the
modified "707" flew eastward, it was heading for an unexpected rendezvous. Hovering
high over the rolling hills of western Maryland, a lone Cosmosphere was waiting for
the Boss Hog. At 10:51 A.M. Eastern Time the pilot of the jet radioed the words "Flight
level 290" to flight controllers on the ground. The plane was at 29,000 feet. Moments
later the Cosmosphere fired its Charged Particle Beam weapon downward at the jet
plane passing miles below it. The beam blasted a hole through the top of the fuselage
and another out through the bottom. Explosive decompression emptied the cabin of
its air. The blast also set off a secondary explosion of some kind, turning the jet into a
ball of flames. At the same time control cables through the tail were destroyed, and
the jet turned violently nose down. Instead of gliding to a crash many miles away, the
ruined airplane dropped like a rock, almost straight down. Radar traffic controllers
were startled to see the plane disappear suddenly from their screens. It was all over
before they even knew anything had happened. On the ground, eye witnesses heard a
boom-boom-boom, and moments later a giant ball of fire came screaming downward
out of the clouds. For 10 more minutes small pieces of debris from the plane kept
settling earthward for miles around.
In any air disaster as violent as this one, the investigation usually extends over a
period of months -- but not this time, my friends. On Friday May 29, just over three
weeks after the crash, the Air Force quietly announced that its investigation was
already over. They knew what had blown their radar plane out of the air, but they
also declared that for the time being the results will not be made public.
While the Air Force was still reeling from the crash of the EC-135N, it became the
Navy's turn. Once again Russia's target was a highly sophisticated electronic warfare
jet. The plane involved was an EA-6B Prowler based on the nuclear supercarrier USS
Nimitz.
On the night of Tuesday May 26, the Nimitz was engaged in night-landing exercises
just off the East Coast. Carrier landings are always dangerous, and night landings
especially so; but the EA-6B has a special advantage. It is equipped with an Automatic
Carrier Landing System to permit safe landings even in conditions of zero visibility.

Partly as a result, the Prowlers are known as some of the safest of all carrier aircraft;
but on that night of May 26 one of Russia's new Jumbo Cosmospheres was hovering
high above the Nimitz. It was one of the two which I described in AUDIO LETTER
No. 64 armed with a Neutron Particle Beam. As an EA-6B approached the Nimitz to
land, the Cosmosphere waited. At a critical moment of the final approach, the
Cosmosphere fired. The invisible neutron beam instantly killed the crew of three and
temporarily deranged the airplane's electronic systems. Being suddenly without
guidance, the jet veered to the right and crashed into a deck full of airplanes. The toll:
14 dead, 48 injured, and 20 aircraft destroyed or damaged. It was the Navy's worst
flight-deck disaster since 1953.
Day by day, my friends, the stakes are steadily increasing. The closer we get to all-out
war, the more incidents like this we will see; yet, somehow, we seem oblivious to the
real cause. Our leaders are telling us that we have to act "tough" to keep the peace.
Meanwhile our supposedly "tough" actions are leading to the exact opposite of peace - NUCLEAR WAR ONE!

LAST MINUTE SUMMARY
Now it's time for my Last Minute Summary.
My friends, these days we hear constantly about something called National Security.
What does that mean to you? Can there be any such thing as National Security
without National Survival? If not, then our national security hangs by a thread,
because our national survival is in dire jeopardy. Our leaders keep telling us that the
threat to our security is Russia. Then, while we are not looking, they turn right around
and taunt the Russian Bear. I have a last minute report to pass on to you in this very
vein.
As you know, the supercarrier Nimitz entered port only very briefly after the fiery
crash of the EA-6B. It entered port on May 28 and left again just two days later, May
30. The official story was that it was heading for the Caribbean for continued
exercises.
I must now report to you that the Nimitz was ordered to the north, not to the south.
In a drastic departure from normal procedure, an American carrier group has been
ordered into the Norwegian and Barents Seas, right on the doorstep of Russia. This
deployment is expected to be brief, but it is very dangerous. It is an insane act of
bravado by the Bolsheviks here, like walking up to a bully and knocking the chip off
his shoulder. Probably the Nimitz will get away with it, this time; but one of these
days we will cross that invisible line in the dust -- and the world will be at war!

My friends, what is called National Security today is a lie. The more we spend on
national security, the less secure we become. True security can be built only on the
foundation of mutual trust and mutual respect, and those things in turn can be built
only on the TRUTH. Those who secretly control America's destiny today cannot
stand the truth. They are the enemies of our Lord Jesus Christ, and as He said long
ago: They were liars from the beginning.
We must seek the Truth, cherish the Truth, and pass on the Truth to others. Only in
that way can we break free of the Satanic power that now grips America.
Until next month, God willing, this is Dr. Beter. Thank you, and may God bless each
and every one of you.
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Hello, my friends, this is Dr. Beter. Today is July 11, 1981, and this is my AUDIO
LETTER(R) No. 66.
A few days ago on June 29, 1981, the Supreme Court ruled in effect that the United
States is now in a state of war. That is the real meaning of the Court's 7 to 2 decision
in the case of former CIA agent Philip Agee. The Court declared that the Government
can revoke the passport of a person who discloses secrets about American spying
overseas. The decision was bottomed on the Government's right to restrict public
speech or press stories about the movement of American troops or sailing dates of
American ships.
My friends, this governmental power to restrict free speech has always applied only
during wartime, so a state of war has now been officially recognized--not by our
sleeping Congress but by the Supreme Court of the United States. And what kind of
war is it? It's a secret war, my friends. The Agee decision hands important new powers
to the United States Government to help in closing down America for the nuclear
holocaust to come. By the time this secret war erupts into the open, America will
already be on a complete war footing!
The secret war which has just been quietly acknowledged by the Supreme Court has
been raging now for five years. It began in the summer of 1976 with a crisis which to
this day has never yet been made public officially, the Underwater Missile Crisis.
Since then, the secret war has expanded into pre-war nuclear sabotage of the United
States, secret space warfare, an Intelligence warfare involving techniques which sound
unbelievable to many people. Many skirmishes in the secret war have been kept out of
the news. Others have been impossible to hide completely, so instead they have been
explained away in various ways by Government spokesmen and the "kept" media. But
these things, my friends, are becoming harder and harder to hide because we are
inching closer and closer to the brink of all-out war; and as we do so, the incidents are
becoming more frequent, more violent, and causing more casualties.

In my AUDIO LETTER reports to you over the years I have detailed many of these
developments as they have happened. I believe you have a right to know because it's
your life and your country that is at stake. For that reason I must now reveal the
greatest tragedy yet in the secret war.
My friends, the greatest naval disaster since World War II has now befallen the
United States. As yet there's no hint of this disaster in the news. Part of the reason is
that the Pentagon is not yet totally sure what happened. In addition, a frantic effort is
under way to construct a believable cover story which will save the Pentagon officials
from mass dismissals and disgrace. Their secret war games caused the disaster.
Whenever the cover story is decided upon and released, the plan is to pretend that the
disaster has freshly happened at that time. That will be a lie. The final act in this twin
naval catastrophe took place, ironically, on American Independence Day, July 4, 1981.
Not one, but two, United States naval vessels have been destroyed in the secret
catastrophe. I will not give the names of these naval vessels right now out of respect
for the next of kin of their crews. It's only right to let the next of kin be notified before
the names of the vessels are made public. For the same reason, I will not divulge the
types of vessels involved at this time; but I can tell you that two different types of
naval combatants were involved in the double tragedy.
The remains of the two American naval vessels are resting on the bottom of the
Norwegian Sea between Iceland and Norway. The navigational coordinates of the
larger ship are: 68 degrees, 56 minutes, 24 seconds North 1 degree, 6 minutes, 40
seconds East.
The smaller vessel is to the east of that in two pieces, one piece about 30 miles away,
the other some 40 miles beyond that. My friends, I cannot say how long the Pentagon
will keep quiet about this tragedy. One thing is for sure, though. They will keep quiet
for as long as they can.
Only a few months ago on April 9, an American submarine sank a Japanese tanker,
supposedly by ramming it. And what did the United States Government do? The
submarine departed without any effort to save the survivors as the ship sank. Then the
United States Government did not even report the incident to Japan for a day and a
half. It was only because the Japanese knew themselves about the sinking that the
United States admitted it. Even then, the Navy issued a report about the incident that
is full of holes. But this time, my friends, both vessels which have been sunk are
United States vessels, so there is no telling how long the silence will last.
We are now on a timetable for NUCLEAR WAR ONE that is aiming for mid-1982,
about one year from now. Whether that timetable will be speeded up or slowed down

by events, I cannot predict; but I will continue for as long as I can to let you know
what you need to know in order to understand our headlong rush toward war.
My three special topics this month are:
Topic #1--THE ISRAELI PRACTICE RAID FOR NUCLEAR ARMAGEDDON
Topic #2--AMERICA'S "LAUNCH ON WARNING PLAN" FOR NUCLEAR
SUICIDE
Topic #3--WHAT YOU CAN DO DURING AMERICA'S FINAL DAYS.

Topic #1
To the north and west of the Persian Gulf there lies a land whose ancient origins are
lost in the mists of time. It's the land between the rivers Tigris and Euphrates, the
cradle of civilization. Tradition has it that the Garden of Eden was in this area, and in
fact the Book of Genesis even mentions the Euphrates as one of its boundaries. Later
we're told that the tower of Babel was located in the same area, spawning the ancient
historical City of Babylon. Elsewhere in that same area, the famous City of Ninevah
also rose and flourished, becoming the center of the Assyrian empire. All those things
took place long before the birth of our Lord Jesus Christ, but centuries after His
coming the glory of the land between the rivers rose again. Those were the days of the
Muslim Saracen empire of the caliphs. By around 800 A.D. the empire of Caliph
Haroun al Raschid was huge. It encompassed all of Arabia, Persia, Egypt, Syria, North
Africa, and parts of what is now southern Russia.
The home of the Saracen empire was that same rich land between the Tigris and
Euphrates, and the jewel at its very center was a magnificent city. The capital city of
the ancient caliphs was built from scratch for that purpose starting in 762 A.D., and
what a city it was. By all accounts, the court of the caliphs was the most magnificent
the world has ever seen. The palace was so huge that more than 80,000 servants lived
and worked within it. Gold, silver, and precious stones were turned into ornaments of
unparalleled beauty by craftsmen educated in the highly advanced science of the day.
In the Hall of Audience there stood a famous tree of gold, and on the branches of the
tree, says tradition, there were perched birds of gold and silver studded with precious
stones. The birds were music boxes and they fluttered their mechanical wings as they
poured forth intricate songs. Outside the palace, the city was arranged in expanding
circles with a system of three walls at the outer boundary. The city quickly became a

world center of commerce, science, literature, and art. The city, my friends, was
ancient Baghdad, the city of "The Thousand and One Arabian Nights".
The splendor of old Baghdad made it a tempting prize for other less civilized peoples
who heard of it. It was not long before ancient Baghdad became a focal point of
warfare, involving especially the Mongols and Turks. Rapacious greed destroyed
much of the beauty which had once been the hallmark of Baghdad. Constant warfare
took its toll, and over the centuries the Saracen empire decayed in culture and power.
The ancient irrigation systems were destroyed, and what was once a Garden of Eden
began to turn into a wasteland. In 1516 Baghdad fell permanently to the Turks, and the
once magnificent Saracen empire faded into the sands of a man-made desert.
The Baghdad of today is a far cry from that fabled city of old. Modern Baghdad, Iraq,
lies on the east bank of the Tigris across the river from the ruins of the ancient city.
Even so, the Baghdad of today does have certain things in common with the Baghdad
of old. Modern Baghdad is struggling once again to become a city of science, culture,
and power; and like the ancient city, modern Baghdad is faced with a powerful enemy
who wants to destroy it.
Last month on Sunday June 7 an aerial strike force of 14 warplanes started their jet
engines in the country that calls itself Israel. Eight of them were American F-16s
loaded with one-ton bombs. The other six were American F-15s, air superiority
fighters to fly along and protect the F-16s from any possible defenders. After the
planes took off, they refueled from an aerial tanker for the long war flight they were
about to make.
For days beforehand, the Israeli planes had been flying training exercises designed to
look like the early part of the real raid. As a result, when the war raid was launched
on that Sunday last month, it looked at first like just another drill. To maintain the
surprise, the Israeli strike force thundered eastward over Jordan at high altitude,
mimicking Jordanian Air Force procedures. Next, the Israeli fighter bombers raced
into and across northwest Saudi Arabia. Following secret orders from the Pentagon,
the American-manned AWACS radar plane patrolling over Saudi Arabia did not
report the Israeli intrusion into Saudi air space. Thanks to this pre-planned
cooperation by the United States, the fate of the Israeli target in Baghdad was sealed.
The Israeli F-15s and 16s streaked across the Syrian desert of Iraq on the deck below
Iraqi radar. As they neared Baghdad, they appeared to rise from nowhere out of the
Iraqi countryside as they climbed to begin the attack. At 6:30 P.M. Baghdad time, a
hail of one-ton bombs began raining down on the Iraqi nuclear reactor which was
under construction. Within a matter of minutes the reactor facility lay in smoking
ruins.

The Israeli bombing raid into Iraq was a momentous event, the kind of thing we
expect to hear about immediately through our electronic news media. Instead, the
world remained ignorant of the raid for another full day. Iraq imposed a news
blackout about it at first for military reasons. The raid had come without warning or
provocation, and the Iraqis were not sure what else Israel might be about to do. The
United States Government knew about the raid beforehand; but true to form these
days, the United States said nothing to the world about what it knew. It was left to
Israel itself to publicly announce the raid, which it did in triumphant glowing terms.
Around the world the reaction was revulsion, shock, and condemnation--and no
wonder. For one thing, Israel is trying to justify its act of war in arrogantly selfrighteous terms. Israel complains that Iraq was building a reactor--but wants
everyone to forget her own nuclear capability which is already operational! Israel has
always refused to sign the Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty, which Iraq has signed.
The Iraqi nuclear facility has been inspected regularly by the International Atomic
Energy Agency during its construction phase when any violations would be hard to
hide; but Israel, which has never once submitted to international inspection, bombed
the plant anyway.
Beyond these matters of international law and simple justice, Israel has also opened
Pandora's box in more ways than one. For one thing, Israel has broken an unwritten
taboo against attacks of any kind against nuclear facilities. Now the nuclear power
plants of the world have been made fair game! Military, paramilitary, or terrorist
attacks on nuclear power plants will no longer be unthinkable, thanks to the Israeli
raid into Iraq; and, my friends, this includes the 72 nuclear power plants now
operating right here in the United States! By secretly going along with the Israeli raid,
the United States Pentagon is sowing the seeds of nuclear terrorism in our own land.
Most important of all, the Israeli raid on Iraq's nuclear plant was a dry run for a far
more important raid. I'm referring to the coming Israeli limited nuclear attack on
Saudi Arabia's oil fields. The nuclear destruction of Saudi Arabia's oil fields is far from
a new idea, as my older listeners already know. I first reported that this was in the
works nearly six years ago in AUDIO LETTER No. 6. At that time the plan revolved
around the so-called "Sinai accord" involving Egypt, Israel, and the United States. Two
hundred or so Americans were in the Sinai under that agreement, and they were
intended to become the focus of an incident to set off war in the area. The actual
attack on Saudi oil fields was to be carried out using Cobra helicopter gunships with
special air-to-ground atomic missiles.
As I detailed at the time, the plan was part of the ongoing joint plan between the longtime Rulers of the United States and the Soviet Union for world domination. As
originally conceived, the plan called for a nuclear capping of Saudi oil fields sometime
in 1976. It was not carried out at that time because the secret alliance between the

United States and Russia started coming apart in 1976. The old Rockefeller allies in
Russia, the Bolsheviks, were being quietly overthrown there. In their place a new
ruling group were taking over. Russia's new rulers hate the Bolsheviks and have been
expelling them from Russia in great numbers; and because America's then Secret
Rulers, the Rockefellers, had supported Bolshevik rule in Russia from 1917, Russia's
new rulers were taking defensive actions. The result was the still secret Underwater
Missile Crisis which I reported in the summer of 1976. The collapse of the RockefellerSoviet alliance during 1976 and 1977 brought a reprieve for Saudi Arabia. Now
America's Bolshevik government has carried over the plan to destroy Saudi oil fields.
The plan has been continuously updated and revised for maximum strategic value in
the new international situation. I've given reports periodically in my AUDIO
LETTERS about the evolving status of this war plan.
For three years now the secret plan for Saudi Arabia's nuclear doom has been
integrated into a new master strategy for a nuclear war. Behind closed doors,
America's Bolshevik military planners have secretly shifted to a first-strike nuclear
strategy against Russia. When the Saudi oil fields are capped off in the Israeli nuclear
raid, it is intended to set in motion a chain of events. Those events are to culminate in
NUCLEAR WAR ONE with America striking first at Russia.
I first reported the broad outlines of this radical new war plan in AUDIO LETTER N°
37 for August 1978. I reported that the first step was to be a supposedly surprise
agreement between Israel and Egypt the following month at Camp David. The Camp
David hoax went off without a hitch, and the following spring the Egyptian-Israeli
treaty was signed in Washington. It was called a "peace" treaty, but its real purpose
was to set the stage for war!
My friends, the so-called Egyptian-Israeli peace treaty is just a new, more elaborate
version of the Sinai accord of six years ago. The Sinai accord was held together by
American technicians in the Sinai. Likewise, now the Egyptian-Israeli treaty is leading
toward a primarily American military force in the Sinai Peninsula due to start April
1982.
Now, as then, the purpose is to provide a pretext to drag the United States directly
into a Middle East war. From there the conflict is to spread into all-out war! In order
to carry out the coming limited nuclear attack on Saudi Arabia, world opinion must be
prepared in advance as much as possible. The idea of actually using nuclear weapons
must be made less unthinkable to us, and Israel must be provided some excuse for
calling Saudi Arabia a deadly threat. In both of these areas, rapid progress is now
being made!
To make an atomic raid more thinkable when it takes place, Israel has been using the
old technique of "gradualism." For years Israeli war planes have been striking into

Lebanon. For a while there were feeble protests from Washington, for public
consumption, that Israel might be misusing her American weapons. Israel replied that
she was attacking a vital threat, the PLO, and just kept it up. After a while the novelty
wore off and most of us began to just accept it.
Next, the Israelis raised the threshold of psychological pain a notch higher. In clear
and direct violation of agreements with the Pentagon, Israeli aircraft started dropping
cluster bombs on Lebanon. Lebanese villagers--men, women, and children--were
maimed, dismembered, and killed. When we first heard about it, it sounded
inexcusable to many, but after a short while we forgot about our outrage and went on
to other things.
Once again the United States Government was careful to do nothing. We had learned
to accept something a little worse than before in warfare. Step by step the Israeli
violations of international law and of agreements with the United States have become
bolder and bolder. Each time the United States Government has given lip service to
law, morality, and a momentary concern of the American public; but each time Israel
has been given the green light again with hardly a pause.
It was only a matter of weeks ago that the Israeli Air Force shot down two Syrian
helicopters over Lebanon using American-made aircraft. The result was a new crisis
over Syrian antiaircraft missiles. With that crisis still unresolved, Israel has now
destroyed a nuclear reactor in Iraq, and all the while the United States Government
continues to let Israel have its own way because, my friends, Israel is doing exactly
what the Bolshevik military planners here want done!
Having accepted Israel's destruction of a nuclear reactor, it's only a short step beyond
to accept the use of battlefield nuclear weapons.
That still leaves the matter of setting up Saudi Arabia as a credible threat to Israel.
The United States is taking care of that problem while pretending to do the Saudis a
favor. Early next year Saudi Arabia is to start taking delivery of a fleet of F-15 Fighters
equivalent in many ways to those of Israel. On top of that, the sale of five AWACS
radar surveillance planes to Saudi Arabia is being considered. The secret purpose of
these arms deals with Saudi Arabia is the exact opposite of what is claimed. The
United States claims that it wants to improve Saudi Arabia's national security,
presumably against Russia; but, my friends, the real purpose is to give Israel the
excuse it needs for a pre-emptive attack on Saudi Arabia.
The model for Israel's attack to come against Saudi Arabia was the attack last month
against Iraq. Israel claimed that the Iraqi reactor was going to be used some day
against Israel. On that basis, Israel described its pre-emptive surprise attack on Iraq

as a defensive action. It was even said that Israel had saved lives by carrying out the
surgical attack before the facility was completed.
Much the same things will be said and done when the time comes for Israel to attack
the Saudi oil fields. The Israelis will act more and more frightened that a Saudi Arabia
armed with modern F-15s will someday use them against Israel. As proof, they will
quote out of context past Saudi calls for a Muslim jihad to gain control of Jerusalem;
and to justify the pre-emptive nature of the raid, the Israelis will insist that they were
forced to strike before or shortly after delivery of the AWACS radar planes. As in the
case of the Iraqi nuclear plant, Israel will characterize the Saudi raid as having been
designed to spare as many lives as possible. The raid will not strike at heavy
population centers but at the oil fields. In this way the Israelis will say that they have
eliminated the financial basis of the alleged threat to Israel.
My friends, when I first began reporting on the plan to cap off Saudi Arabia's oil wells
in an Israeli nuclear raid, many people found it unthinkable. That was five and six
years ago. Something called "detente" was still the official line. Nuclear war between
the United States and Russia sounded too farfetched at that time for most people to
even pay attention. And as for Israel bombing Saudi oil fields, even the Saudis
themselves could not believe it when they were informed of the plan.
How quickly times change! People no longer scoff at the idea that nuclear war is
approaching between Russia and America. And now, even the Israeli plan to bomb
the Saudi oil fields is finally beginning to surface. Last month on June 12, only five days
after the Israeli raid into Iraq, the New York Daily News carried an article about
"Israel's oil weapon". The article begins:
"Israel has an oil weapon too, one just as powerful as the threat of an embargo by
Saudi Arabia or any other Arab state. Israel can bomb the wells".
Further on, an aide to Israeli Prime Minister Begin is quoted as saying:
"The Saudis can cut off oil to the West, and so can we".
When Israel decides to bomb the Saudi wells, it will do so in the same way as it
bombed the Iraqi nuclear plant. Israel will use its newest and best American jet
fighter bombers against Saudi Arabia, just as it did against Iraq. The raid will be
launched with absolutely no advance warning, just as was done against Iraq; and just
as happened to Iraq, the Israelis will make maximum use of deception in the raid
itself.
For some two years now, the Israeli Air Force has been carrying out mock air raids on
northwestern Saudi Arabia. Every so often Israeli F-15 fighter bombers swoop in
unexpectedly across the Saudi border from the Gulf of Aqaba. As often as not, they

carry out a simulated attack on the Saudi Air Base at Tabuk. The frustrated Saudis are
falling into a trap by reacting exactly as expected. They are crying out for their own
F-15s so that Israel will be unable to continue these brazen overflights. What the
Saudis have so far refused to accept is that this is all a ruse, a deceptive trick.
One day in 1982, perhaps sooner, Israel plans to launch the real raid. At first, it will
look like just another of those mock attacks on the Saudi Air Base; but when the
Israeli jets pass over the Base, they will not turn back as in the past! Instead, they will
thunder overhead in a straight line toward the Persian Gulf. Disappearing into the
undefended interior of Saudi Arabia, they will disperse to elude further detection. As
in the case of last month's raid into Iraq, the American-manned AWACS plane will
conveniently fail to locate the Israeli attackers in time. Within two hours, nuclear
fireballs will cap off the Saudi oil wells. The world will be in a state of shock, the
industrial heart of Europe and Japan will be crippled; but this will be only the
beginning.
Bolshevik America will finally be able to put its gasoline rationing plan into operation.
The country will be put on a wartime basis, our youth will be drafted, and our country
will be made to accept this first open act of nuclear warfare since World War II.
Israel has paved the way for all this with its destruction of the Iraqi nuclear reactor.
With its attack on the ancient Garden of Eden, Israel has begun leading the world
into "the valley of the shadow of death".

Topic #2
During the past several months I've been trying to call attention to a major new trend
in current world events. The world is splintering, splitting up into factions which are
all squabbling with one another. The whole world is becoming like the Balkans before
World War I, a caldron of crises, seething and bubbling hotter and hotter. We are
beginning to see not just one crisis at a time but several crises all at once. In AUDIO
LETTER N° 63 I gave a warning to watch for this trend to speed up. Our world is
being divided and Balkanized deliberately by the Bolsheviks who now control the
United States Government.
In 1914 World War I erupted suddenly, seemingly by accident, out of the unstable
ferment of crises in the Balkans. Likewise NUCLEAR WAR ONE is intended to erupt
soon out of the spreading chaos of world-wide crises. My friends, World War I was
not accidental; it was only made to appear that way. Likewise NUCLEAR WAR ONE
will not be accidental, but we are being conditioned to think it is accidental when it
happens.

Most Americans today when we think about global war think about World War II,
not World War I. We tend to think about the repeated appeasement of Hitler during
the 30's by Britain and France; and we recall that it all ended in the most destructive
war in history, World War II. The so-called Reagan Administration is taking
advantage of these costly historical memories by saying in effect "No more
appeasement". Hearing that, millions of Americans cheer in agreement. Meanwhile,
under the guise of non-appeasement, the United States is actually pursuing a policy of
confrontation. We are told with a Hollywood smile that we must act "tough" to keep
the peace. Then we go beyond that, acting not just tough but belligerent in ways
designed to move us toward war.
Long ago President Teddy Roosevelt said, "Walk softly but carry a big stick". Instead,
the alleged Reagan Administration is swaggering like a bully with nothing but a chip
on its shoulder. The Reagan-style government rhetoric is slanted toward our
memories of World War II. As a result, most Americans are prevented from thinking
about the more important lessons of World War I.
But the Balkanization of our world today is not lost on everyone. There are beginning
to be worried Establishment voices talking about it. An example was a recent article
in that old Establishment publication Foreign Affairs. In this article the author
expressed worry over the United States' attitude these days of not even talking to the
Russians. It says this leaves us, quote: "...in a situation where the risk of war is higher
because of the danger of miscalculation by each side. You could stumble into war
almost like 1914. The Reagan Administration model is Munich. I think that's wrong.
The correct model is 1914". My friends, that's exactly what I reported several months
ago in AUDIO LETTER N° 63 except for one thing. The environment for
miscalculation is not accidental, but deliberate. It's an old Bolshevik axiom that "In
chaos there's opportunity".
Others, too, are breaking with past behavior to express unprecedented concern. For
example: Harvard economist John Kenneth Galbraith spoke recently in
commencement ceremonies at Johns Hopkins University. As reported in the
Washington Star for May 30, 1981, Galbraith lashed out at, quote:
"Those who say that we have to accept the risk of nuclear war to protect our
democratic system".
Galbraith said that to do that is to risk destruction of that very system. He pointed
out that the highly sophisticated and deeply integrated modern economic system
cannot survive the shock of a nuclear exchange.
Another example of those now worrying in public is New York Times columnist
James Reston. In his column date-lined June 23, 1981, Reston discussed what he called

the Administration's misconduct of foreign policy. He pointed out that American
government officials seem to be going in all directions at once yet all in the general
direction of confrontation with Russia; and he says, quote: "The troubling thing about
all of this is that nobody really knows what it means". He expresses puzzlement over
the Administration's public confirmation of Intelligence arrangements with Red
China which can only serve to provoke Russia. Finally he concludes, quote:
"This is becoming a danger to the Administration; and if it keeps on goading the Soviet
Bear, even a threat to the peace".
My friends, why have these and so many other voices trusted by the public been so
silent until so late in the game? Where were they five and six years ago? When my
AUDIO LETTER reports were documenting the secret Rockefeller-Soviet alliance and
its collapse, why did they speak only of detente? The answer in some cases, my friends,
is that half a decade ago America's ruling circles were still in bed with the Soviet
Union. The Rockefeller cartel thought it controlled Russia through the Bolshevik
rulers of Russia. Today everything has changed. The Bolsheviks have been overthrown
at the highest levels of power in Russia. Flocking here to the United States for a new
start, the Bolsheviks in turn have wrestled power away from the Rockefeller cartel.
In the so-called national election last November 1980, the crumbling Rockefeller oil
cartel made a desperate bid to retake control of the United States Government. In
AUDIO LETTER N° 59 last October I reported that the cartel had re-grouped under
the direction of John J. McCloy. Using the figurehead known as Ronald Reagan, Big
Oil tried to oust the Bolsheviks. They wanted to get America back onto the track of
their own Corporate Socialist Dictatorship. The McCloy-dominated forces of Big Oil
did succeed in their great surprise landslide in the election itself, but the actual
transfer of governmental power was another matter.
In AUDIO LETTER N° 61 last January I reported that the obscure Branti decision of
the Supreme Court would stand in the way. Sure enough, to this day large numbers of
critical government positions are still unfilled or staffed by Bolshevik holdovers. The
McCloy group are getting their way in some areas but not in foreign policy. America's
foreign policy is still under total Bolshevik control. These are the facts, my friends,
behind the unusual expressions of alarm by those normally silent Establishment
voices. I have been told confidentially by extremely well informed sources that the socalled Reagan Administration has jumped the tracks. It's out of their control; and
now, none other than John J. McCloy himself has been quoted publicly in exactly
these same terms.
Earlier I quoted from James Reston's New York Times column of June 23. The most
significant statement in the entire column was the following, and I quote:

"John J. McCloy, former head of the World Bank and former United States High
Commissioner in Berlin, was down here this week saying what he thought as usual
about the conduct of American foreign policy. Mr. Mc Cloy thinks that an
administration whose success he favors has gone off the track".
McCloy and his fellow members of the Rockefeller Establishment have no love for the
independent-minded Russians who now control the Kremlin; but unlike the
Bolsheviks here, they do think it is to our advantage to at least keep talking.
Recently a faithful listener of mine who is concerned about the need for arms control
wrote an influential American industrialist who is also a former ambassador to Russia.
He wrote back that it would be dangerous and unwise to simply trust the Russians in
whatever they say except, quote:
"If what is to be trusted is carefully written out and agreed upon mutually, then I
think one can trust them to observe the agreement".
I might mention that this agrees with my own personal experience during my years
with the United States Export-Import Bank. The Russians and their Warsaw Pact
partners are always hard bargainers. They do not regard you as sincere or to be taken
seriously unless you will bargain hard and long; but once an agreement is reached,
they always observe it scrupulously. The problem is, to bargain with the Russians you
have to know what you want. If you want to genuinely control nuclear arms, you will
have to bargain toward that objective; and genuine arms control is the last thing that
would occur to America's present Bolshevik-dominated government.
On June 22 the President's nominee to head the "Arms Control and Disarmament
Agency" practically said as much. In Senate testimony, Eugene V. Rostow said, quote:
"It may be that a brilliant light will strike our officials, but I don't know anyone who
knows what it is yet that we want to negotiate about".
In the same testimony Rostow also said that the United States will not be ready to
start strategic weapons talks with Russia until March 1982. He lumped in not only the
SALT talks but also the issue of nuclear missiles in Europe. On June 29, 1981, the
entity President Brezhnev said, quote:
"We are ready to sit down at the negotiating table on that issue even tomorrow, if you
like; but talks have not begun yet because of the United States' attitude".
The Russians have also said that they would halt deployment of their European
theater nuclear weapons during the talks if America would do the same. However,
this is not a pre-condition to talks, contrary to some reports in the United States.

When Eugene Rostow mentioned that the United States needs nine (9) more months
to get ready for arms negotiations, it was a slip of the tongue. Later he had to recant
about it to the astonished Senators on the Foreign Relations Committee, saying he
would not delay SALT negotiations. The nine-month preparation time stated by
Rostow has nothing to do with any coming arms control initiatives. After all, Rostow
himself said no one even has any arms control ideas to talk about. Instead, Rostow
was referring accidentally to the nuclear war preparations now under way.
Bolshevik military planners here now expect that by March 1982 essential nuclear
first-strike preparations will be completed in the United States. At that point, with
the weapons already in place, we can pretend to talk; but as we talk, we will also be
setting in motion the events which are to lead to NUCLEAR WAR ONE. The ninemonth interval mentioned by Eugene Rostow is based primarily on two military
programs. One is the Space Shuttle Program, the other is America's secret mobile
missile program which is going on under the cover of the bogus "MX" project. I
reported on the basic outlines of both of these programs in the past, so I will simply
update those reports now.
First, about the Space Shuttle Program. Last month I reported that NASA plans to
intentionally abort the upcoming shuttle launch in September. The shuttle presently
at Cape Canaveral is not the "Columbia", which was destroyed in the unsuccessful
mission last April. I gave the details about that and the television hoax to hide the
disaster in AUDIO LETTER N° 64. The shuttle which we will see lifting off from Cape
Canaveral this fall will be the training shuttle "Enterprise" although, of course, it has
been re-labeled Columbia. The Enterprise is the same shuttle that we saw landing in
California after the real Columbia had already been destroyed. The flight this fall is
intended to keep up appearances while the secret military shuttle team figure out how
to get past the Russians into orbit. One way or another they believe that a successful
shuttle flight will be able to provide essential reconnaissance over Russia by the
spring of 1982.
The other major factor is the Minuteman TX Mobile Missile deployment. I first
reported on this secret program just over a year ago in AUDIO LETTER N° 55. In
AUDIO LETTER N° 60 last November, I gave an important update concerning the
Anti-Cosmosphere Missiles which are being deployed along with TX missiles. I can
now report that these Anti-Cosmosphere Missiles, or ACMs, are becoming an
essential key to the Bolshevik war plan. It is by means of the ACMs that the
Bolsheviks plan to set off what will seem to be "accidental" nuclear war.
To review for a moment, my friends, the Minuteman TX is a completely secret mobile
missile program. For public consumption, the Pentagon is pretending to be
concentrating on something called the MX. The MX, we're told, will be big and

powerful, each carrying 10 nuclear warheads; and to hide it from the Russians, we're
told that it will be mobile.
Over the years, one basing scheme after another has been talked about for the MX.
About six weeks ago, on May 27, Henry Bradsher of the Washington Star listed some
of the MX basing systems that have been proposed, quote:
"...orbital basing; shallow underwater submarine basing; floating missiles in the ocean;
attaching them to the ocean bottom; mounting them on in land waterway barges and
on ocean-going ships; aerial launching from special seaplanes, special land-based
planes, new short-airfield planes, new vertical takeoff planes and dirigibles; putting
thousands of smaller missiles in fixed silos; moving only the warhead and guidance
systems among multiple missile fuel bodies".
My friends, work is going on to develop a larger ICBM under the MX program, but
that work is being used as a decoy and to provide a funding channel for America's real
mobile missile, the Minuteman TX. The Pentagon wants to make sure that everyone
focuses their attention on the MX decoy program. The best way to get people's
attention, you know, is to make them angry, so that's what the Pentagon has done.
The Air Force is pretending to fight tooth and nail for a patently ridiculous basing
system--the infamous race tracks in Utah and Nevada; and sure enough, people are up
in arms over the MX--farmers, ranchers, environmentalists, anti-nuclear activists--you
name it. The MX decoy system is drawing all the fire like the lightning rod it is meant
to be.
Thanks to the orchestrated MX controversy our real mobile missile, the Minuteman
TX, is being completely overlooked. Unlike the giant MX, the TX is relatively small.
It's being deployed in the one way which should be most obvious of all. It is the one
way never mentioned in connection with the MX because the Pentagon does not want
us to think of it. The Minuteman TX missiles are being deployed on America's
railroads! They're moved around constantly, often right under our very noses. In
AUDIO LETTER N° 55 I gave a description of the unique railroad cars which house
the TX missiles. Months later some of my listeners began sending me photographs of
them, and several months ago I released a special bulletin containing these
photographs.
In AUDIO LETTER N° 60 I described the ACM missiles which are beginning to
accompany the TX missiles as they are shuttled around. The ACM is basically like an
ABM missile, built to take off with blinding speed. Each is armed with a cobalt
ionization bomb. When they explode at the upper fringes of the atmosphere, the
Bolsheviks here believe they will interfere temporarily with any Russian
Cosmospheres hovering overhead. Before the Cosmospheres can recover, the TX
missiles will be launched at Russia in a nuclear first strike. In AUDIO LETTER N° 55

I explained that the nerve-racking false nuclear alerts by NORAD were actually
deliberate tests by Bolshevik agents. They want to make sure that they can bring
about a supposedly accidental first strike against Russia that cannot be
countermanded in Washington.
Early this year of 1981 the Bolsheviks here concluded that the best way to do this is to
shift the United States onto a "launch on warning" stance. Up until recently the
United States Nuclear Forces have required a positive order from the President before
launching a nuclear attack. In theory that's still true, but in practice it's being changed
quietly. Our Strategic Forces are being re-programmed to launch an all-out attack on
Russia under either of two conditions.
The basic instruction is to await a positive command from Washington, but a supersecret new instruction tells Nuclear Forces they need not wait for a positive launch
order under one extraordinary condition. This extraordinary condition is defined as,
quote:
"Widespread loss of C-3 connectivity due to EMP".
EMP stands for "Electromagnetic Pulse", a phenomenon associated with nuclear blasts
at the fringes of the atmosphere or near space. In the early 1960's it was discovered by
nuclear testing that EMP can overload and disable all kinds of electrical equipment,
even power lines. It is known that today EMP would virtually wipe out the command,
control, and communication system of the United States called C-3 by the Pentagon.
The Bolshevik military planners here are turning this vulnerability to their own
advantage. Through the appropriate avenues they are arguing: "Suppose the Soviet
Union preceded an attack on the United States by using EMP to wipe out our
communications. They could set off a single H-bomb 250 miles over Omaha,
Nebraska. All of our communications from Maine to California, plus parts of Canada
and Mexico, would be fried by EMP. Afterward the President would have no way to
get word to our ICBM crews, bomber crews, or submarines to retaliate. The Russians
could hit us", say the Bolsheviks, "and we would not hit back".
Using this argument as an excuse, Bolshevik military planners here are disseminating
new secret orders to our Nuclear Forces. These orders say that should there be an
EMP episode that cuts off communications, that is to be taken as proof in itself, per se,
that we are under nuclear attack!
Under the new "Launch on Warning" posture of our Armed Forces, they will not wait
for any further orders. Obeying the secret new standing orders, all of our ICBMs,
bombers, and missile submarines will launch all-out retaliation on Russia--that is,
they will believe they are retaliating; but what they will actually be doing is mounting
a nuclear first strike against Russia.

When the Bolsheviks here are ready for it to happen, they will launch the AntiCosmosphere Missiles which now accompany the mobile Minuteman TX missiles.
The ACMs will race to the fringes of space over America and explode their cobalt
ionization bombs. When that happens, it will do more than just interfere with the
Cosmospheres--it will also create a violent EMP episode. All communications to
centralized authority will be cut off, and our Nuclear Forces will believe it is due to a
Russian attack. There will be no time and no way to double-check, and so United
States Forces will attack Russia. The Bolsheviks here will have set off NUCLEAR
WAR ONE, and they will make it look as if it all happened by accident!
WHAT YOU CAN DO DURING AMERICA'S FINAL DAYS.

Topic #3
One year ago this month I began responding to a question I was being asked at that
time by many people. The question was, "What can I do?" I did so reluctantly for the
reasons I gave at the time, and yet I also did so hopefully. I felt that if that many people
really wanted to take action, there might really be a chance. I explained why, in my
opinion, there was only one weapon that could possibly save America from our
headlong plunge toward nuclear war. That weapon is the Truth. In particular, it is the
truth about the covered-up Fort Knox Gold Scandal that could stop our internal
enemies in their tracks. I started giving suggestions month by month for what YOU
could do. We began with Senator William Proxmire, then Chairman of the Senate
Banking Committee. Later on we directed our efforts and attention to the privately
owned Federal Reserve System, which holds legal title to America's missing gold.
Finally we gave the entity President Reagan the chance to do his duty to look into the
matter.
I believe the time has come to give you an honest accounting of where we stand. My
friends, we have given every possible opportunity to those who have the appropriate
authority and responsibility to investigate honestly. And what have they done? Has a
single official of the United States Government, or of the Federal Reserve Corporation,
or of Congress taken the people's side? NO. Without exception they have all come
down on the side of keeping the lid on the facts about our missing gold. Without
exception they're saying in effect that they don't care about the destruction of our
hard-earned dollars and our economy. They don't care that you cannot make ends
meet. They do not care that America's economic collapse is paving the way for
dictatorship and war. They care only about keeping themselves on what they believe
will be the winning side, and they have proven by their actions that they believe those
who stole our gold will be the winning side. Senator William Proxmire, aided by the
so-called Inspector General of the Treasury Department, steadfastly refused to

investigate. The Federal Reserve Corporation has also closed ranks to keep out the
light of truth. For a while a few months ago, certain high officials of the Regional
Federal Reserve Banks were being surprisingly cooperative. Now all that has been put
to a stop. Several officials have resigned. All the rest have gone silent as stone.
On June 22, 1981, my friend Mr. Edward Durell sent a certified letter to every single
Federal Reserve System Director in the United States. In that letter he warned each
Director of his or her individual legal responsibility relative to the nation's missing
gold reserves. Based on various legal precedents, each one is legally liable if any of the
gold is missing, and yet not a single one has dared to break through the wall of silence
which has now been imposed.
And then, there's the President! The entity known as Ronald Reagan gives beautiful
lip service to the idea that any governmental abuses should be rooted out. So three
months ago I invited you to send Mailgrams to him, urging him or his representatives
to look into the Gold Scandal. For starters, we urged him to investigate the
discrepancy of 165,000,000 ounces between different statements of the Treasury itself
on our gold supplies. My friends, I have never heard one peep out of the White House
in reply. And, so far as I know, no one who sent a Mailgram even had it acknowledged.
My friends, there can be no more appeals to authority except to the authority of our
Lord Jesus Christ, Who is above all. Time is running out. By this time next year
NUCLEAR WAR ONE could be upon us, so I urge those of you who still want to take
action to do it right where you are. Use your files of correspondence to share what you
have learned with others if they are interested. Let the power of the Truth do its work
in spite of the corruption in high places, and let your own knowledge of the truth
about current events help you decide wisely in taking care of your own family needs.

LAST MINUTE SUMMARY
Now it's time for my Last Minute Summary. My friends, time is fast running out for
the United States of America. Timetables can never be firm, but the Bolsheviks here
are now shooting for around mid-1982 to set off NUCLEAR WAR ONE. Even now a
great naval disaster has befallen the United States because of their maneuverings.
My friends, a Day of Judgment is coming soon for America. Americans by the millions
are going along with the Satanic ideas of the Bolsheviks here. We are filling up a cup
of wrath for ourselves, and soon we will drink it.
Until next month, God willing, this is Dr. Beter. Thank you, and may God bless each
and every one of you.
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Hello, my friends, this is Dr. Beter. Today is August 25, 1981, and this is my AUDIO
LETTER(R) N° 67.
Twenty years ago on August 14, 1961, the world was shocked by the news from the
divided city of Berlin. For years East Germans had been flocking to the West by
crossing from East to West Berlin. That flood was about to be stopped. A wall was
being built to divide the two halves of the city. We watched in utter disbelief as the
Berlin Wall was built 20 years ago; but, my friends, we learned very little.
Today new walls are being built to contain a people, but the people are asleep and do
not see the walls. Once again an entire people are being divided--not by physical walls
but by unseen divisions among their leaders. The country, my friends, is the United
States, and the people are you and me.
The most important walls of any dictatorship are not those built with hands but those
of the mind and heart. When walls are built that rob a people of information, they
become vulnerable; and when walls of hatred shut out the ability to think, a people
cease to be free. Slowly but surely free channels of information in America are being
snuffed out in important places.
This month on August 7 the Washington Star newspaper died after 128 years of
publication. In past AUDIO LETTERS I have frequently quoted the Star for just one
reason. It was a far better newspaper than the Washington Post. It was more
objective, better written, and in many cases simply more honest. Now Washington,
D.C., supposedly the capital of the Western world, is left with only one newspaper;
and that one is, at times, the handmaiden of the Government, living on Government
handouts and CIA connections. The Post was not always that way, but today that's all
that is left in Washington--in effect, the people have been frozen out.
With quietness and stealth, the United States Government is taking on the overtones
of two opposing forces at once--Fascism and Bolshevism. The United States
Government is torn within by a gigantic power struggle. Which group will win is

impossible to predict at this time, but both power factions have one thing in common-they both want to build the walls of dictatorship around you and me.
My three special topics for this AUDIO LETTER are:
Topic #1--THE UNEXPECTED REBIRTH OF AN AMERICAN GOLD STANDARD
Topic #2--THE EMERGENCE OF THE JEWISH QUESTION IN AMERICA
Topic #3--THE LIBYAN DOGFIGHT AND HIDDEN NAVAL WAR GAMES.

Topic #1
The entity President Reagan is fond of saying in speeches, quote: "I was a Democrat
longer than I have been a Republican." Likewise, his past heroes of the White House
Oval Office are more often Democrat than Republican. And the hero we hear about
most often of all from our actor president is Franklin D. Roosevelt. From the
beginning, the so-called Reagan Administration has been modeled along lines
pioneered by FDR in the 1930's. Like FDR, the present administration tried to hit the
ground running with big changes in federal policies. Now, as then, the Executive
Branch of the Government is claiming a public mandate to flatten Congressional
opposition like a steam roller; and even though they look different today, the real
issues now are once again the same as they were in the 1930's. Those issues are: the
crumbling economy, approaching war, and the political future of the United States.
On the domestic level, 1981 is trembling with the hollow echoes of 1933, and yet there
is also one major difference today. In 1933 there was just one major power behind the
throne, so to speak, dominating the United States Government. Today, in 1981, there
are two powerful factions who are challenging each other for governmental control.
An enormous power struggle is going on behind closed doors which has afflicted the
United States Government with schizophrenia. Policy-making has turned into a series
of skirmishes between these two power groups. As a result, the Government zigs and
zags, this way and that. Top officials, such as the Secretaries of State and Defense, are
always in a public tug of war. It all reflects the great power struggle behind closed
doors.
On one side are the Corporate Socialists of the Rockefeller Cartel. Back in the days of
FDR five decades ago this was mainly an oil cartel. From there it grew and diversified
into a world-wide Corporate Socialist empire made up of multinational corporations.

On the other side of the current power struggle in America are the State Socialists, the
Bolsheviks. Like the Rockefeller Cartel, the Bolsheviks have "collectivism" as their
ultimate goal--that is, both groups want to concentrate all wealth and power in a few
hands--namely, their own. But the Bolsheviks want to do it in a different way.
The Corporate Socialists of the Rockefeller Cartel want their own giant corporations
to be the real masters of society. By contrast, the Bolshevik State Socialists want the
Government to be all-powerful. Through the Government, the Bolsheviks want to
control the means of production directly through nationalized industries.
For decades, from 1917 until very recently, these two collectivist forces had their own
separate power bases. Rockefeller Corporate Socialism held sway in America, while
the State Socialist Bolsheviks controlled the Soviet Union. The two sides came in
contact only on an international basis, and under those conditions they operated as
secret allies. But over the past five years everything has changed. In 1976 the
Bolsheviks were finally pried loose from control of the Kremlin by a determined band
of native Russians. Their achievement was the result of six decades of tireless struggle,
but it came as a shock both to the Bolsheviks in Russia and to the Rockefeller forces
here. The Kremlin's new masters want no part of the international intrigues formerly
carried out in tandem with the United States. They also want no part of the
Bolsheviks. The Bolsheviks are being run out of Russia, so they are trying to use the
United States as their new power base. This situation has brought the Bolsheviks into
direct competition with the Rockefeller Cartel for power over the United States--and
the world!
In late 1977 I reported that a quiet new Bolshevik revolution was getting under way
here in America with the help of the Rockefeller Cartel. It was a desperate attempt by
these two groups, formerly international allies, to join forces on the domestic level. At
that time both the Rockefellers and the overthrown Bolsheviks from Russia were
preoccupied with staving off Russia's new rulers. It was a classic case of that old
famous principle: "The enemy of my enemy is my friend."
What the Rockefeller Cartel has learned instead is that sometimes my enemy's enemy
is also my enemy. In early 1979 the Bolsheviks here launched an all-out drive to seize
total control away from the Rockefellers. They did not quite succeed, as I detailed in
past AUDIO LETTERS, but the Rockefeller Cartel was grievously wounded. For more
than two years now the behavior of the United States has reflected one basic fact-that is: no one is clearly, decisively in charge. Instead, the struggle continues.
In February 1979 I reported in AUDIO LETTER N° 43 that, quote:

"Soon the inevitable internal conflict here in the United States will be getting under
way. On one side there are the Corporate Socialists of the now headless Rockefeller
Cartel. On the other, there are the Bolshevik State Socialists".
My friends, it is this very internal conflict which is now showing itself daily in the
behavior of the so-called Reagan Administration.
I can now reveal that the Rockefeller Cartel, which was almost out for the count two
years ago, has made a surprising come-back in strength. As of now, the Bolsheviks
here continue to dominate America's foreign policy through their effective control of
our military forces. But in the economic and political arenas, it is the Rockefeller
Cartel that now seems to have the edge. My friends, they intend to use that edge in
some stunning stratagems intended to rebuild their own power. The power struggle
here is starting to turn into a race against time. The Rockefeller group lacks the power
to simply finish off the Bolsheviks, and the reverse is also true, so each faction is
gearing up to make the maximum use of its own areas of strength. In this Topic and
Topic #2, I will describe an economic and political one-two punch being prepared by
the Rockefeller interests. If these things can be done fast enough, the Corporate
Socialists believe they can blast the Bolsheviks here right out of the water; but as I will
describe in Topic #3, the Bolsheviks here have no intention of giving the Cartel that
much time. Before they can be stopped, the Bolsheviks intend to reach their own goal-NUCLEAR WAR ONE.
The economic surprise which I am about to make public will come as a shock to most
Americans, and yet it has already been foreshadowed by plans which I have previously
reported on two occasions:
First, there was the plan for a gold revaluation publicity stunt which I reported last
November 1980 in AUDIO LETTER N° 60. America's alleged gold reserves are listed
on Treasury and Federal Reserve balance sheets at the old official price of $42.22 per
ounce. As you and I know, they do not in fact have a great deal of the gold which is
listed. Those balance sheets are fraudulent. But the plan which I reported last
November was for our non-existent gold reserves to be revalued at current market
prices. On paper, that would make our gold supplies look ten times bigger in dollar
terms at current prices. The whole idea of the plan was to reinforce the false
perception that America has a huge gold hoard. A few weeks later the gold revaluation
gimmick started to surface. For the first time in many years a major article about the
Fort Knox Bullion Depository was published. Through syndication it was published
all across the United States as well as many other countries. As I reviewed in AUDIO
LETTER N° 61, the article referred throughout only to the market price of the gold.
The old official price was totally ignored.

The next element in the plan for an economic shock is the one which I first reported
last April in AUDIO LETTER N° 63. That item had to do not with gold but with our
currency itself. I am referring to the plan to do away with the $100 bill.
When I first reported on the plan to eliminate the $100 bill, I received heavy mail
about it. People were stunned. But I can report to you that the plan is still on track;
in fact, since I first made the plan public in AUDIO LETTER N° 63, at least one bill
has been introduced in Congress to do as I described. In AUDIO LETTER N° 63 I also
invited you to send Mailgrams to the entity President Reagan about our missing gold.
Specifically, I urged you to challenge him to look into the discrepancy of 165-million
ounces in the Treasury's own figures. Recently I mentioned that I had never heard a
single word directly out of the White House in response, and that's still true.
However I have now received copies of the letter which a number of you received. I
thank you for sending them, and I feel I should take a moment to comment about
them.
In every case that I have seen, the response to your Mailgram consisted of a letter from
the Treasury Department. The letter begins, quote: "On behalf of President Reagan,
thank you for your letter concerning an audit of the United States gold stock". The
letter then describes a so-called Gold Audit which is alleged to have been under way
since 1975 on the installment plan. Enclosed with the letter is a copy of the latest
report on this alleged gold audit.
My first comment is that this letter and enclosure in no way answered the question
you posed in your Mailgrams. That question had to do with a glaring discrepancy of
165-million ounces of gold between two Treasury documents. Nowhere does the
Treasury letter even refer to that discrepancy, much less attempt to explain it. So Fact
No. 1 is: Neither the President nor the Treasury Department gave you the courtesy of
an answer to your question. Instead they tried to distract you by talking about
something else. That something else, of course, is the alleged continuing audit of the
gold. Too much could be said about that to go into details here. It's enough to say that
the so-called recurring 10-year audit is a totally fraudulent arrangement using a
different set of college students each summer for a few weeks time moving the same
stock of junk gold in Cell N° 33 back and forth each summer. It is intended to
perpetuate the bogus audit which was carried out just after the so-called "Gold
Inspection Tour" of Fort Knox in 1974. If you want to know more details, I refer you to
my AUDIO BOOK talking tape recorded in March 1975. Its title is: "THE FORT
KNOX GOLD SCANDAL AND WHAT IT MEANS TO YOU".
The point I want to make is that the alleged Reagan Administration is only pretending
to look for real cures to our economic problems. They are not listening to you, and
they will not give a forum to anyone intending to reveal the truth about our gold
supplies. Instead, the gold revaluation and $100 bill elimination are to be parts of an

economic power play. My friends, our would-be modern day FDR, the entity
President Reagan, is planning to stun the world soon. He will do it by putting
America back on to what will appear to be the gold standard.
Late last year Congress passed a law requiring that a federal commission be created to
study the role of gold in our monetary system. But federal commissions are never set
up in an uncontrolled or open-ended fashion. No surprises are ever wanted or allowed
from a federal commission. Instead, the Government first decides what conclusions it
wants to hear from the commission, then the commission is set up in such a way as to
guarantee that the commission will recommend whatever is desired.
That is what has been done with the "Federal Gold Commission." Congress decreed
last year that it be set up in time to produce its report by October 7 of this year; but
after the new Administration took office last January, the Treasury Department kept
putting off creation of the Gold Commission.
It did not come into being until June 22, and the first meeting of the Federal Gold
Commission was not held until just last month on July 16. It was held behind closed
doors with no public observers, no witnesses to testify, and with no minutes kept. As
with all federal commissions that matter, the Federal Gold Commission is a "closed
shop". It consists of four (4) Congressmen, three (3) Senators, three (3) members of
the Federal Reserve Board of Governors in Washington, two (2) White House
advisers, and four (4) nominally public members. The Chairman is none other than
the Treasury Secretary himself; and to shepherd the group in the desired direction, the
Executive Director for the study is another insider, Dr. Anna Schwartz.
The small contingent of four so-called "public" members of the Gold Commission were
hand-picked for their known views about gold. Anyone who might have made real
waves was carefully excluded from consideration. My friend Mr. Edward Durell is a
prominent example of this. Mr. Durell offered to serve on the Federal Gold
Commission entirely at his own expense. He would have brought with him massive
documentation and more than a decade of intensive activity in the realm of our gold
reserve. He would have brought true expertise about gold to the Federal Gold
Commission. His appointment to the Commission was highly recommended to the
alleged Reagan Administration by business leaders and even a few Congressmen, but
he was firmly rejected because he knows too much!
Now that the hand-picked Federal Gold Commission is safely in being, it's supposed
to make up quickly for lost time. Congress may be asked to extend the deadline to
January 1, 1982, but even that would leave little time for making any serious study of
America's monetary future. Fortunately for the Gold Commission members, its
conclusions have already been preordained. Even Congressman Ron Paul, a member of
the Commission, is to be used with or without his knowledge to achieve these ends.

Whenever the Federal Gold Commission issues its report, its recommendations are to
set the stage for dramatic action by the President. Sometime in early 1982 two things
will be done at the same time. One will be to abolish the old official price of gold,
$42.22 per ounce, and let the gold price "float". The other part of the announcement
will be that Congress will be asked to restore gold backing for the dollar. It will be a
20% gold backing, as currently planned, based on the market price of gold. In effect,
the dollar and gold will "float" together in international markets; but for domestic
purposes, it will be claimed that this is a new gold standard which will restore
stability to the dollar. For the first time since 1968 there will be a governor or a brake
on the supply of dollars.
My friends, this will be only a pseudo gold standard, not a real one. You and I will not
be able to walk into a bank and exchange a dollar bill for gold. Likewise, the
international gold window which President Nixon closed 10 years ago this month will
not be reopened. The effects of the Reagan pseudo gold standard will only be
temporary, lasting only a year or two, and even that assumes that there is no war in
the meantime, and yet it will be a master stroke. For a while it will alter the
perception of the dollar. It will appear to be a powerful attack on inflation here in
America. That perception will be reinforced by the elimination of the $100 bill on a
separate occasion. Even though it will not be a true gold standard, its effect through
the market place will be dramatic.
In relation to the currencies of Europe and Japan, it will seem to make the dollar much
more valuable to be bought and held, but don't be fooled! For a while it will seem that
the heyday of the so-called almighty dollar has returned once again. My friends, this
will be an illusion, because the enormous damage done by inflation over the past 10
years will not be undone. It will only be arrested temporarily.
For the average working man and woman it may provide at most a temporary
breather, no more than that. But for the Corporate Socialists of the Rockefeller Cartel
who are engineering it, the pseudo gold standard will be a bonanza. Huge United
States multinational corporations have issued hundreds of millions of dollars of debt
instruments in Europe in recent years. They did this when the dollar was weak, with
the debt payable in Swiss francs, West German marks, and other currencies which
were strong then. But now, as these debts come due, the dollar is being made strong
again. This maneuver will allow those debts to be repaid in Europe or elsewhere in
currencies which are artificially cheap. In this and other ways it all translates into
enormous profits for the Rockefeller multinational corporations.
At the same time, the privately owned and controlled Federal Reserve Corporation
has been creating record-high interest rates in this country. That is creating vast
opportunities here for the Corporate Socialists in two ways:

First, Federal Reserve policies are creating a depressionary effect on American
industry and business. Basic industries like steel, automobiles, and housing are being
forced to lay off workers; bankruptcies are spreading; real estate, including farm land,
is lost by owners no longer able to pay their debts; and businesses large and small are
becoming vulnerable to takeover. It's a time ripe for mergers as the giants swallow up
their smaller rivals--merge or die.
Besides creating this vulnerability to takeover, Federal Reserve policies are also
pulling in the money to big member banks to take advantage of the situation. Socalled "hot money" from other countries is flowing into the United States in order to
take advantage of the high interest rates here. That money in turn is recycled through
the big banks to finance mergers and take-overs by the favored few giants. All of this
will be reinforced by the so-called gold standard now being hatched by the Corporate
Socialists.
At the same time, the Bolshevik influence within the Federal Reserve and other
critical financial areas has been reduced in recent months. The Rockefeller Cartel is
calling most of the shots at the present time in the economic realm. This is reflected in
recent subtle shifts by the Federal Reserve Corporation with regard to struggling
banks. The Bolsheviks here want to bring down the giant banks which have long been
a major source of Rockefeller power. But now the Federal Reserve Corporation is
positioning itself to bail out any big banks endangered by defaults on giant loans to
foreign nations. And a few days ago the "Fed" also announced that it will provide
relatively low-interest loans to Savings & Loans that are in trouble.
The economic landscape is changing constantly, thanks to the in-fighting between the
State Socialist Bolsheviks and the Corporate Socialist Rockefeller Cartel. There will
continue to be surprises which neither I nor anyone else can predict, but as of now it
is still the Rockefeller Cartel that is primarily getting its way on the economic front in
America. Even governmental policies are favoring the Cartel as far as economics is
concerned. Through the economic route, the Corporate Socialists are working fast to
gather power away from the Government and into their own hands domestically.
They are working feverishly to make a reality of many parts of the secret new
Constitution for America which I first made public in 1975. Under their secret new
Constitution, all industry would be controlled by the so-called authorities made up of
the giants of industry. Governmental regulation would be done away with, just as the
alleged Reagan Administration is trying to do right now. Small businesses would exist
only at the pleasure of the big, subject to licenses limiting their activity. In short, the
real economic power of the country would lie in the hands of the Corporate Socialists
by mergers and other means. That is what is taking place right now.
My friends, many of the maneuvers now being attempted by the Rockefeller Cartel are
derived from plans conceived long ago, but they are being executed today in an

environment which was not foreseen. Today, the Corporate Socialists of the
Rockefeller Cartel are in a battle to the death against the Bolsheviks here. The
Rockefeller group are trying to gather economic power to gigantic proportions here
very quickly. If they do succeed in their drive for unchallenged economic power here
in America, that will be the first big punch against the Bolsheviks by the Cartel. It will
lead directly into their second blow at the Bolsheviks, which will be in the political
arena.
Economic power translates into political clout; and if the Rockefeller group have their
way, their political blow-to-come against the Bolsheviks here will be decisive. As I
will describe in Topic #2, it is a Sunday punch designed to completely smash
Bolshevik power here. If the Corporate Socialists are successful, America will be torn
by internal convulsions far worse than the Civil War; but if they do not succeed, the
Bolsheviks believe no one can stop their own plans for domination of America, and
eventually the world.

Topic #2
Last month on Friday, July 17, White House news reporters readied themselves for an
announcement. The United States had decided to lift its brief embargo on delivery of
F-16 Jet Fighter Bombers to the country which calls itself Israel. Reporters were
tipped off that a formal presidential announcement could be expected shortly.
The F-16 embargo had been imposed less than six weeks earlier in the wake of Israel's
destruction of Iraq's nuclear reactor. The embargo had been so brief as to have no real
effect on Israel; but as I detailed last month in AUDIO LETTER No. 66, it was not
intended to have any real meaning. Like every other American protest against Israel in
the past 33 years, the brief F-16 embargo was only for public consumption. It was a
cosmetic move purely for the sake of appearances. By July 17 the fickle mind of the
American public had moved on to other things, just as it always does. And so the F16s were about to be released to Israel.
The expected announcement never came that day, instead there was a new shock from
the Middle East. The Israeli Air Force launched all-out bombing raids on civilian
targets throughout southern Lebanon. The big bridge over the Litani River was
attacked, causing heavy damage and killing many people. The oil pipeline from Saudi
Arabia, which all of Lebanon depended upon for gasoline and other fuels, was
attacked and blown up. As reported by the BBC, but not on American television,
Israeli jets bombed every single major town throughout southern Lebanon; and Beirut,
poor Beirut--wave after wave of Israeli war planes thundered over that city, which
used to be the peaceful pearl of the Middle East. American-made jets with Star of

David insignia rained a holocaust of devastation on heavily populated civilian
communities. The pilots, many with United States and Israeli dual citizenship, were
practicing genocide on the defenseless Lebanese civilians. As the smoke cleared and
the moans of anguish faded away, the dimensions of Lebanon's agony horrified the
world. In that one raid some 300 Lebanese were killed, 800 more injured, and
thousands left homeless. Over a two-week period some 450 died in southern Lebanon.
During that same period six Israelis were killed in alleged PLO raids.
The White House, which today is a divided house, behaved as if it had been caught off
base. Then the embargo on jets to Israel was extended again. The United States
pretended to be upset, and Israel pretended to be hurt.
Meanwhile there were words of alarm from an unaccustomed direction. Voices who
are normally raised in support of Israel were beginning to say in effect: What's going
on here? An example was an article in the New York Times for July 23, 1981. It
described, quote:
"Widespread distress among American Jews over the increased fighting in the Middle
East, including the Israeli bombing of Beirut".
According to the article, one influential Jewish leader condemned the raid as, quote:
"Utterly without redeeming social or strategic value and in absolute violation of
community standards".
Another reportedly worried that actions like these represent a danger to Jews
themselves. Others appear bewildered, not sure what to think. One rabbi reportedly
summed it up in the words, quote:
"I still don't think we have all the facts about why Israel did what it did".
My friends, those words are not far from the truth. The fact is that most Americans,
including most American Jews, are not being given the facts. The fact is that today an
interlocked military junta is controlling the military actions of both the United States
and Israel!
America's military policies today are not in the best interests of most Americans. In
exactly the same way, Israel's military policies are not in the best interests of most
Jews.
More than six decades ago a galaxy of prominent patriotic American Jews tried to
prevent the creation of a Zionist state in Palestine. The Zionist plan to set up a new
nation to be named "Israel" was, in their view, a cruel and tragic hoax.

For one thing, in those days Zionism as a political movement encompassed fewer than
five per cent (5%) of American Jews; and yet the small Zionist minority were claiming
to speak for all Jews. Beyond that, the anti-Zionist Jews declared that the promises of
the Zionists were not only false promises but prescriptions for tragedy.
Israel, said the Zionists, would be the national home for the Jews, a place of
ingathering, of safety, and of rest. In reply, the anti-Zionist Jews showed that the socalled nation of Israel could never live up to Zionist claims. They showed that the
nation to be named "Israel" could never serve as home to more than a small minority of
the Jews of the world, and they predicted that the only real accomplishment of Zionist
Israel would be never-ending conflict, ever-expanding bloodshed, and tragedy after
tragedy.
In AUDIO LETTER No. 49 two years ago, I called attention to the prophetic warnings
of the anti-Zionist American Jews. Today, two generations later, very few Americans,
Jew or otherwise, are even aware of those warnings; but it is those warnings, not the
rosy promises of the Zionists, which are coming true before our eyes.
As a place of ingathering for the Jews, the nation which calls itself Israel has been a
hopeless failure. Today, 33 years after its founding, the entire population of Jews in
Israel remains less than that of New York City alone.
From 1969 to 1979 it's reported that more than 500,000 Jews have left Israel for the
United States, and today over 2,500 a month are leaving for the United States. In a
nation of only a few million, that is a hemorrhage of catastrophic proportions.
And where are all the Zionist promises of a national home where Jews can live in
tranquil security? During the past 33 years, has any other nation on earth been in
conflict with its neighbors more consistently and constantly than Israel? Despite these
and other facts, the Zionist image of Israel is the one which has been successfully
planted in many minds. Even in major media news reports these days it is often
acknowledged that the Israeli Lobby in Washington is a formidable force.
Today, that power is built upon several foundations. There are four major groupings in
the United States which can always be counted upon to support Israel in any
situation:
(1) One group, of course, are the outright Zionists in America. They always echo the
Israeli line, be it right or wrong.
(2) Then there are the Political Conservatives. Even when they may be privately
irritated by specific Israeli actions, they remain supportive. They believe that, come
what may, Israel is America's bastion against Russia in the Middle East. An American
Jewish businessman known for his support of Israel, Mr. Meyer Berger, expressed it

this way on the ABC television news program "Nightline" for July 22, quote: "We
believe that Israel is an inevitable partner of the United States. It's America's
unsinkable carrier in the Middle East."
(3) The third group, a very large group, is that of the Fundamentalist Christians. They
have been persuaded that this is the real Israel, the reborn Israel of the Bible. This
impression is one which has been fostered deliberately by the Zionists from the very
beginning. The Khazar roots of modern Israel, which I detailed in AUDIO LETTER
No. 50, are generally unknown to many Fundamentalist Christians.
(4) Finally, there are politicians in important swing states. Wherever there is a rough
balance between Democrats and Republicans, they tend to cancel each other out. That
leaves the Zionist minority with the power to swing votes either way. Through money
and political organization, they make sure that the politicians who win elections are
beholden to them. These four major groups form the acknowledged support for Israel-the Zionists, the Conservatives, the Fundamentalist Christians, and beholden
politicians.
(5) But there is one other group, and it is the most important group of all. That group
consists of what the professionals refer to as the "Little Jews". The small minority of
self-proclaimed "Big Jews"--that is, the active Zionist leadership here--work on the
emotions of all the rest. They do their best to keep all Jews scared, and therefore
herded together defensively. The so-called "Big Jews" talk incessantly about the
holocaust, making sure that fears and doubts never die. By means of emotionalism, the
small Zionist minority have been able to persuade most Jews that Israel is somehow
their cause.
It is the Jews of America themselves who most of all are the unwitting victims of
Zionism. It is they who are becoming uneasy as they watch Israel throwing off all
restraints in warfare. And, my friends, it is they, the broad mass of Jews in America,
who will soon begin to suffer for the actions of the Zionists.
In AUDIO LETTER N° 50 I discussed in detail the relationship between the two
political forces known as Zionism and Bolshevism. Both were forged into living
entities in the crucible of World War I. Both have common roots which claim to be
Jewish but are not; and today both of these political forces use the community of all
Jews as a cover for their own activities. The Bolsheviks, with headquarters now in
America, work hand in glove with their Zionist brothers who control Israel. Their
joint goal is absolute domination of the entire world.
In Topic #1, I discussed the deadly competition now underway here in the United
States between the Bolsheviks and the Rockefeller Cartel. Against all odds, the
Rockefeller group is succeeding in regaining total control in many economic areas; and

the economic power which I discussed in Topic #1 is intended to translate quickly
into political power. If the Rockefeller interests have their way, America is on the road
to Fascism. Their pattern for America is that of Hitler's Germany. That is their
alternative which they are now pitting against the drive toward Marxist dictatorship
here by the Bolsheviks.
In my very first AUDIO LETTER report of June 1975, I described how Adolf Hitler
was brought to power in Germany. It was done through the power of giant industries
secretly controlled by the Rockefeller combine. The governmental structure set up by
Hitler was Fascism, in which big industry was a privileged partner of government.
Today the Corporate Socialists are working feverishly to repeat that pattern, only
more so, right here in the United States! This time they intend for their corporate
empire to be so powerful as to be beyond control by the government; and through
their own agents within government, they plan to have their own way against the
Bolsheviks.
Already the so-called Reagan Administration is beginning to show its Fascist colors in
domestic affairs. Anti-trust laws have effectively been shelved. Instead, the United
States Attorney General has given a clear green light for all-out corporate mergers and
acquisitions. Meanwhile the Administration is rapidly building the walls to contain us
all within the prison which America is to become!! Under the guise of immigration
control, more and more detention centers are opening up. Likewise the issue of prison
overcrowding has been made into an overnight excuse for an enormous prisonbuilding program. When the time comes, they will all be ready for their intended use
as CONCENTRATION CAMPS!
The Rockefeller Corporate Socialists here are looking forward to rounding up and
silencing their opposition. In doing that they believe they will ultimately be helped by
the Bolsheviks and Zionists themselves. The Rockefellers have always made a practice
of studying the psychological profiles of their enemies; and in studying the
Bolshevik/Zionist mentality, they have found an Achilles' heel--a fatal weakness. That
weakness, my friends, lies in the exercise of power itself. Whenever they have a free
rein, the Bolsheviks and Zionists always go too far. Many years ago one of these people
confided to a very close friend of mine, quote:
"We're becoming extremely powerful, so powerful that it is a danger to us. The more
power we acquire, the closer we come to the surface. We have left a trail; and as we
come closer to the surface, the danger is that some day someone will start following
that trail. And yet we cannot stop; we will continue to gather more power, coming
ever closer to the surface until we destroy ourselves with our power".
The Rockefeller group believe that it is starting to happen now. In Israel the Zionists
are casting off all restraints in warfare, creating revulsion world-wide in the process.

And here in America the Bolsheviks are riding higher and higher. On all sides the selfproclaimed "Big Jews" are beginning to flaunt their power instead of using it
surreptitiously. In the news media, in entertainment, in education, in government, on
all sides it is beginning to happen. In all positions of power here in America, Jews are
becoming conspicuous by their numbers. Up to now, this is still a phenomenon
which millions of Americans are telling themselves they do not see. We never hesitate
to count up the other ethnic groups we see in powerful positions--be they JapaneseAmericans, Chicanos, Blacks, or whatever; but many Americans are made to feel
vaguely anti-Semitic if they dare to count up Jews in the same way. Millions of others
do see it but talk about it only in their parlors or country clubs.
But among the Jews themselves, a few muffled alarms are beginning to sound here and
there. A few are beginning to sense the danger of an anti-Jew backlash from the
mushrooming visibility of Jews in powerful places. For example, the late Washington
Star of May 28 published an article by a top official of the American Jewish Congress.
Its title was: "UNEASY EYE ON THE ANTI-SEMITIC FRINGE". As one basis of his
worry, he pointed out that Jews, quote:
"...hold public office in numbers disproportionate to their percentage in the
population".
My friends, what it comes down to is this: The Bolshevik/Zionist elements here in
America have acquired so much power that they are starting to go too far. They are
beginning to surface in spite of themselves, and the Rockefeller Cartel intends to use
this mistake to destroy them. The present Administration will be forced to turn
increasingly Fascist on the domestic front; and as the echoes of Adolf Hitler grow
louder and louder, there will be a rebirth of what used to be called "The Jewish
Question".
It all brings back memories of a day in Detroit, 1943, my friends. I was in charge of
sending and receiving cryptographic messages for the late Colonel Charles King, a
protege of General "Hap" Arnold.
One day a family of Jewish friends of mine invited me to their home. It was a Jewish
holiday, and I was to share their holiday dinner with them. They were a family of
refugees from Germany and I was fascinated to hear about their experiences. Finally I
asked: "Why did the German government go after the Jews?" The man looked at me
and then looked down at his plate as he answered. There was pain in his voice as he
said quietly:
"I was only a Little Jew, in business. I was a good Jew. Lots of us were, but it was the
'Big Jews' who got us in all this trouble. They just went too far."
"What do you mean 'They went too far'?" I asked; and he said:

"They had taken over all the reins of power in Germany. There was nothing they did
not control. So now the good apples have to suffer with the bad." Then he added: "You
know, it is several years now since I came to America. In all that time you are the first
person who ever asked me why the German government went after the Jews. So, now
you know why".

Topic #3
A few days ago, on August 17, reporters were called together for an announcement by
Secretary of State Alexander Haig. He announced that the United States was lifting its
embargo on all war planes for that country called Israel. It was a green light for 14 F16s and 2 F-15s to be sent to Israel without further delay. It was only one month to the
day after the Israeli bombing of Beirut.
Lebanon is still reeling from that disaster. In percentage terms, 300 dead in tiny
Lebanon is equivalent to 24,000 dead in the United States. Had a disaster claimed
that many lives here in a short month ago, it would still be the only thing that
mattered to countless Americans. But it happened in Lebanon, not America; and so it
created hardly a ripple when the United States told Israel, in effect: "Here are some
more planes so you can do it again".
In releasing the war planes, the United States did not even express an opinion about
whether Israel's use of the planes is proper. In answer to a reporter's question, Haig
said that the causes of the embargo had been adequately resolved. But those empty
words can never raise the dead in Lebanon nor silence the sobs of those who mourn
for them.
The release of the war planes to Israel this month is just a continuation of the pattern I
discussed last month. The interlocked military juntas of the United States and Israel
are in a hurry. They have a hammer lock on military affairs, and they are using it to the
hilt. They are pressing forward toward their goal of thermonuclear war between the
United States and Russia as fast as they can. If they can succeed soon enough, they
will cut short the stratagems of the Rockefeller Cartel which I described in Topics #1
and #2.
Events themselves are showing how great is the rush to prepare for war. On August 17
the American war planes were released to Israel. The very next day, late on August 18,
United States time, American war planes were making new headlines. A pair of
Libyan SU-22 jets were lured into a brief dogfight with American F-14s. The SU-22s
are primarily ground-support aircraft. They are no match for air superiority Fighters
like the F-14. The dogfight was over almost as soon as it began. Both Libyan jets were
shot down, crashing into the sea in the Gulf of Sidra.

The United States has trumpeted loudly about the success of this air combat.
Supposedly it is to tell the world that we mean business; but in many capitals from
Europe to the Persian Gulf the message is being read in other ways. In Europe many
leaders are nervously saying that Uncle Sam is behaving like a trigger-happy cowboy.
And six oil-exporting nations of the Persian Gulf are saying that this proves that
America has no intention of dealing fairly with the Arabs.
By shooting down Libyan jets in an artificial confrontation, the United States is also
shooting down any new peace prospects for the Middle East. Beyond that, my friends,
the Libyan dogfight episode was also staged for more obscure purposes of military
deception. Right now stories about the Libyan dogfight are being constantly rehashed
to keep our attention on the Mediterranean. Meanwhile, the real action is taking place
elsewhere. Even the stories you have heard about the dogfight itself are part of a
gigantic naval "shell game". The pilots who shot down the Libyan jets are not the ones
identified publicly by the Pentagon; and, my friends, the planes which shot down the
Libyan jets did not come from the USS Nimitz!
While all eyes are on the Mediterranean, the real naval action is taking place to the
north and west. On July 14 the largest Allied naval war games since World War II got
under way. These exercises involve 13 nations, 120,000 troops, 250 ships, and more
than 1,000 aircraft. This tremendous exercise called "OCEAN VENTURE 81" is to
continue until the end of October. It will include air assaults, anti-submarine warfare,
bombing raids, even mock battles between aircraft carrier battle groups. Most
important of all, many of these war games will intrude into areas traditionally
considered to be in Russia's sphere of operation! These massive exercises, my friends,
will include not only the North Atlantic but the Baltic and Norwegian Seas.
The naval war games now underway in the Atlantic are built around America's new
belligerent strategy against Russia. That strategy was spelled out in an interview by
the Chicago Sun Times two months ago on Sunday, June 21. The person interviewed
was the Secretary of the Navy, John Lehman, Jr. Lehman spelled out America's
increasing dependence upon aircraft carriers. To make use of those carriers, the article
describes the Lehman naval strategy as, quote: "an offensive one". Lehman says that
our Navy should be able and ready to bottle up the Russian Navy in such places as,
quote: "the Sea of Japan, Barents Sea, and other coastal waters". Lehman also gives
prominent attention to (quoting the article again): "protecting NATO's northern flank
in the Norwegian Sea".
My friends, those are the areas into which the massive Allied exercises are scheduled
to intrude! It is a radical departure from past American naval policy. In the words of
John Paul Jones, it is deliberately sailing "in harm's way." This is exactly the belligerent
new American naval policy which I first made public in AUDIO LETTER N° 65, two
months ago.

My friends, the Bolsheviks here are working faster and faster on more and more fronts
to prepare for war. Two weeks ago it was announced that America would start
assembling its neutron bombs. That announcement is far behind the reality because
they have been in production secretly for many months! The only real purpose of the
neutron bomb announcement was political. It's just another way for the
Administration to show off the chip on its shoulder. Like shooting down a pair of
Libyan jets, it's a way of saying: "We are ready and eager for war". Most Americans
would disagree if we were told the truth; but we are not told the truth, and so we
continue down the path to war.
Now the way is being paved to bring back the Draft. Draft registration is already in
effect, and now it is being given teeth by publicizing federal prosecution of those who
do not register. Beyond that, the Government is dusting off the old Bolshevik gimmick
of posting public "SIGN UP" notices. The idea is to create resentment among those
who have registered against those who have not. The net result--get neighbors to spy
on neighbors.
Meanwhile we are being told that the manpower problem is the worst one facing the
military. At the same time we are seeing falsified public opinion polls which say that
more and more Americans now favor the Draft. Under a Declaration of a National
Emergency, it will soon return. It remains to be seen who will win the hidden struggle
between the Rockefeller Cartel and the Bolsheviks here. Only one thing is clear:
regardless of which one wins, my friends, you and I lose!

LAST MINUTE SUMMARY
Now it's time for my Last Minute Summary. In this AUDIO LETTER I've tried to alert
you to the hidden power struggle for control of the United States. On one side are the
Corporate Socialists of the Rockefeller Cartel--the Fascists. They are trying to gather
power away from the Government by economic means. Then, using that power, they
intend to use the old "Jewish Question", so called, to throw a political knockout punch
at their Bolshevik rivals.
On the other side, the State Socialist Bolsheviks are using their control of America's
military as their key weapon. They have already declared war against Russia, and now
they are trying to drag America into that war, a thermonuclear war! They are trying to
do it too fast to be stopped by the maneuverings of the Rockefeller Cartel.
Caught in the middle is the double-minded Reagan Administration. The White House
is a house divided against itself--first pulled this way, then that way by the conflicting
forces behind closed doors. Neither the Fascists nor the Bolsheviks in our country can
save you--only YOU can save yourself with the help of our Lord Jesus Christ. He

taught us long ago that a house divided against itself cannot stand. The collapse, when
it comes, will be awesome indeed.
Until next month, God willing, this is Dr. Beter. Thank you, and may God bless each
and every one of you.

Dr Peter D. Beter, Audio Letter N° 68.
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20006.
Hello, my friends, this is Dr. Beter. Today is September 30, 1981, and this is my AUDIO
LETTER(R) N° 68.
One day last month an awkward-looking machine in deep space listened patiently for
radio signals from Earth. The machine had left the earth some four years earlier, and it
will never return. But the machine, a space robot, felt no loneliness. It was doing the
job it had been built to do. After plunging along through the vast reaches of deep
space, it was heading for a dramatic rendezvous. Finally, the space robot detected the
radio signals it had been waiting for. As the signals came crackling through space from
earth, they were very faint. They had taken nearly an hour and a half to arrive due to
the astronomical distance involved. Even so, the space robot recognized the radio
commands and obeyed them. It awakened, flexed its mechanical arms and opened its
television eyes, and it radioed back to Earth that it was ready for its awesome
rendezvous in space.
In Pasadena, California, the Jet Propulsion Laboratory announced to reporters that all
was well. VOYAGER II was operating perfectly as it approached that spectacular
planet of rings, Saturn. And equally important, VOYAGER II was right on course. It
had been racing through space for four years, and was nearly a billion miles away.
That's over ten times the distance from Earth to the Sun, and yet VOYAGER II was
only three seconds off schedule after its four-year journey.
As the VOYAGER II space robot approached Saturn, it started speeding up. On
August 25 VOYAGER II came within 63,000 miles of Saturn itself. That's only about
one-fourth the distance from the earth to the Moon. As it did so, it was traveling three
times as fast as the alleged Space Shuttle in orbit. Then VOYAGER II raced outward
again, passing through the mysterious rings as it went.
For days as VOYAGER II approached Saturn, flew past it, and then left Saturn behind,
we got to see full-color pictures of what it saw. Once again scientists and non-

scientists alike wanted to know: might there be other life out there? The roiling, angry
atmosphere of Saturn itself appeared to say, "No life here". At least no life that you and
I can imagine.
Then we saw pictures of the moons of Saturn. Scientists were puzzled and amazed by
the surprises they saw. Each moon is different from the others, and yet as far as the
question of "life" is concerned, it seems that they are all the same--cold, frozen worlds
and fragments of worlds, worlds covered with craters like the scars of a celestial
smallpox; broken worlds having one impossible giant crater on one side and covered
with shatter lines everywhere else.
As far as "life" is concerned, Saturn turned out to be another Jupiter. Even if some of
the building blocks of life are present here and there, no independent life seems to
have gotten started there. Up to now, man's search of the Solar System seems to have
turned up the same answer everywhere concerning "life". Mars looks as if it may have
held life long ago; but if so, apparently something destroyed it. Venus is a rich planet
in many ways; but due to its heat and other factors, the richness of Venus apparently
does not include native life. As for Mercury, the innermost planet, the prospects look
even more dim. Mercury is so close to the sun that it is believed there could be rivers
of lead on the sunward side.
As I say these words, VOYAGER II is once again plunging through the trackless void
of deep space. Next stop, Uranus--five years from now. If VOYAGER II survives that
solitary journey, it may teach us still more.
But we don't need to wait that long to start drawing conclusions about our own space
ship, Earth. My friends, our beautiful planet Earth is unique in our solar system. It's
just the right size to hold the atmosphere we need to breathe and to retain the water
we need to drink, and it's just the right distance from the sun. Much farther away, and
our planet would become too cold; much closer, and it would become too hot. As it is,
everything we need for life is present in a God-given balance. The other planets of our
solar system are fascinating, spectacular, and perhaps even useful to man some day;
but there is no other planet so useful, so beautiful, and so spectacular as the blue
planet, planet Earth.
Today, men obsessed by greed and lust for power are threatening to destroy what God
created for you and me here on earth. They are playing games of war with biological
and chemical weapons, nuclear weapons, and genetic engineering. They are
contaminating our world with hazardous wastes to satisfy their own selfish desires.
The present-day pilots of spaceship Earth are flying us all on a collision course with
catastrophe. If they are not stopped, we have already seen our future through the
robot eyes of VOYAGER II. The good Earth, our God-given home, will end up as a
dead and broken world.

My three special topics for this AUDIO LETTER are:
Topic #1--THE REAGAN-BEGIN AXIS AND EXPANDING WORLD CRISES
Topic #2--DELIBERATE DELAYS IN THE SPACE SHUTTLE LAUNCH
Topic #3--THE REAGAN BUDGET AND CORRUPT ECONOMIC PLANS.

Topic #1
Earlier this month, on September 10, a two-day summit meeting between the United
States and Israel ended here in Washington. Afterward, the entities Reagan and Begin
gushed with words of mutual praise. It was as if the recent Israeli air warfare on Iraq
and Lebanon had never happened. There was not a whisper to suggest that
Washington was asking Israel to show any restraint in the future. Instead, there were
glowing words about a major new enlargement of the strategic relationship between
the United States and Israel!
Officially, this new military relationship will focus on three major areas:
One area of collaboration will be the stockpiling of American war materiel in Israel.
Supposedly this will include everything from medical supplies to tanks and other
weapons for the so-called Rapid Deployment Force. The stockpiling of American
weapons in Israel is being presented to the public as if it were a new development, but
the fact is that this has been going on in secret for years. I first reported about this in
my AUDIO LETTERS as long as six years ago in the autumn of 1975. In AUDIO
LETTER N° 6, especially, I reported the stockpiling of American weapons, including
battlefield nuclear weapons, in Israel. They were there as part of the long-range
preparations for the coming limited nuclear strike by Israel against the Saudi Arabian
oil fields. Today, six years later, those plans are coming closer and closer to being
carried out.
The second major area of American and Israeli cooperation announced this month
involves joint strategic planning and sharing of Intelligence. Here again, the public is
being told that this will be something new, while in reality it is already established
practice. When Israel destroyed the Iraqi nuclear plant last June with American F-16s,
it was only part of a larger joint strategy. Likewise, the Reagan Administration plan to
sell AWACS radar planes to Saudi Arabia has the secret approval of Israel. It is
intended to help give Israel the pretext, the excuse it needs, for attacking the Saudi oil
fields. I have reported in detail about these joint strategic plans by Israel and the

United States in recent tapes. Likewise, I've reported in the past about other aspects
of this ongoing joint military planning.
My friends, there is nothing new about it at all. The Reagan-Begin team also
proclaimed the initiation of a third major area of military cooperation. We're told that
the military forces of the United States and Israel will start holding joint exercises and
war games. As with the rest of the package deal, we're supposed to believe that this is
something new; but the fact is that far more than practice exercises have been carried
out already by Israel and the United States--not mere exercises but actual joint
military operations have taken place several times in recent years.
Up to now, all these joint military operations have been covert; all have been totally
hidden from public view except one. That one exception was "OPERATION
GUYANA" in November 1978. That case was unique because a headline-making event
was used as a cover for the secret military operation itself. We were not allowed to
hear any news reports about the secret American-Israeli Commando raid into Guyana
that month. Our Government had never admitted that there was a Russian missile
base there, and so we were not told about it when that base was destroyed; but we did
see the stomach-turning event which was staged first in order to make the Commando
raid possible--the Jonestown massacre!
A few days ago the only American trial in connection with the Guyana tragedy ended
in mistrial. Larry Layton, a former member of the Jim Jones cult, had been seized upon
as a scapegoat; but Layton was no more than a bit player on the Guyana stage, and his
trial ended with a hopelessly deadlocked jury.
Meanwhile, the real culprits at Jonestown have gone scot-free because the real
criminals, my friends, are the members of the secret joint military junta of the United
States and Israel.
In AUDIO LETTER N° 67 last month, I called attention to this joint military junta and
its growing power, and now the outcome of the Reagan-Begin meeting this month has
given public confirmation of this junta's existence. The broad strategic relationship
between the United States and Israel is not new as claimed.
What is new is that the joint Bolshevik-Zionist junta is increasingly going public. As
their power grows, they are flaunting that power more and more. It is just one more
symptom of the Bolshevik-Zionist mentality I discussed last month. Once they
acquire power, these people always go too far. The Reagan-Begin Axis is at the very
center of an expanding whirlpool of world crises. World trouble spots are continuing
to multiply. The Bolshevik strategy to prepare the world for war, which I revealed last
spring in AUDIO LETTER N° 63, is having its effect. Slowly but surely the whole
world is being sucked up into the swirling vortex of tension and conflict; and at the

very center, the Reagan-Begin Axis is stirring the pot faster and faster. The growing
storm of world conflict right now is centered in the Middle East. In the eye of the
storm sits Israel. Moving outward from Israel in any direction there is growing
turmoil.
First, look to the north at Lebanon. After Begin left Washington this month, the
Israelis wasted no time in once again heating up their running battle with the PLO.
On September 17, a scant week after the Reagan-Begin meeting, there were two large
bomb explosions in northern and southern Lebanon. As usual, PLO guerrillas were
supposed to be the targets; but also, as usual, those who were actually killed by the
Israeli blasts were mostly civilians, including many women and children. Those two
bombings killed over 40 people and injured over 100.
Their intended purpose was to provoke retaliatory raids against Israel by the PLO so
that the Israeli government can shout about their enemy being the PLO menace; but
the PLO has not yet obliged the Israelis by striking back. The Israelis are in a hurry to
whip up new war tensions, so there have been more Israeli bombings in Lebanon in
recent days, and they will continue. The Israelis intend to goad the PLO however long
it takes to provoke a counterattack. Then, when that happens, the resulting Israeli
casualties will be big news in Israel and America. Prime Minister Begin will be seen
speaking self-righteously of the unacceptable threat that continues to come from the
PLO, and he will make sure to mention Saudi Arabia as the real culprit for bankrolling the PLO. In this way, my friends, Israeli terrorism in Lebanon is actually being
aimed at Saudi Arabia!
Lately the Israeli government has been talking about a permanent solution to the
alleged problem of PLO raids against Israel. It started two months ago after an alleged
PLO attack killed and injured several Israelis. Begin announced that Israel was going
to put a stop to these raids, quote: "once and for all". A few days later the Israeli Air
Force horrified the world by its all-out bombing of Beirut and all of southern Lebanon.
Now the Israelis are goading the PLO into striking again; and if they do, the Israeli
government will say, in effect, that hitting guerilla bases in Lebanon will never provide
the permanent solution desired. Instead, Begin's accusing finger will point more and
more at Saudi Arabia. My friends, it's all part of the build-up to the planned limited
nuclear strike by Israel on the Saudi oil fields.
Meanwhile the Reagan end of the Reagan-Begin Axis is hard at work on the planned
AWACS radar plane sale to Saudi Arabia. That's intended to be just one more nail in
Saudi Arabia's coffin by making Saudi Arabia look like a direct threat to Israel. As it
stands right now, there's a chance that the AWACS sale will not be approved by
Congress. This is a result of the hidden power struggle now dividing the United States
Government. But even if AWACS does not go through, the Reagan-Begin team have
an ace in the hole. Britain has already promised to fill the breach if the AWACS deal

falls through. If not AWACS, then the Saudis can buy a similar British plane called
"Nimrod"; and for purposes of giving Israel a pretext for attack, Nimrod will serve very
well indeed.
In addition to Saudi Arabia, Syria is being drawn into the web of Israeli war plans by
way of Lebanon. We Americans often forget that Syria, unlike Israel, has a legal right
to be in Lebanon. The Lebanese government invited Syria into Lebanon to put a halt to
fighting between the rightists and leftists of Lebanon itself. The Syrians are there as
the main body of an Arab peace-keeping force; and, my friends, the Syrians have not
been asked to leave. By contrast, Israel possesses no legal right whatsoever to conduct
military operations of any kind in Lebanon--but to those who rule Israel, might makes
right. Lebanon is weak and Israel is strong, so the Israelis consider it their right to
attack real or imagined enemies at will in Lebanon.
Late last April, Israeli jets shot down two Syrian helicopters. The Syrians, who, I
repeat, are in Lebanon legally, responded by bringing anti-aircraft missiles into that
area of Lebanon. The Israelis, who had no right to be there in the first place,
immediately cried "foul". A crisis erupted over the Syrian SAM missiles.
For over three months now, the crisis over the Syrian missiles has been dormant.
Israel has been busying itself in other ways. It has destroyed the Iraqi nuclear plant
and carried out genocide raids against the residents of Beirut. In the meantime, the
Syrian anti-aircraft missiles have not injured Israel. But now the Israelis are ready to
stoke up trouble with Syria again, and so just in the past few days the entity Begin has
abruptly revived the Syrian missile issue. He is saying that they must be removed
without delay. Otherwise, says Begin, Israel will not be responsible for the
consequences. Can you imagine?
If Syria can somehow be drawn into the vortex of Middle East war tensions, it will
help bring NUCLEAR WAR ONE one step closer. Syria is a client state of Russia with
the closest ties to Russia of any Arab state. The Syrian SAM missiles in Lebanon are
Russian-made. Should the Begin government engineer a military confrontation with
Syria, Russia could not ignore it.
And then there is Egypt. The entity known as President Sadat is being programmed
now to self-destruct. In recent weeks he has suddenly shed the modern image which
had been cultivated for Western eyes. Instead, now there is Sadat's crackdown on all
opposition. It is his crackdown on religious opposition that has made most of the
headlines, but there is more involved too; for example: special security police are now
being planted on the university campuses of Egypt to squash any student protests
against Sadat. For the moment, these tactics may appear to make Sadat's grip on his
country more secure, but the longer-term effect will be the opposite. Like the late

Shah of Iran, the entity Sadat will be undone by all these repressive tactics. It is only a
matter of time before "assassination politics" puts an end to the Sadat era in Egypt.
The end of Sadat, or the entity known as Sadat, will also spell the end of the Camp
David peace accords, so called. Other Arab leaders, including influential leaders in
Egypt itself, are against the Camp David approach. The events now taking place in
Egypt are setting the stage for collapse of the so-called Egyptian-Israeli Peace Treaty.
As I detailed long ago in AUDIO LETTER N° 44, that was always the intention of
those in the United States and Israel who brought about the treaty. As a former CIA
operative revealed to me in this connection, quote:
"To have a war, you first have to have a peace treaty. Then break the treaty, and
presto--WAR".
Already the contrived era of good feeling between Israel and Egypt is beginning to
suffer. Earlier this month on September 12 Egypt canceled a scheduled visit to Egypt
by Israeli military officers. The reason: Israel's Defense Minister had said in public that
Sadat will not be around long!
Under the terms of the Egyptian-Israeli treaty, Israel is scheduled to complete its
withdrawal from the Sinai next April 1982. In the process, two large Israeli Air Bases
in the Sinai will also pass into Egyptian hands--that is, if the treaty provisions are
carried out. The demise of Sadat, or even a weakening of the present Egyptian
government, may provide Israel with sufficient pretext not to withdraw. At the same
time, plans are also being laid again to trigger a major incident in the Sinai. This was
part of the plan I first made public six years ago, and it's once again part of the plan
now.
Lebanon, Syria, Iraq, Saudi Arabia, Egypt--all these nearby Arab neighbors of Israel are
in the front lines of the Reagan-Begin war maneuvering, but the whirlpool expands
outward from there. When Israeli battlefield atomic weapons cap off Saudi Arabia's
oil fields, it will send shock waves through the industrialized world. It will cripple the
industrial heart of Europe, it will provide the excuse for gas rationing here in the
United States as our country secretly shifts onto a war footing, and it will increase the
strategic importance of oil-rich Iran just across the Persian Gulf.
Under the so-called Khomeini regime, Iran is producing far less oil than its capacity.
With Saudi Arabia gone, substandard production from Iran will seem intolerable to
the world. On top of that, the Reagan Administration will remind us of Iran's
geographic location. Nestled along the strategic underbelly of Russia, we will be told
that Iran is in danger. But to the Bolshevik military junta in America, Iran's real
attraction is offensive in nature. Because of its location, Iran is an ideal base from
which to attack Russia.

It's no accident, my friends, that Iran is now heading down the road to civil war! For
the past several months, top members of the Moslem ruling circles in Iran have been
the targets of assassination, including several major bombing incidents.
The process now under way in Iran is the one I warned about two years ago in AUDIO
LETTER N° 52. In that report I detailed how the Khomeini government came to
power in the first place. It was helped along by forces of which it was not even aware-Bolshevik forces. In AUDIO LETTER N° 52 I stated that, quote: "They plan to martyr
the entire Khomeini government as they set off thermonuclear war". And that's what's
going on now, my friends. The first to be martyred was the real Ayatollah Khomeini
himself in February 1980. I reported his death and replacement by a "double" in
AUDIO LETTER N° 54. Now, the rest of his regime is being cut down for purposes of
war.
Elsewhere around the world, the war plans of the Bolshevik-Zionist military junta are
also moving forward. On the surface, many of these other world tensions have no
apparent connection with the ferment in the Middle East and Persian Gulf; but
behind closed doors, there are connections! What links them all together is the
MASTER PLAN which is to bring nuclear war out of a world in crisis.
A prominent example of this is Poland. A few weeks ago the so-called Solidarity
Labor Union celebrated its first anniversary in Poland. Last year I reported that
Solidarity had been created by the Bolsheviks for the purpose of bringing on war. As I
explained then, Solidarity's true purpose is not to serve the workers of Poland but to
use them. The whole purpose of Solidarity is to create as much trouble as possible for
Russia including, if possible, revolution.
During the year that has passed, Solidarity has behaved exactly as I told you it would
act. Solidarity never rests for a moment to consolidate its gains. Instead, the moment
one set of demands are satisfied by the Polish government, new and even greater
demands are put forth by Solidarity. The workers who form the backbone of
Solidarity's power have not been given a moment to taste the fruits of success.
Instead, there have only been strikes, protests, more strikes, strife and turmoil. As a
result, the vulnerable economy of Poland has been thrown into a tailspin; and now,
having helped to create Poland's worsening economic problems, Solidarity's leaders
are demanding greater power to control the economy.
To see how extreme Solidarity has been in its behavior over the past year, just
compare it with the labor unions in the West. We are used to unions that bargain,
make contracts, and then abide by them for some agreed period. No union in America,
for example, would even dream of demanding a new contract with greater demands
every few weeks. But that, my friends, is exactly what Solidarity has been doing in
Poland.

In recent AUDIO LETTER reports, I've mentioned that the Bolsheviks and Zionists
are shooting for war to break out around mid-1982. Events in the Middle East are
being pushed along on that timetable, and so are those in Poland. By next summer at
the latest the Bolsheviks are convinced that Russia will have to act against Solidarity.
The resulting bloodshed will be just one more spark to help ignite NUCLEAR WAR
ONE.
All around the world the Bolshevik caldron of crises is bubbling hotter and hotter.
United States rhetoric against Castro's Cuba is heating up once again. El Salvador is
simmering with new turmoil, and half a world away tensions are growing between
Pakistan and India. The Reagan Administration is promising F-16s to Pakistan. In
lightning response, Russia has already delivered superfast MiG-25s to India; and one
day, my friends, India will stun the world by inviting Russian soldiers into India!
The objective of the Reagan-Begin Axis is to stir up the whole world for war; and, my
friends, they are succeeding.

Topic #2
According to the schedule announced by NASA several months ago, today was
supposed to be the launch day for America's second space shuttle flight. But once
again the space shuttle has suddenly started encountering new delays.
The first delay was announced several weeks ago when the shuttle was rolled out to
the launch pad at Cape Canaveral, Florida. The roll-out took place on August 31, five
days behind schedule. NASA spokesmen said that the launch date was being moved
back from September 30 to October 9. "No big deal", they said, "just a few minor bugs
to be worked out". For the next few weeks, occasional news reports from the Kennedy
Space Center continued to assure us that all was well with the shuttle.
Then came September 22, and suddenly everything changed. We were told that just
past midnight the previous night an accident had occurred on the launch pad.
Supposedly the mishap took place while the control rockets in the nose of the space
shuttle were being fueled up. NASA spokesmen said that nitrogen tetroxide oxidizer
was spilled on the outside of the shuttle, affecting several hundred of the critical
thermal tiles. Those life-and-death tiles, my friends, are stuck to the shuttle with glue,
and it was said that 60 or 70 of them fell off after the leak took place. In addition,
perhaps 250 more tiles would have to be removed to check them for damage.
Suddenly the October 9 launch date went out the window. As of now, NASA says that
the launch will probably take place in late October or early November. But, my
friends, don't hold your breath waiting for that. These last-minute delays of the

second space shuttle launch are the result of important divisions within the Space
Shuttle Program. If those divisions and arguments are not resolved soon, there will be
still more delays.
To understand what is happening right now at Cape Canaveral, it's necessary to
remember what has happened up to now with the space shuttle. To begin with, it's
essential to understand that the space shuttle is a military program wearing a civilian
disguise. All kinds of potentially fascinating and valuable scientific space missions
have been scrapped by NASA. Everything is being cut to the bone except the Space
Shuttle Program. Right now, NASA is trying to cancel a once-in-a-lifetime
opportunity to intercept and study Halley's comet in 1986; but at the same time NASA
is also talking about building a fifth space shuttle just to have a spare on hand. The
reason the space shuttle is so crucial is that it is America's only hope for regaining
military use of space.
Up until four years ago this month the United States had a secret military
stranglehold on space; but in September 1977 the Soviet Union began a surprise
offensive in space to change all that, and change it they did! The decisive turning point
came on September 27, 1977. On that day the secret American military Moon Base in
Copernicus Crater was put out of action. That was the outcome of history's first true
space battle, the "Battle of the Harvest Moon". It was a battle of beam weapons and it
took place in secret, and yet it was the most decisive battle of the 20th Century
because from that moment on, my friends, Russia began seizing total control of the
military use of space!
When those secret events took place four years ago, the Space Shuttle Program froze
in its tracks. The hard-liners then in control of the Kremlin had slammed shut the
military door to space. Soon we started hearing excuse after excuse for delays in the
space shuttle. Especially, there were all those stories about problems with the thermal
tiles of the shuttle. Years passed, and the shuttle stayed grounded. Meanwhile
America's military capability in space withered. In October 1977 SKYLAB was shot
down by a Russian Cosmos Interceptor. SKYLAB had been a vital way station in
America's secretly continuing Moon Program. By destroying it, Russia made sure that
America's eviction from the moon was permanent.
Meanwhile, the Russians themselves began landing on the moon without public
fanfare. For nearly four years now, Russian beam weapons have been stationed on the
moon, pointed at the Earth!
When the Russians shot down SKYLAB, they did so over the United States. The
result was a giant fireball breaking up into pieces. It was seen in half a dozen states
from Texas to Missouri. NASA waited a week or so for headlines about the mysterious
fireball to die down, then it began a long drawn out cover-up of the SKYLAB debacle.

NASA pretended that SKYLAB was unexpectedly sinking from orbit, and just for
good measure they also pretended that the space shuttle might be able to save
SKYLAB. It all sounded good to an unsuspecting public; but the shuttle stayed
grounded, and at last NASA pretended that SKYLAB had crashed half a world away
over the Indian Ocean.
In addition to SKYLAB, the United States lost its space reconnaissance capabilities to
Russian Cosmos Interceptors. By the spring of 1978, the United States no longer had
any spy or early-warning satellites gathering information over Russia! From time to
time since then, spy satellites have been launched by the United States. Some of these
have succeeded in gathering Intelligence briefly over other areas of the world; but as
soon as they pass over the Soviet Union, they are always destroyed. As a result, the
United States no longer has up-to-date reconnaissance data on the Soviet Union!
Without reconnaissance data, my friends, all the weapons in the world are next to
useless. America's military planners know well enough where Russia's cities are and
where critical military installations were four years ago; but without fresh
reconnaissance, they have no way of knowing about new targets which might now be
more important. On top of that, Russia is now deploying anti-missile defenses based
on beam weapons. Without fresh reconnaissance data, there would be little hope of
getting American missiles through those defenses; and so over the past four years
reconnaissance has become the N° 1 strategic problem of the United States. There are
plenty of other problems too, because we have nothing equivalent to Russia's Space
Triad of weapons. But without reconnaissance, even the weapons we do have are of
little use.
The Bolshevik military planners here are determined to launch a nuclear first strike
against Russia, come what may! I have reported many details about that in the past,
and will not go into it again right now; but with that in mind, they have been doing
everything they can think of to solve the critical reconnaissance problem.
One of their earliest and most desperate ideas was one which took place in April 1978.
I reported the details in AUDIO LETTER N° 33. The American CIA, working closely
with its counterpart the Korean CIA, arranged for a civilian airliner to be used for
Intelligence gathering. That was the case of Korean Airlines flight 902. You may recall
it took off from Europe for the United States, but flew into northern Russia instead. It
was secretly equipped with special photographic and electronic Intelligence gear, and
flew into some of the most sensitive airspace in all of Russia. In effect, the
unsuspecting passengers were used as hostages to discourage the Russians from
shooting it down right away. Eventually Russian Fighters did bring it down, but only
after considerable Intelligence had been obtained and transmitted.

The Korean air liner ploy was successful as a stopgap trick, but reconnaissance data
can hardly be obtained that way as a routine practice, and so for the past three years
we've been hearing more and more about reconnaissance aircraft. Supposedly these
were made almost obsolete for most strategic purposes by spy satellites, but now they
are once again in the news because we don't have spy satellites on continuous duty
any more.
One reconnaissance airplane we hear more and more about these days is the SR-71
Blackbird. The latest SR-71 incident took place on August 26 when North Korea
supposedly tried to shoot one down. And then there is that famous predecessor of the
SR-71, the U-2. It was a U-2 that was flown by the late Francis Gary Powers when he
was shot down over Russia 21 years ago. You might think that the U-2 was ready for
the history books in this age of alleged spy satellites, but No. Now the U-2 is back, all
dressed up and modernized with the new designation TR-1, and its job now, as
always, is reconnaissance.
If we still had all those reconnaissance satellites in the sky, reconnaissance aircraft
would be less important. Naturally the Bolsheviks here try not to let you suspect the
truth about our missing satellites, but every now and then there are hints about the
truth in the news. For example, only yesterday the Defense Department released a
new 99-page propaganda booklet titled "SOVIET MILITARY POWER". It purports to
give the public previously top secret information about the military build-up in
Russia, and yet the booklet contains only sketches--no satellite photos. Why?
Because the Defense Department does not have any up-to-date satellite photos of
Russia. Our spy satellites are long gone.
Up to now the secret Bolshevik military planners here have been making do with
inferior methods of reconnaissance. But before they set off NUCLEAR WAR ONE,
they want better reconnaissance data on Russia. They have only one tool that offers
any hope of doing the job, and that is the space shuttle.
We've been told by NASA that there are to be four initial test flights of the space
shuttle "Columbia". After those are completed, perhaps as early as September 1982, the
shuttle will be declared operational. But the fact is, my friends, that these first four
flights are being used for secret military purposes. The stakes are so high that the
secret military shuttle planning team is prepared to lose a shuttle on each flight if need
be. Before the "Columbia" lifted off from Cape Canaveral last April, three more
identical orbiters were already in existence. They are hidden away in a remote hangar
at White Sands Missile Range in New Mexico.
The primary goal of the secret military shuttle flights is the one I detailed in AUDIO
LETTER N° 62. They are trying to use the space shuttle to orbit a sophisticated new
spy satellite to fly over Russia. It's an armored laser-firing satellite designed to survive

attacks by Russian space weapons long enough to radio back reconnaissance data.
After that, the Bolsheviks here will be ready to set off the American nuclear first strike
against Russia.
In order to carry out reconnaissance over Russia, a spy satellite has to fly far to the
north. That kind of orbit is far different from that which is publicly claimed for the
space shuttle. As a result, a shuttle returning to Earth after deploying a spy satellite is
unable to land at the advertised time and place. Instead, the shuttle we see taking off
from Florida is scheduled to land out of our sight at a secret location in western
Australia--that is, if it survives the flight. Meanwhile, a different shuttle, the training
shuttle "Enterprise", is shown on TV landing right on schedule at Edwards Air Force
Base.
When the "Columbia" blasted off from Florida last April, it was attacked and
destroyed by Russian space weapons, as I detailed in AUDIO LETTER N° 64. But the
training shuttle "Enterprise", re-labeled "Columbia", thrilled the public by racing in
from the sea and landing in California. The covered exit vehicle was wheeled up, and it
was made to appear that astronauts Young and Crippen walked out. The public
perception was maintained that the mission had been a success, but it was actually a
catastrophe even worse than the Bolsheviks here had thought possible.
The military shuttle planners were thrown into disarray over what to do next. In
AUDIO LETTER N° 65 three months ago I described their disagreements and what
they finally decided to do. After delaying for a week or so, they sent the training
shuttle "Enterprise" to Florida in order to buy some time. It is the "Enterprise", a
training shuttle not intended for orbital flight, that is now on the pad at the Kennedy
Space Center.
When the secret military shuttle team sent the "Enterprise" to Florida, they were
planning to use it in an intentionally aborted launch--that is, their plan has been to
launch the "Enterprise", then let one of its engines shut down early. That would lead
to a return of the "Enterprise" to Cape Canaveral only minutes after its take off. By
staging this show, the shuttle planners were expecting to keep the program alive in
the public eye. Meanwhile they would use the time to make modifications to the next
shuttle mission plan to give it a better chance of success.
As it stands now, the shuttle "Enterprise" is still programmed for an artificial abort
shortly after take off. But the arguments among the shuttle planners, which I reported
last June, have multiplied during the summer. Several members of the group are
getting very cold feet over the deliberate abort plan. They're saying: "Suppose
something we don't plan causes real damage to the Enterprise. Suppose Ivan decides
to blow it out of the sky even though it is still in camera range. We have to have the
Enterprise for the public return segment after each mission. What if we lose it?"

Other shuttle planners are expressing a completely different worry. This second group
is not worried about the Russians shooting down the "Enterprise" because it will pose
no threat to Russia. What they are worried about is the public relations impact of an
aborted take-off. It has even been suggested that a full orbital launch of the
"Enterprise" ought to be considered. The "Enterprise" could not do anything once it
got into orbit because the cargo bay is occupied by special fuel tanks, but the viewing
public would never know that, thanks to the simulation films which could be
broadcast; and as for re-entry, the "Enterprise" is covered with the same system of
thermal tiles as the standard shuttles. The first group says that that plan is not good
because those tiles still have never been proven in full-fledged re-entry from orbit.
The "Columbia" was supposed to do that last April but it never got that far. The
"Enterprise" might get past the Russians only to disintegrate on re-entry; and that, say
the worriers, would be impossible to hide. It would stop the program.
Out of all those arguments and others like them, only one consensus has emerged. The
only purpose of sending the "Enterprise" to Florida was to buy time. Meanwhile one
of the three secret shuttles at White Sands is now being modified for the next mission.
All NASA cares about doing now is to continue to buy time with the "Enterprise" for a
while longer. Then somehow it will have to be returned to White Sands and the new
shuttle will have to be brought to the Cape. And so, for the moment at least, the
"Enterprise" is being used to buy time through launch delays instead of an aborted
launch.
For three years stories about the thermal tiles of the shuttle were used as an excuse for
the prolonged grounding of the "Columbia". Now, NASA is trying once again to buy
time; and once again an alleged problem with the thermal tiles is being used to explain
away delay. We're told that there was a rocket fuel leak in the dead of night, and so
the tiles came off. Only when NASA is sure what to do next will the latest tile fiasco
quietly go away.

Topic #3
Two days ago the week began with bad news from the Stock Exchanges of the world.
Investors abroad were convinced that stocks on Wall Street were about to take a
plunge and they were trying to get out ahead of that. When the Markets opened later
in New York, at first they did drop fast. But the Stock Market manipulators here are
not quite ready yet for a full-fledged Stock Market crash, so the New York Markets
abruptly turned around and headed up. By the end of the trading day, the
manipulators had driven the market up to an over-all gain for the day. A world-wide
Stock Market panic was postponed on Monday. Even so, the experience has given
public proof of the instability of the stock market today.

Two years ago in AUDIO LETTER N° 51 I gave a detailed warning of the parallels
between the stock market today and that of 1929. The stock market has been crashing
downward in slow motion in terms of real value for years now, and soon the stock
market roller coaster will jump the tracks and down it will go!
One of the strong similarities between today and 1929 is the role being played by the
private Federal Reserve Corporation. Now, as then, the Federal Reserve is deliberately
ruining the economy through contraction of money and credit. The excuse given is the
alleged fight against inflation. We're told that interest rates have to be high because
inflation is high, but there is a glaring discrepancy in that explanation for current
Federal Reserve policies. According to official Government figures, the inflation rate is
now around 10%. Based on all past experience, that would mean interest rates should
also be around 10%--about equal to inflation; but instead, the "Fed" has pushed
interest rates up to a 20% range, double the official inflation rate! The fact is, my
friends, that Government figures on real inflation are lies, and so are the Federal
Reserve's excuses for legalized usury.
Last month I described the real purpose of current Federal Reserve policies. Business
here is being deliberately weakened and made ripe for take-over. The only businesses
which are not being hurt are those of the Rockefeller Cartel, which are interlocked
with the Federal Reserve Corporation. The Corporate Fascists here are waging
economic war to gain power against the State Bolsheviks in the Government, so don't
look for any relief. Federal Reserve Chairman Paul Volcker testified before Congress
late last month that astronomical interest rates will continue for years. Most small
businesses cannot possibly earn the 20% profit and more that is required to pay such
exorbitant interest, and so they will simply die. Meanwhile, Rockefeller Cartel agents
within the divided United States Government are pressing ahead fast with another
facet of their plan.
Last month I gave an alert to watch for an alleged new gold standard to be proposed
soon by the so-called Reagan Administration. Sure enough, within the past few
weeks, talk of a gold standard has started mushrooming all around us. Suddenly
"Letters to the Editor" are being published on this topic which would have been
ignored a few years ago. Even the entity Vice-President Bush is talking about
returning to a gold standard. And Business Week has just published a cover story in
its September 21 edition entitled, quote: "A Return To The Gold Standard--Why
Reagan might try it, How it would be done, How it might work".
So far the bogus gold standard plan is right on track. As I detailed last month, it would
not be a real gold standard at all. It's only a gimmick to influence public perceptions
about the dollar and to silence new questions about our missing gold. It's being
designed to look good, but it's just another corrupt and cruel trick.

My friends, corruption has become the only way our leaders know. The long-suffering
American people always give the benefit of the doubt to every new president, and it's
always in vain. The same is true of Congress today--the more they legislate, the more
the country "goes to the dogs"; but while they are in office we try to tell ourselves that
surely they must be doing some things in our interest. Years later, after it is too late, of
course, sometimes we learn a little bit of the truth. A book comes out documenting
the large number of bribes taken by a former president, or a former Congressman is
indicted for Income Tax evasion; but we always tell ourselves: "Surely it is different
this time". We want to believe in our leaders; and so we rationalize away the lies, the
double dealing, and the corruption we see for as long as possible. Our leaders know
this is how we think, and they use it against us.
The entity President Reagan says we must put our economic house in order. Based on
that excuse, domestic programs of all kinds are being cut down with a meat ax
regardless of merit. Spending on warfare leaves nothing for welfare, and yet most
foreign aid is going on untouched! The only exception to that is aid to truly needy
countries in the Third World. They have no usefulness to the urgent plans for nuclear
war, and so they are finding themselves "out in the cold"; but foreign aid to help
prepare for war goes right on without letup.
Most sacrosanct of all foreign aid programs are the annual billions in aid to Israel.
Over the past 33 years the United States has given over 100-billion dollars
($100,000,000,000) in aid to Israel. Those very same dollars--our tax money--come
right back to Capitol Hill and American multinational corporations. American tax
dollars flow like water through Israeli hands into Congressional wallets, giving the
Israeli Lobby its clout! American foreign aid dollars to Israel are also used to buy
American-made weapons of war. Those weapons will one day drag you and me into
America's final war--NUCLEAR WAR ONE.
If our leaders were serious about straightening out our economy, there are many
things they could do. To begin with, they should start telling the truth for a change,
instead of heaping lies on more lies. Instead of a falsified gold standard, the scandal
over our missing gold should be exposed! As I explained in AUDIO LETTER N° 60,
this could be done in connection with an international economic conference in a way
that would save the world's economy.
The Administration's meat ax approach to domestic programs should also be
scrapped. Yes, my friends, many domestic programs are controversial--some of them
deserve to be; but let's put first things first.
Before we take a meat ax to domestic aid, why don't we start with foreign aid--alias
Congressional aid. At least a dollar spent in domestic programs keeps circulating

within our own economy; but those squandered on foreign aid do our economy, as a
whole, no good.
And as for Congress, if a meat ax should be wielded anywhere, that is where! More
and more we're hearing about employees of all kinds of companies accepting wage
cuts to help save their companies. Meanwhile our spend-thrift Congress has just
voted itself the right to line its pockets even more than in the past!
I say:
Chop all federal salaries in half, starting with Congress. We cannot afford to let them
fiddle any more while our economy burns.
It's time, my friends, to hold their feet to the fire.

LAST MINUTE SUMMARY
Now it's time for my Last Minute Summary. In this AUDIO LETTER I've tried to
sound a warning that time is growing short--economically, politically, and militarily.
Men of ill will and corrupt minds are piloting our world on a collision course with
disaster.
As Americans await the next space shuttle launch, a greater countdown is underway
for spaceship Earth. One day in January 1986, the Voyager II spacecraft is scheduled
to be approaching the giant mystery planet Uranus. Voyager will be preparing to send
a bonanza of pictures and scientific data to Earth. But by then, will anyone be
listening to Voyager here on Earth? The answer can be Yes, my friends, if the truth of
our Lord Jesus Christ becomes the guiding light for our troubled world. We must
learn to build, instead of destroy; we must learn peace, instead of war, through
universal neutrality and noble competition, instead of conquest and intrigue. If we do
not learn these things, there may be only silence on Earth by that winter of 1986. Nine
years after its launch from the blue pearl of planet Earth, Voyager II could be radioing
signals to a deaf, gray tomb of a world. That will leave Voyager itself carrying the final
sounds of Earth on a platinum record as it drifts alone forever outward to the stars.
Until next month, God willing, this is Dr. Beter. Thank you, and may God bless each
and every one of you.
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----------------------------------------------------------------This is the Dr. Beter AUDIO LETTER(R), 1629 K St. NW, Washington, DC 20006.
Hello, my friends, this is Dr. Beter. Today is November 8, 1981, and this is my AUDIO
LETTER(R) N° 69.
A few days ago on the morning of November 4, the eyes of the world were on Cape
Canaveral, Florida. An American space shuttle sat poised for launch on Pad 39-A, the
home of America's moon flights a decade ago. According to NASA, the shuttle was
scheduled for launch at 7:30 that morning. What we were watching, my friends, was
another NASA publicity hoax. NASA had no intention of actually launching the
shuttle that day.
The shuttle now at Cape Canaveral is not the "Columbia" as claimed--it is the training
shuttle "Enterprise", as I reported last June in AUDIO LETTER(R) N° 65. It is there
for only one reason: to help NASA buy time. It was the Enterprise, not the Columbia,
that we saw making that dramatic landing in California last April. Most Americans
are unaware that the Columbia was destroyed in space after it took off from Cape
Canaveral.
NASA is continuing to buy time while secret modifications of the next space shuttle
are underway at White Sands, New Mexico, and so right now we're seeing hoaxes like
the aborted countdown on November 4. As I mentioned a moment ago, NASA had no
intention of allowing an actual launch earlier this week. What they did want was an
exciting countdown to sustain public interest and explain away the next delay.
The key to the NASA publicity show was the master countdown computer called the
"Automatic Sequencer". It was deliberately programmed to delay the countdown at T
minus 9 minutes and then to stop it completely just 31 seconds before launch. With
those arrangements made, NASA forged ahead with its pretended launch
preparations. For several days ahead of time, NASA spokesmen solemnly said that the
weather would have to be almost perfect at launch time. The reason, we were told
over and over, was that the shuttle might have to abort its take-off and glide back to
land at Cape Canaveral. That is exactly the plan which I made public last June in
AUDIO LETTER N° 65.

The military shuttle planners are still actively considering a deliberately aborted
launch soon, and they want to prepare us in case they carry it out. But on November 4
the launch preparations were only make-believe, and so NASA pressed ahead with the
countdown with only lip service to the worsening weather. The countdown went
without a hitch to the "T minus 9 minutes" mark and then stopped for a final planned
"Hold". We were told that this was the decision point when Launch Control would
either go ahead or "scrub". Newsmen craned their necks at the worsening clouds and
shook their heads. It began to rain on spectators 10 miles from the launch pad; then
the rain reached the VIP stand, twice as close to the shuttle; next, rain started pelting
TV reporters at their forward outposts, closest of all to the launch pad. Surely, they
said, NASA would have to scrub the launch; but to NASA Launch Control, only the
countdown itself mattered that day. They knew there could be no launch because the
countdown computer had been programmed to prevent it, and so the announcement
from NASA surprised many. The decision was to go ahead for a launch. The final 9
minutes of the countdown were used to help lay the foundation for things to come.
First, the countdown computer refused to resume the count at T minus 9 minutes.
Shortly NASA announced that it was merely a computer programming problem.
Moments later the count began. Everything went smoothly until T minus 31 seconds.
Then the count stopped again. Once again, said NASA, it was a programming goof.
The shuttle itself was fine, we were told, but the computer had not been given the
right instructions.
By that point, my friends, it was a critical point in the count, so close to launch. The
shuttle fuel tanks had been sealed up, ready to go; the shuttle had been cut loose from
its ground links and was trembling with power, ready to go. All kinds of things had to
be shut down, cooled off, reset, and recycled for another try.
For the next two hours or so television reports concentrated on how crucial
computers are to the shuttle. They ended up making one basic point, and that is: even
if the shuttle itself is in perfect condition, a mistake in programming its computers
can cause the unexpected to happen. This, my friends, is NASA's way of getting us
ready to accept it if they do carry out a so-called "Return-to-landing-site abort". They
will say afterward that it was all caused by a computer programming problem. They
will emphasize that the shuttle itself performed perfectly, and so the shuttle project
should not be interfered with. Finally when they are ready for the third shuttle launch,
they will assure us that the computer problems have all been solved. This, my friends,
was the true purpose of the November 4 shuttle countdown hoax. They have now
paved the way for an aborted take-off soon if they choose to carry out the plan I made
public in AUDIO LETTER N° 65.
Having accomplished that much, the NASA launch team finally scrubbed the
November 4 launch with a different excuse. We're being told that the hydraulic

power units, called APUs, need an oil and filter change; and with that story, NASA is
once again buying more time. Using one excuse after another, NASA has succeeded so
far in slipping the next shuttle launch, time after time, without arousing public
suspicion. It's now almost seven months since the first shuttle launch on April 12,
1981. Even so, these delays cannot continue indefinitely. The countdown for the space
shuttle program is only part of a far greater countdown--the countdown toward
NUCLEAR WAR ONE!
Earlier this year of 1981 I revealed that the American Bolsheviks here are trying to
follow a definite timetable in their war plans. That timetable calls for the war
sequence to begin around mid-1982. A chain of events will begin that is to culminate
finally in NUCLEAR WAR ONE.
My friends, up to now they are still on that timetable. Mid-1982 is less than a year
away now, and so regardless of the low chances of success, the military space shuttle
team will have to try a launch soon. Whatever they try will be a desperate gamble in
light of Russia's overwhelming military power in space. But time is slipping away for
the space shuttle. The choice is gradually becoming: either use it or lose it.
The State Socialists here, the American Bolsheviks who now control America's
military policies, are in a frenzy to throw America's nuclear arsenal at Russia. During
recent weeks this military frenzy has been manifesting itself in many ways. These
range from the so-called Reagan Administration decision on the MX missile and B-1
Bomber to shocking statements about "limited nuclear war." At the same time,
America's economy is being dragged down into an inflationary depression to set the
stage for DICTATORSHIP! And most ominous of all, my friends, a specific act has
taken place since my last AUDIO LETTER report that has lit one of the fuses for war!
In a number of recent tapes I've discussed the similarity between the multiplying
crises of today and those that led up to World War I. Those crises set the stage, but a
specific incident acted as the trigger that led to war. That event, my friends, was the
unexpected assassination of a key political figure. It happened in 1914, and now in 1981
it has happened again.
My three special topics for this AUDIO LETTER are:
Topic #1--THE SADAT ASSASSINATION FOR NUCLEAR WAR ONE
Topic #2--THE REAGAN ADMINISTRATION PROGRAM TO POLANDIZE
AMERICA
Topic #3--THE MX DECISION AND AMERICA'S FIRST-STRIKE POSTURE.

Topic #1--Assassination politics can be counted on always to strike without warning.
One fateful day it struck in a capital city not far from the Mediterranean Sea. The day
began without a hint of what was about to happen. The Mediterranean sun was
bright and warm, the sort of day that is perfect for picnics and parades. An unusual
leader was scheduled to be seen in public appearances on that fateful day. He was a
strong-minded man, not universally admired but certainly an attention-getter. For his
public appearances that day he was all decked out with a full complement of medals
to enhance his image.
He was a controversial man, and his policies were stirring up heated debate. He had
staked out a course in foreign policy that set him apart from others in his region.
There were many who did not like his ideas. Throughout the region in which this
unusual man lived, deep divisions were threatening to explode into violence. The
central problem had to do with a disenfranchised minority who were scattered
through parts of the several nations. This minority group was the victims of great
power maneuvering that had changed the map a generation earlier. They had been left
without the national identity they craved, and scattered through parts of several
nations.
For decades the people of this disenfranchised minority had been struggling to regain
their rights, and slowly but surely they were growing more powerful. These facts
weighed heavily in the mind of the controversial leader on that bright, sunny day.
He was convinced that the course which he was promoting was the right one. He was
involved in negotiations that could lead to a form of regional autonomy for the
disenfranchised minority. They would be given this autonomy within the nations
where they lived. His public appearances on that sunny day were intended to
underscore his determination to continue down his chosen course. It was only a
matter of time, he thought, until his own diplomatic ideas brought lasting peace to his
troubled region and honor to himself.
That was this man's dream, my friends, but the dream ended abruptly as a nightmare.
In the warmth of the bright Mediterranean sun, the chilling shock of assassination
politics suddenly intervened. There was a hail of gunfire; and this man who had staked
out such an independent course lay dead.
The assassination was followed immediately by questions piled on more questions.
"How big was the conspiracy?" The answer at first appeared to be only a handful,
perhaps four or five men. Later there were hints that it might have been much bigger
than that. "What about the suspicious behavior of the neighboring government
toward the assassinated leader?" The evidence was conflicting about that. And, "Why
had effective protection been so completely lacking for such an important leader?" To
this day, my friends, that question remains a mystery.

It is often said that history repeats itself; and so it does, my friends, if only we can
learn to see it.
I have just described not just one historical event, but two. One of these events was
the assassination of the entity known as President Anwar Sadat of Egypt last month
on October 6. The other event, which fits exactly the same description, was an
assassination which took place 67 years ago. I am referring to the assassination of
Archduke Franz Ferdinand of Austria on June 28, 1914. The assassination last month
took place in the Egyptian capital city of Cairo, some 100 miles south of the
Mediterranean coast. The victim was the entity President Sadat.
Over the past half-decade Sadat had become highly controversial and isolated in the
Arab world. The reason for this was his involvement with Israel by way of the socalled Camp David Accords.
The great problem in the Middle East today is, of course, that of the Palestinians.
They are the disenfranchised minority of today, victims of the great power mapmaking which created Israel a generation ago. The Palestinians, largely dispossessed
from their former homeland, are today scattered like orphans throughout several
nations; but they have never lost their determination to regain their rights and their
national identity, and slowly but surely they are growing more powerful. Most Arab
leaders today support these Palestinian aspirations in undiluted form, but four years
ago Sadat broke ranks with his Arab brothers by his unilateral overtures toward
Israel. From that time onward Sadat became identified with a sort of halfway solution
to the Palestinian problem. That solution is called "autonomy".
These days we hear frequently about so-called autonomy talks between Egypt and
Israel. To you and me thousands of miles away from the scene, the concept of
Regional Autonomy for the Palestinians may sound pretty good, but to the
Palestinians themselves it is no solution at all. They see it as nothing more than a way
to lock them into their present homeless status for all time; and, my friends, they are
exactly right about that. After all, the Palestinians themselves are not even party to the
so-called autonomy talks which are to decide their fate. So this was the situation last
month on October 6:
The Middle East, seething with unresolved tensions from great power map-making of
a generation earlier; a disenfranchised minority struggling to re-establish their
national identity; and a single unorthodox leader seeking a halfway solution based on
so-called Regional Autonomy for the minority.
It sounds like a situation unique to our age; but, my friends, it is not unique. In
important ways it is almost a carbon copy of the situation that exploded into World
War I.

In 1914 the hot spot of the world was not the Middle East, but the Balkan Peninsula.
The disenfranchised minority of that day were not the Palestinians but the grouping
of peoples known collectively as the Yugoslavs. Yugoslavia as we know it today did
not exist in 1914. Instead, the map of the region was a patchwork of names like Serbia,
Bosnia, and Herzegovina. Scattered throughout the region were the interrelated
Yugoslav peoples. They had been robbed of their power and identity a generation
earlier, and they wanted it back.
For several years before the outbreak of World War I, these tensions led repeatedly to
outbreaks of fighting in the Balkans. Into this dangerous situation stepped Archduke
Franz Ferdinand, heir to the throne of Austria of the Austro-Hungarian Empire. He
was afraid the Balkan situation could lead to a breakup of his empire, and so he
proposed a halfway solution to pacify the Yugoslavs while preserving the status quo.
His plan for this disenfranchised minority was called "Regional Autonomy". It was
virtually a prototype for the so-called autonomy plan we hear about today for the
Palestinians. The Yugoslavs were no more pleased with the so-called autonomy idea in
1914 than the Palestinians are today in 1981. It was a situation made to order to set the
stage for assassination. That was true in 1914, and it was true again in 1981, barely a
month ago.
The two assassinations differed in detail, but in overall pattern they were much the
same. Archduke Ferdinand appeared in an open car wearing the medals and trappings
of royalty. Sadat appeared at a parade dressed in the medals and trappings of the
military. Both were shot to death without the assassins being interfered with by
security personnel until too late. Both were killed in capital cities near the
Mediterranean--Archduke Ferdinand in the provincial capital of Sarajevo, Bosnia;
Sadat, in Cairo, Egypt. Both assassinations were followed immediately by suspicions
directed against a neighboring state. In the case of Sadat, the suspicions were aimed
at neighboring Libya; in the case of Archduke Ferdinand, it was Serbia that drew
accusations; and those accusations, my friends, initiated a process that led directly to
World War I.
If all these things were not enough, there is one other crucial similarity today with the
situation in 1914. On the eve of World War I there were two great power blocs
opposing one another in Europe. One was called the Triple Entente, consisting of
Britain, France, and czarist Russia; the other was the Triple Alliance, made up of
Germany, Austria-Hungary, and Italy. These two great power blocs were something
new and dangerous in continental politics. They were permanent alliances instead of
the temporary special purpose alliances of the past. They were the legacy of balanceof-power politics from the era of Bismarck and Disraeli. The two blocs were so evenly
matched that it was thought that they would keep the peace, but they both shared a
common weak spot. That weak spot was the Balkan Peninsula. In themselves, the

Balkans were minor players on the world stage; but there were treaties between the
Balkan mini-states and the great powers. It was through those ties that the great
powers were pulled into what became World War I.
Today, my friends, we live once again in an era when two great power blocs have been
facing each other for decades. One is centered on Russia, and the other on the United
States, together with their allies. For example: in Europe itself, NATO stands eyeball
to eyeball with the Warsaw Pact year in, year out. Today it is far worse than in 1914.
It is more complicated, and secret alliances are now being forged. And just as 1914 had
its weak spot in the Balkans, the 1981 weak spot is the Middle East together with the
Persian Gulf.
In 1914 the assassination of Archduke Franz Ferdinand came as a shock to the world.
It was the trigger that started a chain of events that culminated in World War I.
Austria-Hungary accused Serbia of complicity in the assassination and issued a harsh
ultimatum. Little Serbia responded by appealing to Russia for protection, and Russia
agreed to provide it. Austria-Hungary declared war on Serbia; Russia started
mobilizing. Austria-Hungary appealed to its ally Germany, which promptly declared
war on Russia. Germany asked Russia's ally France to stay out of it, but the French
were evasive. Germany then declared war on France, and prepared to march through
Belgium to attack France. Britain gave a warning to Germany not to violate Belgium's
neutrality. The Germans started marching anyway. Britain declared war on Germany.
The situation kept on snowballing like this until all of Europe was aflame with war.
It was a war from which there could emerge no winners except for unseen powerful
forces behind the scenes, but those forces had succeeded in setting off the unwinnable
war for their own selfish ends--and they started it all with a surprise assassination!
When I recorded AUDIO LETTER N° 68 on September 30, I gave a warning that the
entity Sadat was being set up for assassination. The State Socialists (or American
Bolsheviks) here are trying to set off NUCLEAR WAR ONE by means of techniques
similar to those which led to World War I 67 years ago, and the time had come at last
to use Sadat to help further the plan for war.
Contrary to appearances, the late President Anwar Sadat did not initiate negotiations
with Israel four years ago on his own initiative. Instead, he had been turned into an
involuntary puppet of the United States and Israel! I first revealed what had been
done to Sadat four years ago this month in AUDIO LETTER N° 28.
Up until the spring of 1977, Anwar Sadat had always rejected the idea of direct
negotiations with Israel. In April of that year, Sadat visited Washington for talks with
the then President Carter. When reporters asked whether he would consider direct
negotiations with Israel, Sadat again dismissed the idea as too drastic. Yet a little more

than six months later Sadat electrified the world with his sudden peace initiative and
visit to Israel. In AUDIO LETTER N° 28 I reported what had happened to Sadat to so
radically change his thinking. Sadat had been subjected to the psychological
programming techniques which are secretly in use by the United States and other
Intelligence agencies. He was programmed with an irresistible compulsion to go
against all of his past thinking and deal directly with Israel. The bottom line was what
I reported four years ago. To repeat what I reported then, quote:
"The Sadat peace initiative to Israel is supposed to be, unknown to Sadat himself, the
first step toward war".
Last month the Sadat image was put to its final use by the secret joint military junta of
the United States Pentagon and Israel. The assassination in Cairo ended the Sadat era
and, at the same time, it started the countdown toward collapse of the EgyptianIsraeli Peace Treaty on the way to war! Within hours of the assassination, Israeli
leaders began expressing doubts whether the peace will survive without Sadat; and
they said that this could cause a re-appraisal of the plan for Israel to complete its
withdrawal from the Sinai on schedule next spring.
When Archduke Franz Ferdinand was assassinated in June of 1914, it led very quickly
to the outbreak of war. The war was getting underway by early August, a scant six
weeks after the assassination. Today the same unseen forces and their principals are at
work, but the situation is more complicated. As a result it would be a mistake to
expect the same timetables to apply, but the hollow echoes of 1914 are growing louder
and louder in the Middle East today.
For the moment, the complex maneuvers of the American Bolshevik-Zionist junta of
the United States and Israel are shifting to other areas than Egypt. On one hand we
are hearing more and more about Libya. We're gradually being conditioned to the idea
that the Libyan strong man, Khadafy, is a madman who might do just about anything.
This, my friends, is just another ingredient which is being prepared to be thrown into
the American Bolshevik-Zionist war caldron. When the right moment arrives,
Khadafy can be programmed to do something seemingly insane to help bring on war.
As long ago as 1974, I reported over radio station WMCA in New York that Libya is
under the United States CIA control. Khadafy and his henchmen had been brought to
the United States and trained by the CIA to carry out a coup d'etat. Khadafy then
went back, carried out the coup, and installed himself as Libya's new leader. He also
installed the CIA as his indispensable helper. These, my friends, are the facts behind
the shocking recent reports of American involvement in Libya.
But more important than Libya is Saudi Arabia. When I recorded AUDIO LETTER
No. 68 on September 30, it seemed that the crucial AWACS deal with Saudi Arabia

was in trouble; but I reported that Israel secretly wanted the AWACS deal to be
approved. This is part of the plan to set up Saudi Arabia to look like a credible threat
to Israel. That will give Israel the excuse it needs to carry out a limited nuclear strike
on the Saudi oil fields.
My friends, the decisive turning point in the AWACS debate was the assassination of
Anwar Sadat. From that day onward, undecided United States Senators started
coming down in favor of the AWACS deal. Some key Senators even changed from
being against it to being for it, and said the Sadat assassination had changed their
minds. On October 28 the AWACS sale to Saudi Arabia was approved by the United
States Senate. It was the "point of no return" for the Middle East! The peace overtures
of the late Anwar Sadat have served their intended purpose. These peace overtures
have started the world down the road to thermonuclear war!

Topic #2--Two days ago there was a new flood of bad economic news out of
Washington. Official unemployment figures jumped from 7-1/2% to 8% in October,
just one month's time. The deep slumps in housing and autos are getting deeper, and
the Reagan promise of a balanced federal budget by 1984 has now been officially
abandoned. At the same time, Government figures show that more and more people
are going deeper and deeper into debt. Even as the economy slows down, galloping
inflation is continuing to make it harder to make ends meet.
Meanwhile, the privately-owned Federal Reserve Corporation is maintaining the high
interest rates that are strangling the economy. It has been only a few short weeks
since America's recession was first admitted at all by the President. The entity
President Reagan startled reporters by saying the country is in a mild recession. Then
other Government spokesmen softened the blow, calling it a "flat period". Now these
casual-sounding early admissions are being replaced by reports that grow worse by
the day. America's economy is turning sour too fast for reassuring smiles and empty
phrases to hide it any longer.
If you want to understand what is really happening to the United States economy, you
must keep your eyes on the basics. There are two critical sectors of the economy
which are the keys to bringing about prosperity or depression. Those sectors are:
Automobiles and Housing. Both are in deep trouble now; and as they go down, they
are pulling down our whole economy with them.
The techniques which were used to bring on the Great Depression of the 1930's are
once again being used now. Six years ago in AUDIO LETTER N° 5 I talked briefly
about the wise German professor who taught me finance, banking, and economics.

In the 1920's this man had been consulted by the Rockefeller interests, who claimed
that they wanted to know how to deflate inflation; but once he had shown them how
it could be done, they misused his information to create the Great Depression instead!
This German economist confided many things to me, and one was: how economies are
manipulated. He showed me how the key sectors of Housing and Automobiles can be
used to bring down a whole economy; and three years ago in AUDIO LETTER N° 41 I
gave an early warning that this process was being set in motion. As I reported then,
General Motors betrayed its advance knowledge of the plan for a new American
depression on November 7, 1978. On that day, GM slashed its dividend rates in half on
GM stock. GM's action three years ago took the Stock Market by surprise because
auto sales had been good; but since that time interest rates have climbed into the "loan
shark" range, and both automobiles and housing have hit upon hard times. A few days
ago it was announced that auto sales in the United States have slumped to their
lowest level in 23 years.
The last time things were this bad we were in the severe recession of 1957 to 1958.
But, my friends, you haven't seen anything yet!
Housing is no better off. Incredible interest rates combined with unchecked inflation
in basic prices have cut housing sales of all kinds to a trickle. When you hear those
monthly statistics about deepening unemployment, my friends, keep in mind that they
are only a symptom of what is happening.
General unemployment is following down the same path that is being taken in
housing and autos. In many metropolitan areas, unemployment in construction trades
has already reached 20% and is still increasing. Likewise, lay-offs are steadily
increasing the unemployment rate in autos. Lost jobs in those two sectors mean other
businesses will slow down too. And so general unemployment can do nothing but get
worse as things stand right now. Millions of American working people are growing
nervous as they see what is happening. Many are especially worried because they
sense a fundamental shift taking place in the Government's attitude toward Labor.
Several weeks ago these worries were expressed in the so-called "Solidarity Day Rally"
of a quarter million people right here in Washington. This time the Rally was
peaceful; but I must report that forces are now at work that are threatening to erupt
in violent riots, both here in Washington and in other major cities soon. One catalyst
for these riots is likely to be the abrupt cancellation of benefits for the needy. The
problem is not so much what is being done as the way it is being done. Instead of
phasing out these programs in a way that would give a period of adjustment, they are
just being lopped off. Many people are being made to feel that they are being cast onto
the trash heap. Resentment and desperation are building. At the same time, shortages

are coming in America. These shortages will come to include food, sooner than most of
us imagine.
One of the favorite political weapons of the Bolsheviks has always been hunger,
because it is so powerful. They used it long ago in Russia. They are using it today in
Poland, and they will use it tomorrow right here in the United States! Widespread
hunger can be brought about in America even if there is no lack of agricultural
production.
In that respect, the situation has changed dramatically during the past year because,
my friends, the Soviet Union has called off its program of weather modification to
reduce our crops. If you will recall, the Bolshevik-dominated former Carter
Administration declared a grain embargo against Russia in January of 1980. The
following month I reported in AUDIO LETTER N° 54 that the Kremlin was retaliating
by means of massive modification of America's weather. For the next four months I
was not able to give monthly updates on the situation because I was recovering from a
near-fatal heart attack; but by the time I resumed my AUDIO LETTER series in June
1980, the weather had become big news here in America. Vast growing areas of the
United States were in the grip of a scorching drought that was both unexpected and
very severe. The Russians made sure that they got their point across to our peanut
farmer president then in office. For the first time on record the Deep South peanut
crop failed in 1980. It was destroyed by the weather.
The United States grain embargo against Russia had been a Bolshevik attempt to use
the-hunger weapon on an international scale, but it backfired. The Russians tightened
their belts a notch but suffered little. Instead, it was the United States that was on the
brink of an era of hunger due to crop failure, and it would have taken place in ways
that could have caused real trouble for our own Unseen Rulers. They want to impose
hunger on you and me but only on their own timetable as a way to control us. And so
six months ago the grain embargo against Russia was ended. As a result, America's
weather returned to normal during the summer of 1981 just passed. The droughtstricken areas of a year ago have in many cases received drenching rains to restore
their productivity. As I said earlier, the immediate threat of hunger in America is no
longer due to crop failure caused by Russian weather modification. Instead, when
hunger strikes, it may well be brought about by a sudden disruption of our food
distribution system.
Today we live in an age of agribusiness with production of most of our food stuffs
concentrated in a few prime areas. The greatest concentration of all is in California,
which produces from 40% to 50% of many of our fruits and vegetables. Other
agricultural states specialize in other parts of our food supply--grains, meats, etc.
What ties the whole country together so that we all have food to eat is transportation.
There is a motto that says "America's needs move by truck". Nowhere is that more true

than it is for our food supply. Supermarkets nation-wide carry only about a 3-day
supply of food on their shelves. They have to be re-stocked continuously by a steady
stream of trucks.
Trucks, my friends, depend upon petroleum supplies in order to keep moving. Once
the Saudi oil fields are capped off by the Israeli nuclear strike, there will be a sudden
cutoff of much of our oil. If the plan is carried out successfully, it will mean gas
rationing and restricted movement for us all. It will also mean serious disruptions in
food distribution.
A while ago I mentioned the recent Washington rally under the name "Solidarity Day".
In a way, that was an ironic name to choose. It makes one think of the so-called
Solidarity Labor Union in Poland. In Poland the Solidarity Union is a tool of the
American Bolsheviks who are trying to destroy the economy for purposes of
revolution and war. Here in America, the American Bolsheviks are also trying to
destroy the economy--and for similar reasons. But here, they are trying to do it
through the Government itself. As America's economy continues to deteriorate, the
battle continues in the secret power struggle to control the United States
Government.
The two factions in this power struggle are the State Bolsheviks and the Corporate
Fascists, as I detailed in AUDIO LETTER N° 67. Lately this struggle is surfacing in
public skirmishes. The latest example is the flap over the White House "guerilla
campaign" against Secretary of State Alexander Haig. Meanwhile the destruction of
our economy is continuing. Our country is being Polandized--that is, America is being
weakened economically to set the stage for war, just as is being done to Poland.
America's economic destruction is being orchestrated by the money managers of the
Federal Reserve Corporation and Treasury Department. But to maintain the pretense
of trying to help our economy, the plan for a bogus new gold standard for our currency
or Treasury Bonds is still moving ahead quietly. I can report that the Federal Gold
Commission has now had its life quietly extended by Congress until March 31, 1982.
The Gold Standard ploy is intended to look good, but it is a sham. How can an alleged
Gold Standard mean anything if the alleged gold reserves do not exist? After all, when
President Nixon closed the gold window in 1971, it was because America's gold
reserves had been secretly depleted! Nixon's Treasury Secretary at the time was John
Connally, and he has now gone public with strong opposition to the Gold Standard
idea--and his reason is simple. Last month the New York Times for October 19 quoted
Connally as saying:
"We don't have the gold".

Wherever you look, there are nothing but questions about the true status of America's
gold supplies. For example: three years ago the major media for once created a
sensation about the New York Assay Office. They reported, correctly, that some 5,000
ounces of gold were missing--gone without a trace! Well, my friends, the major media
ought to go back and check again with their sources. For the fiscal year ended
September 30, 1981, there is still more gold missing at the New York Assay Office!
Supposedly there was a tightening of security and procedures there after the scandal
three years ago--at least that's what the Treasury Department told the public. But for
this past year alone, another 3,163 ounces of gold have vanished.
Yes, my friends, America is being Polandized. Just as Poland is the victim of deliberate
economic turmoil, so are we. The objective in Poland is to bring on social upheaval,
bloodshed, and the prelude to war. And that is also the objective right here in the
United States. When unemployment and hunger riots materialize, they will trigger
the secret military "OPERATION GARDEN PLOT" which I first reported in the
summer of 1975. It is all part of the plan for a National Emergency to come on the way
to NUCLEAR WAR ONE.

Topic #3--Early last month on October 2, the entity President Reagan announced his
long-awaited decision on the MX Missile Program. For the past several years we've
been hearing about the MX and all kinds of possible mobile basing for it. We've been
told that the MX will have to be mobile in order to survive a Russian nuclear attack.
Having heard this for years, a lot of people were shocked when they heard the Reagan
decision on the MX. He declared that the famous MX race track system out West will
not be built after all. Instead, they will simply be used to replace aging Titan missiles
when deployment begins in 1986. At least that is the announced plan for the first 36
MX missiles. The President said, in effect, that he doesn't yet know what to do with
the rest of the MXs that will be built. That is so even though the Reagan
Administration plans to build only a hundred of them--half as many as previously
planned.
Many people who closely follow defense matters were stunned by the announcement.
"Whatever happened to the mobile missile idea", they wondered. My friends, the
answer is still what I revealed in AUDIO LETTER N° 55 in June 1980. America's real
mobile missile is not the MX at all but a smaller, completely secret missile. It's called
the "Minuteman TX", and it is being deployed now on America's railroads! Each TX
missile is transported in a special car with a barn-like peaked roof.

A number of my listeners have seen and photographed Minuteman TX missile cars
since I described them in my June 1980 report. About six months ago I released a
special bulletin which presents two of these photographs. In AUDIO LETTER N° 55 I
explained that the publicity surrounding the so-called MX program was only a cover
for the secret TX mobile missile program. Recently I reported that the TX missile
deployment is scheduled to be completed by next spring, around six months from
now. Now that the program is nearing completion, the MX mobile missile cover story
has just about run its course. That's why the Reagan Administration is now dropping
its pretenses that the MX will be mobile.
Controversy will continue to swirl around the MX program, but the idea of a mobile
missile is now changing in official public statements. Now that the Minuteman TX
system is becoming an accomplished fact, we are beginning to hear trial balloons to
get us used to the idea. For example, Senator John Glenn appeared on the CBS
television program "Face the Nation" last month on October 18. Senator Glenn said
that the Department of Defense ought to deploy a smaller mobile missile than the MX.
He proposed putting them in trailers on the nation's roads, traveling all around the
country. The system he described was almost identical to the secret TX, the traveling
Minuteman, which I made public 17 months ago. There was only one important
difference in what Senator Glenn described. He carefully avoided talking about
railroads but instead talked about truck trailers. If he had mentioned railroads, he
would have "let the cat out of the bag" because railroads are how the secret TX
missiles are actually deployed.
The deep secrecy surrounding the Minuteman TX program springs from the fact that
it is not a defensive weapon. America's secret military planners plan to use it in a
nuclear first strike against Russia. On top of that, the TX missiles in our midst are
placing all of us on the front lines for a nuclear attack. Today we are all in the
trenches!
Up to now the major media have maintained a news blackout on my charges to this
effect, but one magazine has now had the courage to publish my charges together with
TX missile car photographs. The magazine is called COMBAT READY. My charges
are published in an article titled: "IS THE MX A SHOOT-FIRST WEAPON?" It is in
the January 1982 issue which just went on sale nation-wide.
I first reported that America was secretly shifting to a first-strike nuclear policy
against Russia in the summer of 1978. At the time, many people found that idea
unbelievable; but now, as war itself draws closer, the first-strike posture of the United
States is becoming more and more obvious.
Soon after the Reagan MX decision was announced last month, its first-strike
implications were spelled out in the New York Times by Herbert Scoville, Jr. Scoville,

a former Deputy Director of the CIA, wrote an article which begins with the words,
quote:
"President Reagan's decision on the MX missile signals that the United States is now
firmly and publicly embarked on a first-strike strategic nuclear policy. This is a
prescription for a nuclear disaster--a disaster unparalleled in the history of mankind".
Scoville points out that the MX as advertised makes sense only as a first-strike
weapon. For one thing, the MX is alleged to be an anti-ICBM weapon, but the only
way the MX could destroy Russian ICBMs sitting on the ground would be if the
Russians had not fired them yet. In other words, we would have to shoot first.
Scoville points out that the "shoot first" idea becomes even more necessary in light of
the decision to put them in old Titan silos. The Defense Department itself says that
Russia's largest missiles, quote: "are capable of destroying any known fixed target
with high probability." In other words, the Titan silos cannot be hardened enough to
protect them from Russian missiles, so the only way the MX could be used would be
to shoot first.
If all Americans were aware of authoritative statements of alarm like this one, perhaps
disaster could be averted; but most people these days never hear such warnings. If we
are lucky and alert, we may see it once in a newspaper; but it is soon washed away by
the never ending flood of lies from Washington. Most of us remain oblivious to the
danger, and so we raise not a word in protest as our leaders sell us down the river to
disaster!
Even so, the secret first-strike preparations of the United States are not entirely
without opposition. The plan is known within the walls of the Kremlin, and Russia's
leaders are at work on several fronts. For one thing, they are continuing the campaign
of attrition against America's war-making capacity which they started several years
ago. One day a railroad train derails and several chemical tank cars, bound for a
defense plant, explode. Another day an unexplained explosion wipes a small weapons
laboratory off the face of the earth. Next, a rash of military plane crashes takes place.
The pattern keeps changing constantly so that it cannot be identified, but it is there
and it has its effect!
What the Kremlin hopes for most in its campaign of attrition is that America's war
plans will somehow be deterred altogether. That is their hope, but it is not what they
actually expect. Of all people on earth, Russia's present-day leaders know the
Bolshevik mind. So long as the Bolsheviks here continue to determine American
military policy, the Russians are convinced that war is inevitable; and so with their
ongoing campaign of attrition, they are trying to limit the damage that can be done to
Russia.

From time to time the Russians carry out something spectacular in their double
campaign of deterrence and attrition. As I say these words, an incident has just ended
that had deterrence as its main purpose. I'm referring to the celebrated case of the
Soviet submarine which ran aground in supersensitive restricted Swedish waters.
Three weeks ago Defense Secretary Caspar Weinberger became the first American
Defense Secretary ever to visit Sweden. He spent four days there. The Bolsheviks here
want to entangle Sweden and all of the North countries in their war plans. The
Russians are equally determined to prevent that, so it was decided that Sweden
should be encouraged to think twice before involving themselves militarily with the
United States.
Two submarines were dispatched to the Swedish coast. Both were instructed to use
their sonar-defeating equipment to penetrate the Swedish coastal defense zone. Next,
one was to play "cat and mouse" with Swedish anti-submarine forces; the other one
was to let itself be discovered deliberately, deep inside one of Sweden's most sensitive
naval zones. This is how the case of Soviet Submarine 137 came about.
It has been portrayed as an embarrassment for Russia, but it was really the opposite.
The Russian Sub Commander maneuvered his boat so deeply into tricky, heavily
defended waters as to make it painfully obvious that it was no accident. Then, in a
demonstration of the wry Russian sense of humor, he carefully nudged his boat onto
some rocks and just waited to be discovered. After a while, the "sub" was discovered-not by the Swedish Navy but by a fishing boat! At the purely professional military
level, it would be hard to imagine anything more embarrassing for the Swedish Navy,
or more sobering. Just to make sure though, the other Russian "sub" started through
its paces as soon as Sub 137 had been found on the rocks. The second "sub", deep
within Swedish territorial waters, de-activated its sonar-defeating equipment and
then prowled around as noisily as possible until a Swedish Anti-submarine Warfare
Task Group arrived. The Swedes were all set to start dropping depth charges on the
seemingly trapped "sub". Then the sonar-defeating equipment was turned on again
and the "sub" simply vanished.
Taken all together, the total experience was a downright scary one for the Swedish
Navy. The Russians allowed the Swedes to save face in the public eye; but it was the
Swedes, not the Russians, who heaved a sigh of relief when Soviet Submarine 137
returned to international waters two days ago. The Russians are hoping the Swedes
will not involve themselves in America's suicidal first-strike posture; but, my friends,
they will!

LAST MINUTE SUMMARY
Now it's time for my LAST MINUTE SUMMARY. As I say these words, an American
space shuttle is once again being prepared for launch. We're told that it is the shuttle
"Columbia", but that shuttle was destroyed by Russia last April. Instead, it is the
training shuttle "Enterprise", relabeled Columbia, that now sits on the pad at Cape
Canaveral.
According to my latest information, NASA still plans to carry out an aborted mission
of some type. It may be an aborted take-off as I first reported last June, or it may be an
abbreviated orbital mission; but in any event, the lives of the astronauts are in very
grave danger!
Whatever NASA does, it will be a desperate gamble. They are trying to keep up public
appearances so that their military space shuttle plans will not be halted; but Russian
Cosmospheres are once again on patrol along the Cape Canaveral launch corridor.
This shuttle is carrying no military payload, so perhaps they may not interfere-PERHAPS. No matter what happens when the space shuttle takes off, one thing is
certain: the Government will not tell you and me the truth about it. The space shuttle
could be a tool for peace, but our Leaders are trying to use it instead to prepare for
war--nuclear war!
Like the Sadat assassination, the MX missile decision, and America's worsening
economy, the Space Shuttle Program is launching us into disaster!
What we lack most of all these days is the truth. Our Rulers have built their power on
lies. So long as we accept those lies, we remain within their power to use and destroy
us. They walk in darkness, and they try to keep us in the dark. The only way to break
free, the ONLY WAY, is to SEEK AND CHERISH THE "TRUTH".
The light of the Truth takes away the power of darkness and lies. The Truth is the
Sword of our Lord Jesus Christ, and with it mankind can yet be free and live in peace.
The choice, my friends, is up to you and me.
Until next month, God willing, this is Dr. Beter. Thank you, and may God bless each
and every one of you.

Dr Peter D. Beter, Audio Letter N° 70
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Hello, my friends, this is Dr. Beter. Today is December 27, 1981, and this is my AUDIO
LETTER(R) N° 70.
Two days ago my family and I joined millions of other Christians world-wide in
celebrating the birth of our Lord Jesus Christ. It was a day of family togetherness, of
worship, and of joy. That's how it is for those to whom our Lord Jesus Christ is the
whole reason for Christmas; and yet, in our modern world, the holiday called
"Christmas" means different things to different people. To some it's just an excuse to
give and receive gifts without any deeper meaning. To others, the Christmas season is
mainly a chance to make money from the bonanza of gift buying. And, yes, there are
some among us to whom Christmas is a sad time -- parents who cannot afford any
gifts for their children, children who have no parents, lonely shut-ins to whom no one
brings a word of Christmas cheer. All of us know about these things. They are the
facts of life.
Christmas, like the rest of life, is largely what we make of it; and, my friends, in our
modern world there are evil forces who have learned to use the holiday season to do us
harm. It has happened before, many times. Those who bear us ill will know they can
always count on us to be preoccupied and vulnerable during the holiday season.
This began to be used against us as long ago as 1913. That year the United States
Congress ostensibly passed the legislation creating the FEDERAL RESERVE
SYSTEM. There was intense opposition to this unConstitutional privately-owned
central banking system, but no matter. Those who wanted it simply waited until just
before Christmas. Most Congressmen had gone home, including most of the
opponents to the plan within Congress. The public at large neither knew nor cared
about obscure financial legislation at that moment. Everyone was too busy thinking
about Santa Claus, parties, and Christmas dinner to come. And so as its Christmas gift
to America in 1913, a small group of men -- less than a legal quorum in Congress -slipped through the Federal Reserve Act! Ever since that time the United States
economy has suffered continuously from that Christmastime act of betrayal.

In military affairs, too, the Christmas holiday season is always a dangerous time. That
is when we are most likely to have our guard down, vulnerable to surprise attack. On
December 6, 1941, thousands of American Servicemen attended pre-Christmas parties
in and around Honolulu, Hawaii. Everything was peaceful, and life was good. There
were no military alerts and all was calm. After all, it was almost Christmas. But the
following morning, Sunday morning December 7, 1941, more than 2000 of those
Servicemen lost their lives. From that day onward the name "Pearl Harbor" has been
seared forever into the mind of every American.
Yes, my friends, that's how it's been time after time in the past, and that's how it's
been once again during the holiday season of 1981. We are especially vulnerable this
time because our usual holiday preoccupation has been compounded by mounting
economic worries. During this holiday season, my friends, not one but three major
crises have been set in motion. All three are helping to bring the world one step closer
to NUCLEAR WAR ONE.
My three special topics for this AUDIO LETTER are:
Topic #1 -- The Christmas Crises For Nuclear War One
Topic #2 -- The American Space Shuttle Failure N° 2
Topic #3 -- A New Scandal Over America's Disappearing Gold.

Topic #1 -- The Christmas Crises For Nuclear War One
During the holiday season of 1981 from around Thanksgiving until now, three major
crises have besieged us. First, there were all those stories about the alleged Libyan "hit
men" bent on assassinating top leaders of the United States Government; Second,
there was the military crackdown in Poland; and Third, as soon as world eyes were
riveted on Poland, came Israel's illegal annexation of the Syrian Golan Heights.
On the surface these three crises may appear to be unrelated; but they are all closely
related, my friends, and they are not what they appear to be. Each is a consequence of
the complex secret war plan of the joint military junta of the United States and Israel!
Ever since early spring of this year 1981 I've been reporting on this war plan. It's the
brain child of the American Bolsheviks and their Zionist cohorts in Israel. Briefly
stated, the plan is to engulf the world in a swirling caldron of crises so widespread
that it will be impossible to prevent nuclear war.
The conflicts are intended to gradually escalate until the time is ripe. Then an
American nuclear first strike will be launched against Russia. Nuclear war will break

out in such a way that it will appear to be accidental. America's nuclear forces will not
realize that they are firing the first shots of nuclear war. Instead, they will be given
false information that will trigger all-out retaliation against a non-existent Russian
attack! I have given many details about all this in earlier AUDIO LETTER reports.
The prelude to all-out nuclear war is planned to include war in the Middle East. In the
joint war plan of the American Bolsheviks and the Israeli military planners, the Middle
East war is the responsibility of Israel. In AUDIO LETTER N° 68 I called attention to
the way in which this is making Israel the eye of a growing hurricane of violence.
The storm of crises is continuing to grow outward. Close to Israel, the top priority is
to do everything possible to destroy the Camp David Peace Accords, so called. That's
why the entity known as President Sadat of Egypt was assassinated on October 6.
Likewise the Camp David Accords were the real target in the Golan Heights
annexation. I'll come back to that later on.
Moving farther out from Israel, the whirlpool of trouble has now engulfed Libya to the
west and Poland to the north. Soon we'll see new flare-ups of major trouble to the east
of Israel in Iran, and to the south of Israel in Saudi Arabia.
LIBYA -- CRISIS N° 1
The first of the three Christmas crises to erupt was the one over Libya. Actually the
first trial balloons about possible Libyan assassination teams were floated in early
November; but it was not until around Thanksgiving, the beginning of the holiday
season in America, that Libya suddenly became the lead story in American news
reports. By early December we were being told that a group of three to six "hit men"
were thought to be in the United States. It was claimed that they were gunning for the
President and several other top Government officials. We were told that the threat
was expected to be greatest up until Christmas, and there was a big display of
increased security for possible targets.
Up to now, the alleged Libyan assassination threat has not been carried out; but, my
friends, that does not mean that the Libyan crisis is over. In my last AUDIO LETTER
N° 69 I reported that Libya's Colonel Khadafy could be programmed to behave like a
madman. That's exactly what is being done right now. You'll be hearing more about
the Libyan crisis in the days to come. When you do, be sure to keep your eye on the
ball. Supposedly Khadafy wants revenge against the United States. He wants revenge
for the two Libyan jets which were shot down last August, supposedly by jets from
the supercarrier U.S.S. Nimitz.
My friends, the controlled major media are delivering a clever dose of psychological
conditioning to us all. What they seem to be telling us is: Watch out for a possible

assassination of top American officials; but at the subconscious level, they are slipping
in other major ideas. One idea is: Watch out for Libyan revenge of some kind for the
Nimitz episode of last August. With revenge as the excuse, Libya's Khadafy can be
programmed to do almost anything and whatever it is, it will be big and it will help
push us closer to nuclear war.
As I say these words, Libya has been pushed into the background in most American
minds. The Libyan crisis has not run its course, but it has been upstaged by a
seemingly greater crisis--the military crackdown in Poland.
POLAND -- CRISIS N° 2
For three years now the old Bolsheviks from Russia, who now control America's
military policies, have been trying to trigger revolution in Poland. They first attempted
to do this by subverting the Roman Catholic Church. In AUDIO LETTER N° 37 in
August 1978 I gave a warning that there would shortly be turmoil in the Vatican. An
attempt was about to be made to turn the Catholic Church strongly anti-Russian in
its policies. Barely a month later, the newly elected pope, John Paul I, died
unexpectedly. He had been murdered, as I reported in AUDIO LETTER N° 39. His
replacement, who became known as Pope John Paul II, was the first non-Italian pope
in 455 years, and he came from troubled Poland. The Bolsheviks within the Vatican
who engineered his election wanted only his potentially anti-Russian image, not the
man himself; and so he, too, was done away with by poisoning and replaced by a
"double" on November 21, 1978. The new "actor pope" then began issuing a steady
stream of stiff statements against alleged Russian repression of Poland.
In January 1979 I reported that the plan of the American Bolsheviks to use their power
in the Vatican was moving fast. That month in AUDIO LETTER N° 42 I gave the
details of the Bolshevik plan to set off what would be known as the "Pope's
Revolution" in Poland. The key to that plan was to be a visit by the actor pope to
Poland the following May. The highly emotional 900th anniversary of St. Stanislaus'
martyrdom was to be used as the perfect occasion to set off revolution. The Russian
and Polish authorities were able to head off the Pope's Revolution plan almost at the
last minute. Russian Intelligence was able to replace the Bolshevik actor pope with
their own "double". Immediately the Vatican agreed to a one-month postponement in
the papal trip. That eliminated the emotionally-charged atmosphere of the original
date, and the trip went off without a hitch.
Having had their Vatican intrigues foiled for the moment, the Bolshevik planners here
in America started down a different route. Their agents within Poland started
agitation for an independent labor union to be known as SOLIDARITY. In the old
days when the Bolsheviks themselves controlled both Russia and Poland, an
independent labor union would have been unthinkable; but things have changed and

are still changing in Russia and in Poland. Solidarity was granted a charter by the
Polish government in August 1980. The Bolsheviks here in America had hoped that the
demand for a union charter would, in itself, lead to confrontation with the Polish
government. When that did not happen, Solidarity then began a relentless drive of
demands, strikes, and more demands without letup.
Well over a year ago I gave a warning that Solidarity had only one purpose; and that
purpose, contrary to claims, was not to serve the Solidarity rank and file but to use
them. Solidarity was created for the purpose of making conditions steadily worse in
Poland until an unavoidable confrontation was created with the government. This
month it finally happened.
On December 12 the Solidarity ruling council called for a nation-wide referendum by
January 15. It was to decide, in effect, whether the present government of Poland
would be allowed to continue at all; and the head of Solidarity, Lech Walesa, was
quoted as saying: "I now favor confrontation with the government". In effect,
Solidarity had dared the government to either clamp down or cease to exist. Barely 24
hours later martial law was declared in Poland.
Here in the United States news reports and official statements are making the Polish
situation look as bad as possible even though it's actually easing right now.
Overemphasis/Dramatization -- Poland-Lebanon Comparison
In important ways, my friends, the present situation in Poland reminds me of what
happened in Lebanon back in 1958. As you may recall, there was a flare-up of trouble
at that time which appeared to threaten the pro-Western government there. President
Eisenhower ended up sending in the United States Marines at the height of the crisis.
The 1958 Lebanon crisis was big news here in America. News reports here conveyed
the impression of a major crisis with widespread violence and the very fate of Lebanon
hanging in the balance. Martial law was declared in Lebanon, just as it was two
weeks ago in Poland; and just like Poland today, Lebanon in 1958 was under a duskto-dawn curfew.
Based on the major media news reports here, most Americans were led to believe that
the 1958 Lebanon crisis was a virtual reign of terror; but, my friends, that impression
was far from the truth. It was the result of deliberate overdramatization by the media.
Yes, there was a crisis of sorts, that much was true, but the grain of truth was all but
lost among the scare tactics and the reports by the controlled major media here in the
United States. I think it's worth taking a few moments to describe what really
happened in Lebanon in 1958 and how a false picture of it all was painted by the
American media because today the same kind of overdramatization is taking place in

the reports about Poland; and if we Americans fall for it, we will be dragged one step
closer to NUCLEAR WAR ONE.
My own involvement in the 1958 Lebanon crisis began shortly before any fighting had
broken out. I was in private legal practice here in Washington at the time but I had
become involved in Intelligence work many years before. From time to time I was
called upon to undertake Intelligence activities, making use of my civilian status as a
cover.
The Lebanon crisis was one of those times. I was contacted by an operative of the CIA
and told that an imminent crisis was brewing in Lebanon. I was given a briefing on the
situation to the extent that the operative had been able to piece it together.
There were indications that a full-fledged civil war was a possibility. The United
States Government wanted to prevent that partly because of the very major
investments in Lebanon by American business and banking interests. The operative
had approached me because I knew Lebanon. I had been there before.
My mission was to go there and find some way to defuse the crisis. By the time I
arrived there, tensions were building between the two opposing Lebanese factions.
The basic disagreement between them had to do with Egypt's then President Nasser.
Nasser wanted the Arab world to unify and throw off all vestiges of Western
colonialism. To do that he had turned east for help, to Russia. Nasser's appeals to his
Arab brothers were very powerful. In Lebanon this led to conflict between a proNasser faction and an anti-Nasser group who preferred the status quo. It was a
conflict between minorities. Most of the people of Lebanon were not actively involved
on either side. Even so it did carry the seeds of real trouble if allowed to get out of
hand.
The conflict consisted mostly of kidnappings, both real and rumored; sabotaging of
roads with oil and nails; and threats and counterthreats arising out of old family feuds.
There were also a few scattered snipers, and some rumors of torture but those were
never proven to have taken place. No pitched battles took place. The real problem was
a growing atmosphere of fear and distrust.
Lebanon has never maintained a standing army of any significance. For that reason,
Lebanon's then President Chamoun appealed to the United States for help in keeping
order in Lebanon. President Eisenhower responded by sending in the Marines.
Since I was already in Lebanon by then, I went down to the beach to watch the
landing. The landing by the Marines was totally without opposition and entirely
peaceful. In fact, as Marines waded ashore they were greeted on the beach by young
peddlers hawking Coca-Cola; but for the public consumption back home here in
America, scenes like that were edited out from television and photographic news

coverage. Instead, the situation was dramatized. United States news agency
photographers and TV crews got groups of Marines to pose in dramatic menacing
gestures. They pointed their guns at imaginary enemies, and in some cases even fired
them to please the media crews. Civilians stood around on the beach watching it all
after being shooed away from camera range. Some took out cameras to take snapshots
of the goings-on but were brusquely told that their cameras would be confiscated if
they took any pictures.
I was staying at the AUB Club, and one evening after that I was having dinner. As I
was enjoying my kibbeh I became aware of an unusual conversation between two men
at the next table. One was a reporter for the Associated Press, the other was his editor
-- that is, his boss. The reporter had written a story about the situation in Lebanon,
and the AP editor was telling him how he wanted it changed. He went through it line
by line from start to finish. As I eavesdropped I could tell that the reporter's original
story had been accurate and truthful. For example, he reported that the only menace
which the Marines had encountered so far was diarrhea until they learned not to
drink the water. He also described how the Marines were spending a lot of their time
on the beach sunbathing, reading novels, and eyeing the beautiful girls in bikinis. And,
my friends, that's how it really was. I saw it for myself. But the editor was not happy
with that truthful news story. Instead, he was instructing the reporter on how to
rewrite it to give a different version by using dramatic words. He struck out words, he
deleted sentences, he changed words, inserted phrases, rewrote paragraphs. By the
time he was finished, the editor had twisted the reporter's story into one that painted
a picture of violence, torture, and a warlike atmosphere that did not exist.
Having seen and heard these media distortions in progress, I went on about my
business. In the end, the Lebanon crisis was resolved very simply by dollar diplomacy.
By disbursing $15-million dollars among the leaders of the so-called warring factions,
the United States Government snuffed out the conflict. As one factional leader told me
after the settlement agreement had been reached, quote: "For another $15-million
dollars I would start another war".
When I got back home from Lebanon I was astonished to learn that my relatives and
friends had been worried sick about me. They didn't know the details of my trip but
they knew I had gone to Lebanon for some reason and they had feared for my life.
When I read the newspaper clippings which they had saved for me, I could see why.
The media had indeed painted a totally false picture of the Lebanon situation. The
American major media had deliberately distorted their reports, even telling outright
lies in order to overdramatize.
My friends, the same thing is going on right now in the reports here in America on the
Polish situation. The controlled major media, working hand in glove with our
Bolshevik government, are seizing like vultures on every scrap of negative news --

every ugly rumor that they can dredge up, every unconfirmed statement, speculation,
and outright lies by the Bolsheviks here -- all this in order to create the impression
here in America of an extreme crisis and inhumane oppression in Poland. The
American Bolsheviks are trying to goad Russia into invading Poland. Meanwhile they
are so frustrated that they are trying to convince us that we ought to consider martial
law as the same thing as a Russian invasion. Can you imagine?
Tough talk by the Reagan entity is making matters worse and scaring non-Bolshevik
government officials here in Washington; and night after night on the news we hear a
drumbeat of Poland, Russia, Poland, Russia, Poland, Russia. We're being brainwashed
for war, my friends; and as in all brainwashing, facts do not matter. It is only the
impact that counts and the perception!
All of this is not to say that the situation in Poland is not grave or that there is no
crisis there. Of course there is a crisis. When the so-called Solidarity union was
created in Poland over a year ago, I reported that its entire purpose was to bring on a
crisis like this; and the Bolsheviks here who helped to create Solidarity in Poland are
using the crisis to help further set the stage for thermonuclear war against Russia.
The present situation in Poland seems to have been stopped short of outright
revolution for the moment; but a revolution is essential in order to bring on Russian
intervention which, in turn, will be one of the pretexts for war to come. And so the
Bolsheviks here are once again at work within the Vatican, and now control it! If the
American Bolsheviks get their way, a new version of the Pope's Revolution plan is on
the horizon in Poland. Already the Pope and Poland are linked daily in the news.
GOLAN HEIGHTS ANNEXATION -- CRISIS N° 3
The news of martial law in Poland reached the West early Sunday December 13. The
very next day the Begin government in Israel launched the third Christmas crisis. On
that day the Israeli government announced its surprise decision to annex the Golan
Heights.
The Golan Heights lie along the northeast corner of Israel's border with Syria, and are
Syrian territory. They've been occupied by Israeli troops ever since the 1967 war and
more recently by Israeli civilian settlements, but under every rule of international law
the Golan Heights area belongs to Syria. As always, the Begin government defended its
actions in arrogantly self-righteous terms as it made a mockery of the rule of law!
World-wide the reaction was universal condemnation of Israel, and within Israel
itself there was also bitter criticism.
Then on December 18 the United States announced that it was suspending (quote)
"indefinitely" the allegedly new strategic cooperation agreement with Israel. In
response Israel canceled altogether the new agreement with America. By mutual

agreement behind closed doors, the United States and Israel are striking an arm'slength pose in public. This is to free Israel's hands to act without restraint later on.
Earlier this week former Israeli Prime Minister Rabin summed it up with the words,
quote:
"Annexing the Golan Heights is the beginning of the end of Camp David".
Rabin resigned as Prime Minister on April 7, 1977, because he wanted no part of the
war plans then being developed.
The joint war plan of the American Bolsheviks and the Zionists in Israel is still on
track, my friends. They are shooting for Middle East war to break out before the end
of summer 1982! From there, step by step they plan to make the conflict escalate with
other crises continuing to multiply world-wide. It may take many more months after
that, but they are confident that they will reach their final goal -- thermonuclear war
by the United States against Russia. That, my friends, is what the Christmas crises of
this holiday season are really all about.

Topic #2 -- The American Space Shuttle Failure N° 2
When I recorded AUDIO LETTER(R) N° 69 early last month on November 8,
America was waiting for the second space shuttle mission to be launched. NASA was
telling the public that a mission of 5-1/2 days was planned; but I reported that the real
plan was for an abbreviated flight. One possibility still being considered was the
aborted take-off plan which I had first revealed five months earlier in AUDIO
LETTER No. 65; but in my LAST MINUTE comments last month I reported that
another plan had also surfaced consisting of an abbreviated orbital mission. Four days
later just after 10:00 A.M. November 12 the second space shuttle launch took place
from Cape Canaveral, Florida, and that afternoon just seven hours after launch it was
announced that the flight was going to be cut short. The secret plan for an abbreviated
mission was under way. As an excuse NASA pretended that a faulty fuel cell was
responsible.
My friends, the abbreviated space shuttle mission of last month was the legacy of the
total disaster which engulfed the first shuttle flight last April. Last April and again last
month we saw and heard no part of the real shuttle flight except the Florida take-off.
The shuttle Columbia disaster last April was so crushing and the NASA cover-up so
elaborate that I devoted my entire AUDIO LETTER N° 64 to that topic. The same
theatrical techniques that were used to fool the public last April were used again last
month so I'll not go into all of that again, but I do want you to know what the military
shuttle team tried to do last month and how it turned out.

Last April we watched the shuttle "Columbia" take off from Florida -- but it was a
different shuttle called the "Enterprise" which landed in California. The Enterprise
had been re-labeled Columbia for purposes of deception.
The Enterprise was a very special shuttle, unlike the Columbia or the three other
shuttles which secretly exist. The Enterprise was a training shuttle with its cargo bay
filled with rocket fuel tanks. Launched from the top of an airborne 747, the Enterprise
was able to make short suborbital flights into space, but due to its fuel tanks it could
carry no payload in its cargo bay.
In the wake of the secret space shuttle disaster last April, the military shuttle planners
sent the "Enterprise" to Florida, as I detailed in AUDIO LETTER N° 65. Originally they
were simply trying to buy time. But time is going by fast because the American
Bolsheviks are on an accelerated timetable to bring on war! Arguments broke out
among the military shuttle planners over the original plan to throw away a launch just
to keep up appearances. A scheme was finally cooked up to use the Enterprise itself
last month for a military mission.
In AUDIO LETTER N° 69 I reported that a pretended computer problem would be an
important factor in the deliberately shortened second shuttle flight. Sure enough, the
evening before the launch there was a sudden flurry of activity at Cape Canaveral.
Supposedly a data processing module aboard the shuttle -- that is, part of its
computer system -- was misbehaving. We were told that a replacement was flown in,
and we saw workmen rushing to install something aboard the shuttle. It was all going
on literally at the last minute, just before the large external tanks started being loaded
with rocket fuel.
My friends, the last-minute rush at Pad 39-A that evening of November 11 was not to
load a computer module as we were told. Instead, special photo reconnaissance
equipment was installed in the rear deck of the crew compartment. It was arranged to
look out of the two overhead windows. The Enterprise was unable to carry a spy
satellite in its cargo bay, as I mentioned earlier, so instead the Enterprise itself was
turned into a spy satellite. The makeshift spy apparatus installed in the crew
compartment rear deck was not as good as that of a regular spy satellite, but the
military planners here are desperate.
It will soon be four years since Russia finished destroying all of America's spy
satellites with her fleet of Killer Satellites. The military shuttle team were hoping to
use "surprise" last month in order to get at least a little bit of reconnaissance over
Russia. It was hoped that the Russians would consider the Enterprise to be no threat
since it could not carry anything in its cargo bay. NASA also did everything it could to
convince the Russians that a non-threatening orbit would be used last month. Finally,
the launch time was shifted by about 2-1/2 hours on the morning of November 12.

That was intended to make it hard for any Russian Cosmos Interceptors to readjust
their orbits to attack the Enterprise.
This last item, my friends, reflects a deadly Intelligence error being made by the
United States military shuttle planning team. They know about Russia's orbital
cosmos interceptors, the Killer Satellites. They also know about the first generation
Cosmospheres, Russia's Levitating Weapons Platforms. Both were first deployed
about four years ago. The American planners know that the space shuttle can outrun
the first-generation Cosmospheres, therefore they believe that the orbiting cosmos
interceptors are the main threat to the shuttle.
What they do not know so far is that Russia now has a small fleet of semiexperimental second-generation Cosmospheres. Last April there were seven in
operation. Now there are at least eight. These new Cosmospheres called "Super
Heavies" or "Jumbos" can outrun and outlift our space shuttle. The Russians gave
NASA a very spectacular hint about their existence last April, as I detailed in AUDIO
LETTER N° 64.
There are some in America's Intelligence community who have correctly interpreted
what happened, but the Bolsheviks here who control America's military space
program are refusing to believe it. They are explaining away the fragments of
Intelligence about the new Russian Jumbo Cosmospheres and thereby guaranteeing
their own failure. When the "Enterprise", relabeled Columbia, took off from Florida
last month there were no human pilots aboard. It was a suicide mission. The
Enterprise followed an evasive, curving launch, just as the Columbia did last April. It
headed far to the north toward a near polar orbit. When it passed over Russia the
Enterprise was to be upside down with its spy camera staring downward through the
crew compartment windows. Five Jumbo Cosmospheres were on hand and kept pace
with the shuttle as it climbed toward orbit; but when they notified Moscow of the
course it was taking, they were told not to fire. Instead the Russian Ballistic Missile
Defense Forces were alerted. The Russians know war is coming and they decided to
use the approach of the shuttle as a test drill.
Nearly two years ago I reported that Russia was preparing to deploy a new antiballistic missile system. It's based on charged particle beam weapons fired from
modified supersonic TU-144 Jet Transports. On November 12 a squadron of TU-144s
were scrambled to intercept and shoot down the Enterprise. The Jumbo
Cosmospheres continued pacing the shuttle from a distance as a backup if the TU144s should fail--but they did not fail. The Enterprise swept downward from the
north across the strategic Kola Peninsula. As it crossed over the White Sea the big jets
began firing upward with their beam weapons at the shuttle far above. The third beam
blast tore through the midsection of the shuttle and it broke in half just behind the
crew compartment and disintegrated.

Here in the United States NASA went ahead with its made-for-television space
movies and followed the pre-planned script for a shortened mission. They knew
within an hour after launch that the Enterprise had been destroyed. Having learned
about Russia's plans last April to create an international incident with a crashed
shuttle, they wanted to complete the flight in the world's eyes quickly.
The shuttle landing at Edwards Air Force Base, California, on November 14 was a
replay of the show we saw last April. And when I say "replay", my friends, I mean it
literally. Those long distance telephoto shots of the shuttle swooping in from the
stratosphere were the same ones that we saw last April. NASA merely fed video tapes
of the long distance scenes from last April to the networks and added a fresh narrative
to them. The only part of the landing that was live last month was the terminal
portion which could be seen from the ground. The shuttle we saw land, my friends,
was one of the secret new shuttles from White Sands. It had been carried aloft by the
launch 747 aircraft, boosted to a modest speed and altitude by a pair of solid fuel
booster rockets and then swooped down to delight the crowd.
As of now, NASA claims to be planning the third shuttle flight for March 1982, just
three months from now. And, my friends, this time the launch may well take place on
schedule or close to it. The embarrassing quandary of what to do with the Enterprise
is now over with.
Now a new shuttle, the third we have seen with the name "Columbia" on it, is at Cape
Canaveral. Its cargo bay awaits a new secret military pay load. My friends, this
shuttle has been modified. It is armed for battle in space, but the Bolshevik military
planners here refuse to understand what they are really up against -- and so at Cape
Canaveral another tragedy is now in the making!

Topic #3 -- A New Scandal Over America's Disappearing Gold
For eight years now the powers that be here in America have kept a blackout on the
covered up FORT KNOX GOLD SCANDAL in our allegedly free press, but outside the
United States there is a new upsurge of journalistic interest in what has happened to
our gold. Unlike the controlled American major media, some foreign reporters have
started asking questions again, and some of them don't like the answers they are
getting from the United States Treasury Department.
Earlier this month in its December 15, 1981 issue, a nationally circulated tabloid called
The Globe published a cover story about our missing gold. It was titled appropriately
"66-BILLION DOLLARS IN GOLD GONE FROM FORT KNOX".

The Globe appears on newsstands and supermarkets and drug stores all over the
United States but its editorial control lies outside the American blackout, in Canada.
And just two weeks ago on Sunday December 13 an even harder-hitting article was
published in England in The Sunday Express of London. It was titled: "UNITED
STATES PROBES FORT KNOX ROBBERY". The article, written by correspondent
David Markham, begins, quote:
"The American Gold Commission in Washington will this week begin an examination
of Treasury documents to decide whether 7000 tons of gold, enough to fill 300 lorries,
has been stolen from Fort Knox, the world's biggest and most protected bullion store".
The article then reviews the basic charges which I have made together with my friend
Mr. Edward Durell, and it mentions that the Treasury is trying to refute our charges
by providing certain documents to the Gold Commission. The article then zeros in on
the question of the missing 165-million ounces of Fort Knox gold that I reported on in
the spring of this year. If you will recall, I urged all my listeners to send Mailgrams to
the entity President Reagan last spring demanding that this be looked into
immediately. Based on glaring conflicts among the Treasury's own documents, this
staggering amount of gold disappeared without a trace from 1961 to 1971.
Those of you who did as I asked last spring received your own evidence that this
Administration, like those before it, is sitting on the Gold Scandal. They're continuing
to cover it up, and the replies you received did not answer the question of the missing
165-million ounces of Fort Knox gold.
The London Sunday Express article which I mentioned a moment ago focused in on
that awesome amount of missing gold. They asked the Treasury Department to
explain it, and now listen to the incredible reply they received. Quoting once again
from the article:
"At the Treasury Department in Washington Jerry Nisenson, Deputy Director of Gold
Market Activities said: 'We have investigated the claims of Dr Beter and his
supporters and we contend that the gold was not stolen. There is no cover-up. They
have misinterpreted our books. The gold was being refined into better quality gold
and those ounces just went up the chimney'."
My friends, if anyone swallows that explanation then I give up. Three hundred (300)
truckloads of gold went up the chimney?? If it did, then enough gold dust should have
settled out of the air to gold-plate New York City.
The United States Treasury Department is continuing its cover-up of what The
London Sunday Express article says, quote: "would amount to the biggest theft in
criminal history".

My friends, they are lying, and because they are lying the Fort Knox Gold Scandal
refuses to die. One might think that the forces behind the ransacking of Fort Knox
might want to lay low for a while under the circumstances; but No. Those who stole
the Fort Knox gold have so far been powerful enough to keep it under wraps. They are
so arrogant that they believe they can never be stopped, and so they are now
compounding the felony with a new Fort Knox-style gold theft! It's going on right
now as I say these words. The target this time is the United States Treasury Assay
Office in New York City. The New York Assay Office is the Treasury's second largest
depository for gold. Having successfully robbed Fort Knox, which is the biggest
depository, the New York Assay Office is next in line.
In late October rumors circulated briefly in New York City that the so-called Reagan
Administration plans to close the Assay Office. For that reason, the rumors said that
the gold there might be moved out and taken to the West Point Depository up the
Hudson River from New York. An article about it was published in the New York
Daily News for October 27, 1981. Treasury officials immediately denied it all, saying no
shipments of gold out of the New York Assay Office were imminent. But as usual, my
friends, they lied.
At 10:00 P.M. Saturday night November 7, 1981, a secret meeting got under way at the
New York Assay Office. Those present included: Donna Pope, Director of the Mint;
Dr. Alan Goldman, Deputy Director of the Mint; James Edwards, Officer in Charge at
the West Point Depository; New York Assay Office employees, and others. The entire
group remained at the Assay Office overnight. Then at 5:00 A.M. the following Sunday
morning, November 8, they departed. They were accompanying the first secret
shipment of gold out of the New York Assay Office 'reportedly' bound for the West
Point Depository. The shipment consisted of four (4) truckloads totaling 2.18-million
ounces. Shipments have been continuing like this ever since. Every shipment leaves in
the dead of night in elaborate secrecy.
Everyone at the Assay Office who knows about the shipments has been sworn to
secrecy about them. Meanwhile the gold stock there is being depleted rapidly -- four
(4) tractor-trailer loads at a time. I can report that shipments of four truckloads each
left the New York Assay Office on December 10 and December 11. The combined total
amounted to 144 skids with 80 bars each, or over 11,500 bars totaling over 4-1/2
million ounces. Additional shipments of four truckloads each were scheduled for
December 17 and 20 according to my latest information. There is a mad rush to
complete all shipments before the end of the year! New York Assay Office employees
who see all this going on are being given the excuse that this is being done, quote "for
security reasons"; but that, my friends, is ridiculous.
In spite of the security problems at the Assay Office which I have discussed in the
past, security at West Point is vastly inferior. The West Point Depository was never

designed for gold bullion safekeeping. It's mainly for the storage of pennies. It's not
designed as a fortress like the New York Assay Office. There's no high-security gold
vault at West Point. There are no iron gates, no bars, no military guards; and unlike
the New York Assay Office which is situated in Lower Manhattan, the West Point
Depository is isolated, totally isolated. Anything could go on there and no one would
know.
The point is this, my friends: the gold is supposedly being moved secretly to a location
without adequate storage facilities and with very low security. In other words, it's
being made easy to steal; and, my friends, I have already received preliminary reports
that some of this gold has already begun going to places other than the West Point
Depository!
Meanwhile, day by day the economic news becomes more gloomy. America's
economy, once the strongest in the world, is coming apart at the seams. The United
States dollar, once as good as gold, is shriveling before our very eyes. In pretended
response our leaders are giving us nothing but theories, rhetoric, political
grandstanding, and hypocrisy. They continue to paper over and cover up the root
causes of our economic woes.
Up to now the so-called Reagan Administration has been guilty mainly of hiding the
past thefts of America's gold, but now they are compounding their guilt. A major new
gold theft scandal is brewing at the New York Assay Office. The entity known as
Ronald Reagan pretends to be upset over alleged mistreatment of the Polish people
and yet he is mistreating his own people in many ways!

LAST MINUTE SUMMARY
Now it's time for my Last Minute Summary. My friends, the Christmas crises
involving Libya, Poland, and the Israeli annexation of Syria's Golan Heights have
nudged us one step closer to NUCLEAR WAR ONE. War preparations continue
apace involving the space shuttle and many other secret developments. Events are
speeding up. Under the circumstances, I have some comments to make about the
future of my AUDIO LETTER Intelligence report series.
As you know, I initiated my AUDIO LETTER as a monthly report on cassette tape six
and a half years ago in June 1975. Almost two years ago, in February 1980, my tape
reports were interrupted by a near fatal heart attack. By the grace of God I recovered
enough to resume my AUDIO LETTER reports four months later in June 1980. Since
that time my health has continued to improve and today I feel that it is essentially
back to normal, and yet you have probably noticed that these days I am no longer
recording the AUDIO LETTER on a truly monthly basis. This is not because I am

physically unable to do it; instead, it's because the events taking place behind closed
doors have repeatedly been delayed in coming to fruition. Rather than give you a
partial report, I have waited to give you the full story; but now, as we draw closer and
closer to war, events are speeding up.
Some of you have asked me to release reports more often. Many of you have also
indicated your interest in receiving some type of printed report, and I cannot ignore
the fact that due to the current recession more and more people who are interested
feel that they can no longer afford a cassette tape. At the same time we, too, are being
squeezed by ever-increasing costs in this stagflation era. I have given considerable
thought to how to meet these emerging needs and I believe the time has come for a
new phase in my AUDIO LETTER Intelligence report program.
In this new phase, my cassette tape reports will continue on a less frequent basis and
they will be joined by a completely new printed newsletter which will be more
frequent and less expensive. To be more specific, here's what I propose to do:
First -- My basic AUDIO LETTER cassette tape reports will continue but on a less
frequent basis. My present plan is to record AUDIO LETTER N° 71 next month,
January 1982, and then quarterly after that -- that is, every three months. When I
record each AUDIO LETTER tape I will try to concentrate on broad perspectives and
major basic new Intelligence.
Second -- For the first time ever I now hope to inaugurate a brief printed newsletter
soon, to be known as the "AUDIO LETTER UPDATE". My hope is to issue the printed
UPDATE report every two weeks except when I record a tape, and two holidays per
year -- that is, there will be 20 printed UPDATE issues per year. My printed UPDATE
newsletter will be exactly what the name implies -- a fast update on fast-breaking
events behind closed doors.
Most of the basic background you need in order to understand coming events has
already been presented in my 70 AUDIO LETTER tapes plus several AUDIO BOOK
tapes. With events now speeding up, my printed UPDATE newsletter will refer you
back to this information which is already available; and on that basis it will bring you
up to date on the latest developments.
Subscription prices for the new printed UPDATE newsletter will come to less than
$10.00 for three months at this time in the United States and Canada. There will also
be greatly reduced prices for multiple copies of any issue. Many of you have told me
that you want this so that you can help spread the truth to others more quickly.
You'll be able to subscribe in any one of three ways:

(1) You can subscribe to my AUDIO LETTER tape alone if you wish, receiving it
quarterly after No. 71;
(2) Or you may subscribe to the reduced-cost printed UPDATE newsletter only,
receiving it every two weeks with six (6) exceptions throughout the year;
(3) Or you may subscribe to both, which I recommend if you can afford it.
Incidentally, the combined price of both subscriptions -- tape plus printed UPDATE
newsletter -- will be about the same as the tape alone in the past.
For those who have paid-up subscriptions to my AUDIO LETTER beyond N° 71,
naturally we will make equitable arrangements to accommodate you.
My friends, our business office will be in touch with you about the details concerning
your subscription after I record AUDIO LETTER N° 71 next month, but for now I
wanted you to know my thinking and give you a chance to respond. After a great deal
of thought and consultation with my associates, I believe that this new step may be
necessary. In this way I believe I can serve your needs as you have expressed them to
me. Also, I believe this is a way to help you to keep up with the increasing pace of lifeand-death events.
Let me hear any thoughts you may have about this new plan right away by card or
letter. I want to know your reactions before I announce my final decision about it
next month in AUDIO LETTER N° 71. To make sure I get your messages as quickly as
possible, please send your cards and letters to me at our business office in Maryland.
The address is:
P.O. Box 276
Savage, Maryland
Zip 20763
You may enclose your thoughts to me with renewal or other orders, but please be sure
to use a separate piece of paper.
My friends, events are speeding up, and those events are leading toward NUCLEAR
WAR ONE, but my hope and prayer is that in the coming year you and I can work
together to help give the Truth of our Lord Jesus Christ a chance in our troubled
world.
If we will do that, then we will all be doing our part to help make 1982 a happy, holy,
and peaceful New Year.
Until the next time, God willing, this is Dr. Beter. Thank you, and may God bless each
and every one of you.

